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Abstract
The subject of this thesis is the investigation of the growth of polycrystalline silicon on glass at
low temperatures from metallic solutions in a two-step growth process. The successful growth of
continuous microcrystalline Si layers with good morphological, chemical and electrical properties
shows the feasibility of this process, and qualifies the material as applicable for the use in thin-
film silicon solar cells.
In the first process step, nanocrystalline Si (nc-Si) films are formed at temperatures in the
range of 230 ◦C to 450 ◦C, either by direct deposition on heated substrates, or by metal-induced
crystallization. In the former case, small nanocrystallites form and expand into larger crystallites
during further Si deposition. In the latter case, an in-plane movement of liquid metallic solvent
droplets on an amorphous Si film is accompanied by precipitation of crystalline Si, a process we
refer to as amorphous-liquid-crystalline (ALC) transition.
In the second process step, the seed layers serve as templates for the growth of significantly
larger Si crystallites by means of steady-state solution growth. In contrast to common liquid
phase epitaxy, the supersaturation in front of the seed layer is established by a stationary
temperature difference between a Si source and the substrate. Micrometer-sized Si crystallites
with low impurity concentrations are grown by this technique.
The droplets’ traces in the ALC seed layers were shown to be large crystal grains measuring
several hundred nanometers in width and up to 200 nm in depth. Extensive parameter studies
for the ALC process helped to bring down the process duration from formerly up to 60 min to as
short as 6 min. Characterization of the nc-Si seed layers, formed by direct deposition on heated
substrates, showed, that there is no homogeneous nanocrystalline layer, but that the layer is
in fact composed of individual seeds, embedded in a quasi-amorphous matrix. While impurity
concentrations are comparatively high in the ALC layers, they were shown to be significantly
lower in the nc-Si seed layers.
The oxidation of the seed layers prior to the second process step was found to be a major
obstacle. The most successful solution to overcome this issue has been an initial melt-back step,
in which the temperature gradient is briefly reversed, letting the metallic solution dissolve the
surface of the seed layer and partially remove the oxide. As the process is hard to control,
though, removal by laser was chosen to be a better alternative, and a UV laser system has been
developed and installed. First promising results show unobstructed epitaxial growth where the
oxide has been removed.
Steady-state solution growth on ALC seed layers was found to start from a few larger seed
crystals, and then cover the surrounding areas by lateral overgrowth. While the seed layer
exhibits a high defect density and solvent inclusions, the large crystallites’ volume is almost
free of defects. Although crystallites with sizes of up to 50 µm were obtained, it was not yet
possible to achieve full surface coverage with a continuous layer. By solution growth on nc-Si
seed layers, however, it was eventually possible to achieve this goal. Continuous, polycrystalline
Si layers were grown, on which all Si crystallites are interlocked. The layer thickness amounts to
about 10 µm. All formerly amorphous parts in the seed layer have crystallized, and the impurity
concentrations stay well within the specifications for solar grade silicon.
The growth experiments were accompanied by 3D simulations. Different heater configura-
tions have been simulated, in which the top and side heater configuration produced the most
steady temperature gradients. It also produced the best experimental growth results so far. The
influence of geometric variations in the growth setup has also been simulated, and changes in the
solvent fill height were found to have a profound impact on both temperature and convection in
the crucible.
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Zusammenfassung
Mit der vorliegenden Arbeit wird das Wachstum von polykristallinem Silicium auf Glas bei
niedrigen Temperaturen aus metallischen Lo¨sungen in einem Zweistufenprozess untersucht. Das
erfolgreiche Wachstum von geschlossenen Si-Schichten mit guten morphologischen, chemischen
und elektrischen Eigenschaften zeigt die Durchfu¨hrbarkeit dieses Prozesses und macht die er-
zeugten Schichten interessant fu¨r eine mo¨gliche Anwendung in Du¨nnschicht-Silicium-Solarzellen.
Im ersten Prozessschritt werden nanokristalline Siliziumschichten (nc-Si) bei Temperaturen
im Bereich von 230 ◦C bis 450 ◦C hergestellt, entweder durch die direkte Abscheidung auf
geheizten Substraten oder durch metall-induzierte Kristallisation. Im ersten Fall bilden sich
kleine Nanokristallite und wachsen wa¨hrend der weiteren Abscheidung zu gro¨ßeren Kristalliten
aus. Im zweiten Fall bewegen sich die flu¨ssigen Lo¨sungsmitteltro¨pfchen entlang der Substra-
tebene, wobei kristallines Si ausgeschieden wird, ein Prozess, den wir als ’Amorphous-Liquid-
Crystalline’(ALC)-Umwandlung bezeichnen.
Im zweiten Prozessschritt dienen die Saatschichten als Vorlage fu¨r das Wachstum von deut-
lich gro¨ßeren Kristalliten durch stationa¨re Lo¨sungszu¨chtung. Im Gegensatz zur gewo¨hnlichen
Flu¨ssigphasenepitaxie wird die U¨bersa¨ttigung vor der Saatschicht dabei durch einen stationa¨ren
Temperaturunterschied zwischen Si-Quelle und Substrat hergestellt. Mikrometergroße Silicium-
Kristallite mit geringen Verunreinigungen werden mit dieser Methode gewachsen.
Bei den Spuren der Tro¨pfchen in den ALC-Saatschichten handelt es sich um mehrere hun-
dert Nanometer breite und bis zu 200 nm hohe Kristallko¨rner. Die ALC-Prozessdauer von ur-
spru¨nglich bis zu 60 min konnte durch umfassende Parameterstudien auf 6 min reduziert werden.
Die Charakterisierung der durch die direkte Abscheidung auf geheizten Substraten entstehenden
nc-Si Saatschichten offenbarte, dass es sich dabei nicht um homogene, nanokristalline Schich-
ten handelt, sondern um individuelle Saatko¨rner, die in eine quasi-amorphe Matrix eingebettet
sind. Wa¨hrend die Verunreinigung der ALC-Schichten vergleichsweise hoch ist, konnte gezeigt
werden, dass sie in den nc-Si Saatschichten bedeutend niedrigere Werte annimmt.
Die Oxidation der Saatschichten vor dem zweiten Prozessschritt wurde als ein wesentliches
Hindernis fu¨r das Wachstum identifiziert. Als erfolgreichste Lo¨sung zur U¨berwindung dieses
Problems hat sich ein anfa¨nglicher Ru¨cklo¨seschritt erwiesen, in welchem der Temperaturgradient
kurzzeitig umgedreht wird, wodurch die metallische Lo¨sung die Oberfla¨che der Saatschicht anlo¨st
und dabei das Oxid partiell entfernt. Da diese Methode jedoch schwierig zu kontrollieren ist,
wurde die Oxidentfernung durch Laserstrahlung als bessere Variante ausgemacht und ein UV-
Laser-System entwickelt und installiert. Erste Resultate zeigen epitaktisches Wachstum an den
Stellen, an denen das Oxid entfernt wurde.
Bei der Lo¨sungszu¨chtung auf ALC-Schichten beginnt das Wachstum an einigen gro¨ßeren
Saatkristallen und die Kristallisation umliegender Gebiete erfolgt durch laterales U¨berwachsen.
Wa¨hrend die Saatschicht eine hohe Defektdichte und Einschlu¨sse des Lo¨sungsmittels aufweist,
sind die großen Kristallite nahezu defektfrei. Obwohl Kristallitgro¨ßen bis zu 50 µm erreicht
wurden, war es noch nicht mo¨glich, geschlossene Schichten zu erzielen. Durch Lo¨sungszu¨chtung
auf nc-Si Saatschichten hingegen konnte dieses Ziel erreicht werden. Geschlossene, polykristal-
line Si-Schichten wurden erzeugt, auf denen alle Si-Kristallite miteinander verbunden sind. Die
Schichtdicke betra¨gt etwa 10 µm. Alle vormals amorphen Bereiche der Saatschicht sind kristal-
lisiert und die Verunreinigungen liegen deutlich innerhalb der Spezifikationen fu¨r Solar-Silizium.
Neben den Wachstumsexperimenten wurden 3D-Simulationen durchgefu¨hrt. Es wurden un-
terschiedliche Heizerkonfigurationen betrachtet und die Variante mit den stabilsten Tempera-
turgradienten identifiziert. Diese fu¨hrte bislang auch zu den besten experimentellen Ergebnissen.
Außerdem wurde der Einfluss geometrischer Variationen in der Anlage simuliert und es konn-
te gezeigt werden, dass A¨nderungen in der Fu¨llho¨he des Lo¨sungsmittels einen maßgeblichen
Einfluss auf Temperatur und Konvektion im Tiegel haben.
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1 Introduction
With constantly rising CO2 levels, and emissions still not having reached their peak, fighting
climate change by converting to energy production from renewable resources is unquestionably
one of the most pressing issues in the 21st century [5][6]. In all notable predictions for the
future development of the world’s energy supply, solar power is seen as one of the most impor-
tant sources by the year 2050 and later [7][8][9][10][11]. Whether solar thermal or photovoltaic
power will have the larger share in this is not foreseeable yet, though the trend seems to go to
photovoltaics [12][13], and the market here is clearly dominated by silicon [14].
After decades of research in silicon-based photovoltaics, leading to considerable price reduc-
tions in recent years, one of the major obstacles for low-priced, grid-competitive silicon solar
cells is still their high consumption of ultra-pure silicon, caused by wafer thicknesses far beyond
the physical requirements, and by significant kerf loss during wafer slicing from the grown bulk
crystals [15]. Despite the year-long efforts in developing cost-effective thin-film alternatives,
however, the growth of large-grained silicon layers on glass remains a challenging task [16].
Apart from the direct growth of crystalline Si on glass [17], which results in very small-
sized grains, or the epitaxial growth of Si layers onto porous mono-crystalline silicon [18], the
crystallization of an initially amorphous silicon film is an often applied technique. The material
for this film is deposited from the vapor phase, e.g. by chemical vapor deposition (CVD) [19]
or physical vapor deposition (PVD) [20], by sputtering [21], or by deposition from organic
solutions [22]. Crystallization is then performed in a successive step, e.g. by thermal annealing
in a high temperature furnace [23], by laser irradiation [24], by an electron beam treatment [25],
or by the aluminium-induced layer exchange (ALILE) method [26][27].
An alternative to these methods is the growth of thin crystalline silicon films from a metallic
solution by liquid phase epitaxy (LPE). Due to the low supersaturation during growth, the
defect densities in LPE-grown epitaxial layers are lower as compared to e.g. CVD-grown layers.
Diffusion lengths are longer, it has a tendency to anneal out dislocations in the substrate, fewer
deep levels occur, and impurities tend to segregate to the liquid rather than the solid [28][29].
As early as the 1960s and 70s, thin silicon films have been deposited on amorphous substrates
such as quartz or graphite from metallic solutions [30][31]. During the 80s, growth from tin
solutions on steel and quartz substrates produced grain sizes of several ten micrometers, and
it was found that controlling the initial nucleation is the most important factor in the attempt
to achieve consistent growth of uniform epitaxial films [32][29]. Around the same time, LPE
growth in general was stated to produce material that forms devices superior in performance to
those grown by other methods [33, p.421].
Especially in the 1990s, extensive research has been carried out on the LPE growth of thin
silicon layers for photovoltaic applications, initially mostly by homoepitaxy on single-crystalline
silicon substrates. Hall measurements of Si thin films on Si substrates, grown from a Ga-doped In
solution, demonstrated electrical properties comparable to bulk material [34]. Growth from Sn
and Sn-Al solutions on Si substrates produced n-type and p-type doped Si films, respectively [35].
About 15 to 30 µm thick Si films grown on Si(100) substrates from In solutions were used for
producing solar cells with efficiencies of eventually up to 16.4% [36][37][38]. These results,
however, mainly served demonstration purposes, as solar cells composed of LPE-grown Si layers
on thick, high-quality Si wafers are not a reasonable option.
For the growth on low cost, amorphous substrates, Shi et al. have grown polycrystalline Si
layers from Sn-Al solutions on a-Si seed layers on glass, and from Sn-Al-Mg solutions directly
on glass substrates. Thereby, uniformity and areal density of the crystallites, small grain sizes,
or growth temperatures as high as the softening point of the glass remained a problem [39][40].
1
1 Introduction
In experiments by Silier et al., only high temperature growth from an In solution on a-Si seed
layers on quartz substrates produced polycrystalline Si layers, while crystallites grown from a Ga
solution at low temperatures on borosilicate and lime glass substrates did not form coalescing
layers [41]. In other groups’ experiments, LPE growth on seed layers on glass and ceramic
substrates from In, Ga and Sn solutions produced high quality Si crystallites, but no coalescent
layers [42][43][44].
In more recent times, Nishida et al. used porous Si substrates for growing Si layers from an
In solution, producing a solar cell on the detached epitaxial foil with an efficiency of 9.5% [45].
Kamada et al. implemented the direct deposition of continuous polycrystalline Si layers on quartz
glass substrates by LPE from Cu-Al solutions, and found that the reduction of SiO2 is crucial
to the growth process [46]. Si films have also been grown from Cu-Al and Ga-In solutions on
metallurgical-grade silicon (MG-Si). They exhibited high minority carrier diffusion lengths [47],
and were used for the fabrication of functional photovoltaic devices which, however, showed
large variations in open circuit voltage [48].
Although a lot of research has been done on the solution growth of crystalline silicon, common
LPE suffers from a number of limitations, which make it less applicable to large-scale production.
Especially the limited amount of dissolved material in the volume of the solvent reservoir and
the limited size of the usable temperature process window constrict the maximum achievable
layer thickness. This fundamental shortcoming prevents its application in continuous processes,
which is one of the major reasons why the research on LPE-growth of c-Si has continuously
ceased over the past 15 years.
The research within the context of this thesis follows a different approach. Here, crystalline
silicon is grown epitaxially on seed layers on glass by steady-state liquid phase epitaxy (SSLPE),
also known as the temperature difference method (TDM), or steady-state solution growth. It
is characterized by a continuous delivery of silicon, maintaining the Si supersaturation of the
solution in the vicinity of the substrate. Therefore, SSLPE allows for continuous stationary
processes, has no restrictions on the thickness of the deposited layer, and is assumed to be
scalable to almost any size. The growth process will be explained in detail in section 2.
Essential features of steady-state solution growth are comparable to the float glass process
in large-scale industrial glass production, described in more detail in section 2.2. Based on these
similarities, there are hopes for a successive production of float glass and thin silicon films for
solar cells in a continuous process in the future. It should be noted, however, that neither the
actual construction of a functioning solar cell, nor the possible industrial implementation of
the investigated methods and procedures are the subject of this work. They merely serve as a
motivation. Doping and the formation of a p-n-junction, the deposition of diffusion barriers or
anti-reflective coatings, and the implementation and testing of different cell architectures have
not been investigated. The conducted experimental research primarily focused on the basic
understanding of the underlying growth principles, with the goal of producing a continuous
polycrystalline silicon absorber layer on glass by steady-state solution growth.
Aside from the description of these new ideas and concepts for the solution growth of crys-
talline Si on glass, which will be explained in sections 2.2, 3.1.2, and 5.3, the creation and
characterization of different kinds of seed layers forms a key aspect of the thesis and will be
presented in sections 2.1, 3.1.1, and 5.1. The oxidation of the seed layers, and its avoidance, will
also form an important part of the results, cf. section 5.2. The physical and chemical basics of
the applied growth principles will be briefly explained in section 4, and 3D simulations of the
convective flow and temperature distribution in the SSLPE growth apparatus are to be found
in section 5.4.
2
2 The Growth Process
In order to grow crystalline silicon on glass at low temperatures for photovoltaic applications, a
two-step growth process has been developed. In the first step, nanocrystalline silicon films are
formed at low temperatures in the range of 250 to 400 ◦C either by metal-induced crystallization,
or by direct deposition on heated substrates. In the second step, these seed layers serve as
templates for the growth of micrometer-sized silicon crystallites by steady-state solution growth.
2.1 Preparation of Seed Layers
2.1.1 Amorphous-Liquid-Crystalline Transition
One way for seed layer preparation is the conversion of amorphous silicon into crystalline silicon
by metal-induced crystallization. In our approach, a-Si is first deposited onto borosilicate glass
substrates in a PVD vacuum chamber. Heated from the front side by lamp heating, a metallic
solvent is then deposited on the a-Si layer, where it forms droplets. Being in their liquid state, the
metal droplets partially dissolve the subjacent a-Si layer. When a critical amount of metallic
solvent has been deposited, the droplets start to move along the sample’s surface, similar to
what is known from the literature in connection with in-plane nanowire growth [49]. In this
case, however, the in-plane movement is random, and it is accompanied by the precipitation of
crystalline silicon (c-Si) along the droplets’ traces [50].
The underlying principle is the difference in chemical potential between a-Si and c-Si. The
chemical potential of a-Si is higher than that of c-Si. Therefore, by dissolving a-Si at the leading
edge, the droplets get supersaturated with respect to c-Si, which leads to the precipitation
of crystalline material at the trailing edge and releases the difference in chemical potential as
latent heat. Hence, the precipitation is accompanied by a random in-plane movement of the
droplets into areas of remaining a-Si, cf. Fig. 2.1a. In analogy to the vapor-liquid-solid (VLS)
process [51], the process was named amorphous-liquid-crystalline (ALC) transition [52], and has
been patented by our research group [53].
Figure 2.1: Schematic depictions of the ALC growth process:
(a) Cross-sectional view of a metal droplet moving along the substrate surface, performing
the ALC transition, based on the difference in chemical potentials µa−Si / µc−Si.
(b–d) Top view of the different stages of the process in chronological order. First, individual
droplets start to move along the substrate surface, leaving traces of crystalline silicon (b).
With time, more droplets start to move and they grow in size by merging with other droplets,
whereby the now circular crystalline areas keep growing (c). Eventually, the circular areas
coalesce into a continuous layer of nanocrystalline or microcrystalline silicon (d).
It is assumed that the release of latent heat during crystallization induces further droplets
in the vicinity of an active region to start moving. In consequence, round-shaped crystalline
domains are formed. If deposition rate and sample heating are held constant, the individual
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domains coalesce, leading to a complete coverage of the sample, cf. Fig. 2.1b–d. The resulting
layer will henceforth be referred to as ALC layer.
For some samples, additional silicon is deposited onto the first layer by PVD at temperatures
around 400 ◦C, immediately after the ALC process in the same PVD chamber, which leads to
the formation of micro-crystallites on top of the ALC layer. This layer will henceforth be
called thickening layer, in reference to its main function of epitaxial thickening of the seed layer.
The method was conceived to provide larger seeds for the subsequent epitaxial growth of large
crystallites by SSLPE.
In-detail results of the characterization and examination of the ALC layer and the thickening
layer can be found in sections 5.1.1 and 5.1.2, respectively.
2.1.2 Direct Deposition on Heated Substrates
Another approach for seed layer preparation, which was applied in the research for this thesis,
is the direct deposition of silicon on heated substrates. In the past, this method of producing
crystal grains on the nanometer scale has been used directly to build solar cells on such material,
deposited by high-temperature CVD at temperatures around 1130 ◦C, leading to a maximum
efficiency of just 5.0% [17].
In our approach, a borosilicate glass substrate is heated from the front side to only about
400 ◦C by lamp heaters. Maintaining the temperature, silicon is then deposited on its surface,
where the atoms have sufficient energy to move for a few nanometers before coming to a rest.
This way, it was hypothesized, they can find to each other and form small crystalline clusters,
leaving a layer of nanocrystalline silicon, cf. Fig. 2.2. No metallic solvents are required, and the
process is comparatively quick and easy. However, with such small seed crystals, the chance to
achieve large crystallite sizes in the solution growth step is lower than with the big seeds formed
in the ALC process.
Results for this seed layer preparation technique are presented in section 5.1.3.
Figure 2.2: Schematic depiction of the hypothesized growth of nc-Si seed layers by direct deposition on
heated substrates.
2.1.3 Alternative Methods
Aside from the two described seed layer preparation techniques, a number of alternative ap-
proaches and concepts was tested, but did not produce sufficiently good results for implemen-
tation with the growth process.
One such alternative approach is to deposit the metal catalyst on the heated substrate first,
then deposit the silicon on top of it, where, ideally, another form of metal-induced crystallization
takes place during the Si deposition process.
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Within the scope of a research collaboration, thin wafers of sintered silicon were tested as
substrates for steady-state solution growth. SSLPE growth experiments were also conducted on
silicon deposited through high-rate electron beam evaporation on heated substrates, as well as
on thin laser-crystallized layers on glass.
The results of the experiments with alternative seed layer concepts can be found in sec-
tion 5.1.4.
2.2 Steady-state Solution Growth
In the second process step, the seed layers serve as templates for the growth of crystalline silicon
by steady-state solution growth. Seed crystals are epitaxially enlarged in a specially configured
growth setup, described in section 3.1.2. A graphite crucible contains the metallic solvent and a
silicon feeding source at the bottom. A stationary temperature difference is established between
the silicon source material at the warmer bottom, and the substrate with the seed layer at the
colder top. This leads to a steady delivery of silicon by convective flow through the metallic
solvent, and preserves the silicon supersaturation in front of the substrate [54].
Maintaining the silicon supersaturation of the solution in the vicinity of the substrate in-
creases the achievable layer thickness compared to classical LPE, in which the maximum achiev-
able layer thickness is constricted by both the limited amount of dissolved material in the volume
of the solvent reservoir and the usable temperature process window. Ideally, it is possible to
grow silicon crystallites in the range of 10 to 30 µm with low impurity concentrations and high
crystalline quality by this technique.
As was mentioned in the introduction, steady-state solution growth exhibits substantial
similarities with the industrial manufacture of float glass, which is depicted in figure 2.3.
Figure 2.3: Schematic depiction of industrial float glass production:
The raw materials are fed into a melting furnace, where they form glass. The molten glass
is then poured on top of a liquid tin bath, positioned in a protective atmosphere of nitrogen
and hydrogen, where it is flattened and cools down, while it floats forward. Below the
softening point it is extracted from the bath, slowly cooled down and, eventually, cut and
stacked.
In float glass production, a continuous ribbon of glass is formed by slowly feeding molten
glass onto a bath of molten tin, on which it is flattened by its own weight, while constantly
flowing forward into cooler areas of the tin bath, where it can be extracted and, after further
cooling, be cut into sheets [55].
In both, steady-state solution growth and float glass production, the glass floats on a con-
stantly heated bath of liquid metal, in which the top of the melt is colder than the bottom, from
where the heating occurs.
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A schematic depiction of the crucible during growth is shown in figure 2.4. Note how the
temperature gradient, with reference to the crucible, the liquid metal, and the glass floating on
top, is identical in nature to the situation in the glassworks, depicted in figure 2.3. Also identical
to the requirements in glass production is the fact that the growth apparatus has to be kept in
a protective atmosphere to prevent oxidation of the metallic solution.
Figure 2.4: Cross-sectional scheme of the SSLPE crucible during growth. The glass substrate with the
seed layer floats upside down on the metallic solution. As the top is colder than the bottom,
supersaturation occurs at the substrate and silicon crystallizes on the seed layer.
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3.1 Experimental Setup
The growth equipment is constructed in a modular way in the form of a cluster tool, consisting
of a high vacuum PVD chamber for seed layer preparation on the one end, and of a usually gas-
filled SSLPE growth chamber for the epitaxial enlargement of the seed crystals by steady-state
solution growth from a metallic solution on the other end. In between, there are two loadlock
chambers, as well as one semi-automatic (Handler 1) and one fully automated (Handler 2)
handler system. The setup is depicted in figure 3.1, where a description of a typical sample
processing cycle is also to be found.
Figure 3.1: Schematic depiction of the high-vacuum cluster tool in top view. A full processing cycle
starts with the insertion of the glass substrate into Loadlock 2, and handling via Handler 1 to
VD, where the seed layer is deposited. Afterwards, handling via Handler 1, Loadlock 2 and
Handler 2 brings the seed layer to SSLPE, where solution growth takes place. Eventually,
the sample is handled via Handler 2 to Loadlock 1, from where it is extracted.
Different positions of the handler arms are shown by partly transparent graphics. One of the
sample’s edges is marked with an arrow to help keep track of the rotation. The enlargement
of th crucibl and Swivel arm 1 i the SSLPE chamber on the left shows angles of the
sample’s positioning in relation to the axis connecting the chambers, as well as the offset of
the substrate center in relation to the crucible center.
The base pressure in the two handler chambers and the two loadlock chambers is in the
region of 10−7 to 10−6 mbar, and it is achieved by Pfeiffer Vacuum TPU 180 H, TMH 261 P,
and TMH 071 P turbomolecular pumps, with Pfeiffer Vacuum MVP 070-3, MVP 055-3, and
MVP 040-2 diaphragm booster pumps, for Handler 1, Handler 2, and the two loadlock chambers,
respectively.
3.1.1 The PVD Chamber for Seed Layer Preparation
The physical vapour deposition chamber used for seed layer preparation is a high vacuum cham-
ber constructed by Roth & Rau AG∗. Vacuum is established and maintained by a Pfeiffer Vacuum
TMU 1000 SG turbomolecular pump and a Pfeiffer Vacuum MD 8T diaphragm booster pump,
∗As of September 2015: Meyer Burger (Germany) AG
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and the base pressure is 9 × 10−7 mbar. It is equipped with a AP&T EVM-5 four selectible
crucible electron beam evaporator (EBE) at the bottom of the chamber, controlled by a Genius
control unit from FerroTec GmbH. In principle, the EBE can evaporate large amounts of ma-
terial in a short time. However, due to the large distance of almost 50 mm between the EBE
and the sample, the maximum achievable deposition rate for silicon amounts to approximately
1 nm/s. Low-melting elements such as indium or tin can be evaporated from a resistance heated
ceramic crucible, which is located equally distant from the sample as the EBE.
Both the chamber and the rotatable sample holder at its top have an active water cooling
system to be able to withstand the high temperatures during growth, and to prevent additional
outgassing of water and other precipitates from the chamber’s walls.
Deposition rates and film thicknesses are monitored with a quartz crystal microbalance,
which measures the change in the resonance frequency of a quartz crystal resonator during
deposition of material on its surface. It is controlled by an Inficon SQM-160 Rate/Thickness
Monitor. For adjustment of the controller’s tooling factors, thin films have been deposited on
glass and their thickness measured independently by X-ray reflection, cf. section 3.2.5.
Mass spectrometry with a Hiden Analytical HAL RC 201 mass spectrometer showed that
while air is predominant in idle state due to minor leaks, water is the driving factor for the
pressure increase during seed layer growth, when it evaporates from the chamber walls and
source material in the EBE and resistance heater due to high temperatures, cf. Fig. 3.2.
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Figure 3.2: Mass spectra from the PVD chamber:
(a) Mass spectrum at the base pressure of 9× 10−7 mbar. The predominant gas is air, as
is visible from the N2:O2 ratio.
(b) Multiple ion detection (MID) mass spectrum during seed layer preparation via ALC
transition with tin as solvent. The predominant element is now hydrogen, presumably from
split water molecules.
Substrate heating in the PVD chamber is implemented via lamp heating from the front
side. Four 7787-type halogen lamps (max. 36 V, 400 W, Phillips Lighting) in parabolic gold
mirror casings illuminate the sample, which is usually rotating to guarantee a most uniform
heat distribution. Each lamp is mounted on a CF100 viewport outside of the chamber, to avoid
coverage with the evaporated materials and simplify the maintenance.
To obtain reliable data for the substrate temperatures, infrared measurements were con-
ducted by DIAS GmbH, Hamburg, Germany. The measurements were made through a CF40
sapphire viewport in order to let infrared radiation pass though unobstructed. Each lamp volt-
age was held at the same level for about 10 min to allow for the slow adjustment of the actual
substrate and carrier temperatures.
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Well visible are the comparatively large temperature differences over the substrate surface
area, with the center being the warmest zone and the outer areas respectively colder, cf. Fig. 3.3a.
The effect has been investigated before and was found to be able to cause differences of more
than 20 K between the substrate’s center and its outermost corners, whereas most of the inner
areas do not vary by more than 10 K [56].
Measurements of the substrate temperature were conducted on borosilicate glass substrates,
both plain and covered with a silicon layer, in the center of the sample. The measured data,
relating the lamp voltages to the substrate temperatures, and fitted exponential functions are
shown in Fig. 3.3b+c. The temperature measurements are conducted regularly, and comparison
with results from 2009 and 2011 showed a decline in the actual substrate temperature. The
effects on the growth result, however, are considered to be minor, and only the newest, precise
measurements have been used for evaluation of the results.
Figure 3.3: (a) Infrared camera false-colour picture of 4 × 4 cm2 glass substrate in graphite holder,
showing the circular measurement area in the center of the sample.
(b+c) Experimental data and exponential fit for temperatures on a plain borosilicate glass
substrate (b) and on a glass substrate covered with a 1.9 µm thick nc-Si seed layer (c).
For seed layer preparation by the ALC process (cf. section 2.1.1), at first, several hundred
nanometers of a-Si are deposited onto borosilicate glass substrates at room temperature by EBE
at typical deposition rates of 0.4 to 1.0 nm/s. Afterwards, the film is heated to around 250 ◦C
from the front side with the lamp heaters, followed by the deposition of 10 to 30 nm of metallic
solvent by evaporation from the resistance heated crucible, at typical rates between 0.01 and
0.1 nm/s. For some samples, the thickness of the ALC layer is increased by further evaporation
of 400 nm Si from the EBE at substrate temperatures around 400 ◦C. In an attempt to prevent
persistent oxidation of Si at the ALC layer’s surface during sample transfer, some samples were
coated with a thin Ge sacrificial layer of about 10 nm in thickness, also evaporated from the
EBE.
For seed layer preparation by direct deposition of Si on heated substrates (cf. section 2.1.2),
the borosilicate glass substrate is first heated to about 400 ◦C for circa 10 min. Then, at least
1 µm of Si is deposited from the EBE at rates of up to 1 nm/s.
3.1.2 The Solution Growth Chamber
The steady-state liquid phase epitaxy system was assembled by Roth & Rau AG∗ and consists
of an outer and an inner chamber, with two automated swivel arms for sample handling within
and between the chambers, as well as in and out of the metallic solution. The graphite crucible
and the heaters are located in the inner chamber. The exact positioning of the sample and
∗As of September 2015: Meyer Burger (Germany) AG
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substrate carrier within the crucible during growth is shown in the enlargement of the crucible
and swivel arm in figure 3.1.
The inner chamber is insulated against the outer chamber with fused quartz plates alternating
with thin molybdenum sheets, and an automatic sliding door separates the two chambers in the
sample handling plane. The programmable swivel arms’ stepper motors are controlled by a
Phytron IXE∝-A-T motor control. Their last section, which handles the graphite carriers with
the samples and holds them in place during solution growth, is made of fused silica. A 3D
cross-section image of the inner solution growth chamber setup is shown in Fig. 3.4a.
Figure 3.4: (a) 3D cross-section image of the inner growth chamber. Clearly visible are the multiple
layers of heat insulation made of fused quartz plates alternating with thin molybdenum
sheets.
(b) 3D cross-section of the graphite crucible during the solution growth process, with
the swivel arm holding the graphite carrier and sample in place on top of the metallic
solution, and the approximate location of the thermocouples in the crucible wall and near
the substrate.
Pumping of the system is realized in two stages. After establishing a fore-vacuum with an
Edwards ESDP 12 scroll pump, high vacuum conditions are achieved with a Pfeiffer Vacuum
TMU 1001 P turbomolecular pump, boosted by a Pfeiffer Vacuum MVP 160-3 diaphragm pump.
To reduce the influence of oxygen on the growth process by inhibiting the (further or renewed)
oxidation of the Si substrate and the grown layer [44][38], growth takes place in a molecular
hydrogen atmosphere at 50 mbar over standard pressure. In order to keep water and oxygen
levels in the chamber as low as possible, the H2 is purified in a Johnson Matthey HP-150
palladium membrane hydrogen purifier.
Mass spectrometry, inherent to its functional principle, requires pressures of less than 1 ×
10−4 mbar. To obtain meaningful mass spectrometric analyses, however, they have to be made
under growth conditions in the H2 atmosphere. For this purpose, a Hiden Analytical HPR-20
gas analysis system is used, in which a long capillary tube connects the growth chamber’s interior
at overpressure with the mass spectrometer working at a high vacuum in the 1 × 10−6 mbar
region.
After the mass spectrometric measurements showed relatively high levels of water and air, a
major overhaul of the growth equipment was undertaken to improve the vacuum and generally
reduce contamination in the system. It was eventually possible to reduce the base pressure in the
evacuated state of the chamber from 1× 10−5 mbar down to 1× 10−8 mbar, and to significantly
reduce the concentrations of water and air, cf. Fig. 3.5a+b.
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Figure 3.5: (a+b) Mass spectra in parts per billion in a H2 atmosphere before (a) and after (b) the
major overhaul of the growth equipment.
(c+d) Calculated powers from measured currents and voltages of the top heater (c) and side
heater (d) in the SSLPE system, incl. error bars and exponential fits. For the calculation
of errors, cf. annex B.1.1.
High purity graphite was used for the crucibles and heaters. New or reconditioned graphite
crucibles were cleaned in semiconductor grade ethanol and heated to 1000 ◦C under high vacuum
conditions for at least 8 hours for outgassing. The crucible contains the metallic solvent and a
silicon feeding source fixed at the bottom.
For the epitaxial enlargement of the seed crystals as the second step in the growth process
(cf. section 2.2), the substrate, supported by a graphite carrier, is held in place on top of the
solution by one of the swivel arms. During growth, the substrate floats there for usually between
1 and 4 hours, dependent on the growth temperature, the used solvent, and the temperature
difference between top and bottom of the solution. Growth temperatures are varied between
500 ◦C and 700 ◦C, and are controlled by graphite heaters, located at the top, the side, and the
bottom of the crucible, whereby bottom heating separates into an outer and in inner heater. In
most cases, growth is preceded by a short melt-back step, during which the temperature gradient
is briefly reversed, to remove silicon oxide from the surface of the seed layer (cf. section 5.2.2).
Process control in the SSLPE chamber adjusts the temperatures through two Eurotherm 2704
temperature controllers by setting percentages of the heaters’ maximum power. To relate these
relative values to actual powers, voltages and currents were measured for each of the four heaters
from 0% to 100% of their maximum power, multiplied, plotted and fitted. The plots for the top
and side heater can be found in Fig. 3.5c+d. It is obvious, that the heater powers do not follow
a linear increase. The calculation of errors and error propagation, as well as the remaining plots
for the two bottom heaters are to be found in the annex, sections B.1.1 and B.2 respectively.
The top and bottom thermocouples (Ttop and Tbottom in Fig. 3.4b and Fig. 3.6a) are located in
two holes drilled into the graphite crucible wall, 12 mm deep for Ttop and 25 mm deep for Tbottom,
approximately corresponding to the upper and lower interfaces of the metallic solution. The
growth process is controlled by setting temperature set-points for these two thermocouples. A
typical temperature set-point profile during an SSLPE growth experiment is shown in figure 3.6a.
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The first part, being warmer at the top, serves the purpose of homogenization and saturation of
the metallic solution with silicon from the source at the bottom. The second part, being colder
at the top, is the growth mode, where Si deposition on the seed layer takes place. The graphite
carrier with the substrate is lowered into the solution at approximately the turning point between
these two modes. The substrate thermocouple (Tsubstrate in Fig. 3.4b and Fig. 3.6a) is embedded
in a capillary tube made of fused silica, which has been attached to swivel arm 1, putting the
temperature sensitive part directly next to the substrate in order to obtain actual experimental
values for the substrate temperature. As this still leaves the actual temperature distribution
over the sample surface and throughout the volume of the solution unknown, 3D simulations
were conducted to gain a deeper insight into these temperatures, even without being able to
measure them directly (cf. section 5.4). An exemplary result for a specific heater configuration
is shown in figure 3.6b.
Figure 3.6: (a) Typical temperature profile of the three thermocouples marked in Fig. 3.4b during an
SSLPE growth experiment. The substrate is expected to be already warm during homog-
enization as the waiting position outside of the crucible is in close proximity to the top
heater.
(b) Exemplary result of 3D simulations of the temperature distribution on the sample and
on the solid Si source during the growth process for a specific heater configuration.
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3.2 Materials Characterization
A multitude of different methods was applied for characterization of the produced samples. The
predominant techniques for morphological and chemical characterization were scanning electron
microscopy, with an integrated system for energy dispersive X–ray analysis, and transmission
electron microscopy for high resolution images of finer details down to the atomic level in cross-
sections of the respective samples. The following sections will give a basic introduction to the
working principles of these and the other characterization methods. At the end of each section,
a brief overview of the literature on the respective method will be given, which has also partly
been used in the writing of the section.
3.2.1 TEM and STEM
Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) allows for direct imaging of ultra-thin samples at very
high resolutions, down to the atomic level, by means of a penetrating electron beam.
In much the same way as for optical microscopes, the maximum resolution of a TEM can be
calculated according to the Rayleigh criterion, or Abbe resolution limit, respectively:
d =
λ
2n sin(α)
(1)
where d is the resolution, λ the wavelength of the electrons, n the refractive index, and α
is half the aperture angle of the objective lens system. Hereby, the electrons’ wavelength is
calculated via the de Broglie equation:
λ =
h
p
with p =
mev√
1− (vc )2
(2)
where h is the Planck constant, p is the relativistic impulse of the electron with rest mass me
and velocity v, and c refers to the speed of light. That means, for a typical TEM acceleration
voltage of 300 kV, at which the electrons travel at a speed of v =
√
1− 1
1+300keV/mec2
≈ 0.6 c, the
wavelength of the electrons amounts to λ ≈ 3.9 pm, five orders of magnitude lower than for visible
light. Optical aberrations such as astigmatism, spherical aberration and chromatic aberration,
however, limit the maximum aperture angle of the objective lens and, therefore, reduce the
resolution of a TEM. Aberration correctors are used to reduce these optical aberrations and
increase image quality and resolution.
The electrons are emitted from a field emission gun and are formed into a homogeneous,
parallel beam by the condenser lens system, penetrating the sample along the surface normal.
Within the sample, the electrons are scattered according to the atomic structure. Electrons
exiting the sample at the same angle are being focused in a point in the focal plane of the mi-
croscope’s objective lens. An aperture in this plane, the objective aperture or contrast aperture,
lets only certain electrons pass, e.g. only those which have not been scattered. Atoms of higher
atomic number and thicker objects lead to stronger scattering.
Following the naming scheme in light microscopy, the beams are being discriminated in bright
field (BF) and dark field (DF) electrons. In BF images, only electrons in the optical axis of the
microscope, which have not been scattered, are being detected. In DF images, the scattered
electrons in certain angles are being used for imaging.
HRTEM: High resolution TEM (HRTEM) of crystalline objects’ atomic structure is based
on the phase contrast, which uses the coherence of the electron wave and the phase differences
of the electron waves, caused by interaction with the sample.
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SAD: Selected area diffraction (SAD) refers to a mode in which the focal plane is projected
on the detector, instead of the imaging plane, by respective adjustment of the projective lens
system. The resulting electron diffraction pattern can be used to determine the crystal structure
and orientation of a crystalline sample.
STEM: Scanning TEM (STEM) mode works by focusing the electron beam on the sample
by a set of electron optical lenses. Thereby, the objective lens is in front of the sample instead
of behind, as in conventional TEM. The beam deflection for the scanning process is realized by
means of two sets of magnetic dipoles.
HAADF-STEM: High angle annular dark field STEM (HAADF-STEM) uses electrons
scattered at higher angles, with which an incoherent high-resolution image of the sample can
be achieved. The hereby used annular dark field (ADF) sensors form concentric rings around
the optical axis, while the standard BF detector is in the optical axis of the microscope. Using
this mode, substances of different atomic mass appear in different brightness, which is why
HAADF-STEM is also referred to as Z-contrast, allowing for a qualitative chemical analysis of
the sample.
For all TEM micrographs presented in this thesis, characterization was performed with an
aberration corrected FEI TitanTM 80–300 operated at 300 kV. Image aberrations were corrected
up to the third order by the analysis of Zemlin tableaus [57], which simultaneously allows to
extend the point resolution up to the information limit of the microscope (0.08 nm), and to
minimize the contrast delocalization (below 0.1 nm) [58]. For STEM-HAADF imaging, a semi-
convergence angle of 9.0 mrad was used for the electron probe, and an inner acceptance semi-
angle of 53 mrad for the HAADF detector (Fishione Model 3000).
For the cross section TEM samples within the scope of this thesis, the material was first cut
into millimeter-sized pieces by diamond wire sawing. The pieces were glued against each other
and were then thinned mechanically by tripod polishing down to a thickness of approximately
15 µm. As the last step, Ar ion milling with a precision ion polishing system (PIPSTM) from
Gatan Inc. was applied until a small hole formed in the center of the sample, around which it is
only a few nanometers thick.
The most comprehensive and most widely used literature on TEM and all of its variations
is [59]. Alternatives would be [60] for an even more scientific approach catering especially to
physicists, or [61] for in-detail information on STEM in particular.
3.2.2 SEM, EDX and EBSD
A scanning electron microscope (SEM) scans the sample surface with a precisely focused electron
beam in a high vacuum environment. It is similar in construction to a TEM and operates in a
similar way as the STEM mode, but instead of analyzing the transmitted electron beam, the
detector analyzes the secondary electrons (and sometimes the backscattered electrons) emitted
from the irradiated material. This way, there is no need for ultra-thin samples, and almost any
type of bulk sample can be examined with a comparably high surface sensitivity and high depth
of focus. The resolution, however, is lower than in TEM.
Dependent on the instrument, the electron beam is generated by a thermionic cathode, a
lanthanum hexaboride (LaB6) cathode, or by a field emission gun. The primary electron beam,
usually having energies in the range of 1 to 30 keV, is then focused on a point on the object
with adjustable magnet coils and scanned line by line over the surface.
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In the sample, the primary electrons excite secondary electrons (SE) with energies of a few
eV, which can be detected by a so-called Everhart Thornley detector. The intensity of the
detected signal at the respective point is shown as a gray tone of the corresponding pixel. In
corners, edges, protrusions and generally elevated areas, more SEs leave the sample, which makes
these areas appear brighter. The volume in which SEs are generated is comparably small, which
allows for a high resolution.
It is also possible to detect the primary electrons reflected by the atoms in the sample, so-
called backscattered electrons (BSE) with energies in the keV range. Due to the larger excited
volume, the resolution of BSE images is lower than for SE images, but the signal intensity is
related to the atomic number of the material, with heavier elements showing stronger backscat-
tering. If the contained elements are different enough in weight, it is therefore possible to draw
qualitative conclusions on the material’s chemical composition.
EDX: Energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) is used to determine the elemental com-
position of a sample or an area on a sample by analyzing the emitted X-ray emissions.
The electron beam in the SEM excites the atoms in the sample by knocking out electrons
from their inner shells. The resulting ’holes’ are being filled immediately by electrons from
higher orbitals, and the energy difference is emitted in the form of X-rays. This radiation
depends directly on the respective element and is detected by a lithium-doped silicon detector
in which the X-ray photons create electron-hole pairs. Their number is proportional to the
energy of the photon. While the energy of the X-rays, and therefore their position in the line
spectrum, indicates the element, the amplitude of the lines indicates the number of transitions
and, therefore, the concentration of the element. Different transitions are possible for the same
element, depending on the orbital from which the high energy electron ’falls’ into the position
of the knocked out low energy electron, i.e. different lines in the spectrum describe the same
element. The typical energy resolution of a Si:Li detector amounts to approximately 130 eV.
Surface morphology, exact surface tilt, absorption of X-rays before their detection, and a
number of other factors influence the quantitative analysis of EDX spectra. For most elements
with atomic numbers higher ten, the detection limit is considerably below 1%, often as low
as 0.1%. For lower order elements, the limit of detection is significantly higher, and elements
below boron do not exhibit characteristic X-ray emission at all due to the selection rules in
quantum mechanics.
EBSD: Electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD) is used to analyze the structure and orien-
tation of crystalline material.
Inelastic scattering of the SEM’s primary electron beam occurs at the atoms in the sample.
Some of the electrons meet Bragg’s law:
nλ = 2dhkl sin(θ) (3)
where n is an integer, λ is the wavelength of the electrons, dhkl is the spacing between the
atomic lattice planes with Miller indices, and θ is the incident angle of the electrons.
The resulting constructive interference takes place for all lattice planes in the crystal, and
the electrons form diffraction cones from both sides of each lattice plane. These cones with an
angular distance of 2θ are aligned symmetrically around the planes. Eventually, the hyperbolic
sections of the diffraction cones with the phosphor screen appear as two parallel lines, the Kikuchi
lines. The formed electron backscatter pattern (EBSP) contains the information on the crystal’s
symmetry.
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The SEM investigations within the framework of this thesis were carried out with a FEI
NOVA 600 NanoLabTM dual beam SEM/FIB equipped with a TEAMTM trident analysis system
from EDAX, allowing for energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX), electron backscatter
diffraction (EBSD), and wavelength dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (WDS). The base pressure in
the SEM system amounts to approximately 5× 10−6 mbar.
A comprehensive work, giving detailed information on both SEM and EDX, is [62]. More
information on EBSD can be found in [63].
3.2.3 AFM
The atomic force microscope (AFM) is a sensitive instrument for the mechanical scanning of
surfaces on the nanometer scale. A cantilever with an atomically fine tip scans over the surface,
where the atomic forces between surface and tip cause a deflection of the cantilever, that can be
measured with optical sensors.
The cantilever tip’s atoms are influenced by the sample’s surface atoms, attractive Van der
Waals forces at larger distances, repulsive steric effects at smaller distances. Thus, movement of
the tip over the surface causes deflection of the cantilever. A beam of light shines on the top of
the cantilever, from where it is reflected onto photo diodes, whose signal provides information
on the cantilever deflection and therefore on the forces affecting the tip. The lateral resolution
depends on the curvature radius of the used tip and is usually less precise (> 1 nm) than the
height resolution (<< 1 nm).
Different modes of operation are possible:
Contact Mode: In contact mode, the cantilever tip is in direct contact with the sample
surface. Coulomb repulsion and the Pauli exclusion principle cause strong repulsive forces on
the cantilever during scanning. Based on the deflection information, piezo elements adjust the
distance between sample surface and tip, keeping the respective forces constant.
Non-contact Mode: In non-contact mode, the cantilever is oscillating at a fixed frequency
and deviations from this frequency are being measured while scanning over the surface. Here,
only the attractive van der Waals interaction exerts a force on the cantilever, which ideally never
gets into direct contact with the surface.
The two AFMs used for measurements within the context of this thesis were an Asylum
Research MFP-3D-SA and a Bruker Dimension Icon. AFM measurements with the MFP-3D
were taken in the non-contact tapping mode, also known as dynamic contact mode. Thereby,
the cantilever oscillates up and down at near its resonance frequency with an amplitude of
typically around 100 nm. The height of the cantilever is constantly adjusted to maintain the
oscillation amplitude. The Bruker Dimension Icon was operated in the non-contact PeakForce
QNM tapping mode.
In the conducted research, AFM was primarily used for the determination of the average
surface roughness, which is given as the root mean square (RMS):
RMS =
√
1
N
∑
i
Y 2i (4)
where N is the total number of points measured and Yi gives each point’s height information.
In most cases, for a reasonable assessment of the given RMS value, skewness and kurtosis
will also be stated:
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Skewness =
1
N
N−1∑
i=0
[
xi − x¯
σ
]3
Kurtosis =
1
N
N−1∑
i=0
[
xi − x¯
σ
]4
− 3 (5)
Thereby, xi are the individual points, x¯ is the respective mean, and σ refers to the standard
deviation σ =
√
1
N
∑
i(Yi − Y¯ )2.
Skewness is a measure for the asymmetry of the surface roughness probability distribution.
Positive skewness means the bulk of the values lies to the left of the mean (e.g. numerous same-
sized hillocks), negative skewness means the opposite (e.g. many small and few large hillocks).
Kurtosis measures the steepness of the surface roughness’ probability distribution. High
kurtosis means the measured roughness is mainly the result of infrequent, extreme deviations,
while low kurtosis stands for frequent moderate deviations.
Numerous variations and modifications of the basic AFM setup exist, e.g. piezoresponse
force microscopy (PFM), conductive atomic force microscopy (C-AFM), scanning voltage mi-
croscopy (SVM), photoconductive atomic force microscopy (PC-AFM), or AFM-based infrared
spectroscopy (AFM-IR). Though some of them are compatible with the instruments used in this
thesis, the methods have not been applied and will not be further explained here.
A general overview on AFM can be found in [64], more details on the actual instrumental
operation are available in [65], and [66] is an open access publication on the topic.
3.2.4 SIMS
Secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS) is a very sensitive analysis method to determine the
exact chemical composition of solid materials. Primary ions in the keV energy range are shot
at the sample, knocking out secondary ions, which are being filtered and detected, and which
provide information on the sample’s composition. It is a destructive analysis method, as the
examined material is sputtered by the primary ion beam.
For each analysis, the secondary ion yield is significantly affected by the primary ions’ chem-
ical nature. Therefore, different primary ion beams are used for different materials to be ana-
lyzed, whereby the difference can be up to four orders of magnitude. Depending on the used
instrument, filtering of the ions is carried out by one of three types of mass spectrometers:
Magnetic Sector: In a magnetic sector mass spectrometer, the ions, after having been
filtered for their energy in an electrostatic analyzer, fly through a curved electromagnet, where
they are being filtered for their velocities. The mass to charge ratio m/z can then be calculated
from the magnet’s curvature radius R, the perpendicular magnetic field B, and the acceleration
potential V :
m
z
=
R2B2
2V
(6)
Time-of-Flight: Time-of-flight mass spectrometers use pulsed ion beams and analyze the
ions’ velocities in each pulse depending on their arrival time at the detector. As in the magnetic
sector mass spectrometer, the ions are first filtered for their energy in an electrostatic analyzer.
As ions with same energy but different masses travel at different velocities, the mass to charge
ratio m/z can then be calculated based on the time of flight t along a path length l after being
accelerated by a potential V :
m
z
=
2V t2
l2
(7)
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Quadrupole: A quadrupole mass spectrometer consists of four parrallel, equally long rods,
of which the two opposites each have the same potential ±(U +V cos(ωt)), consisting of a direct
current U and a high frequency alternating current V cos(ωt). Ions traveling along the central
axis between the rods experience oscillations, which lead to complex trajectories dependent on
the mass to charge ratios. Specific combinations of U , V and ω result in specific ions being in
resonance, creating a stable trajectory to the detector.
The secondary ion current Ii detected for an element i
Ii = Ip fi Si Ci ηi (8)
is determined by the primary ion current Ip, the fraction of the target’s particles sputtered as
ions fi, the total number of sputtered particles (both ions and neutral particles) per incident ion
Si, the concentration of element i in the sputtered volume, and the overall collection efficiency
of the SIMS instrument ηi.
Different modes of operation are possible, whereby it is customary to distinguish static SIMS
and dynamic SIMS. While static SIMS is used for surface atomic monolayer characterization,
usually with a pulsed primary ion beam and a time of flight mass spectrometer, dynamic SIMS
is used for bulk analysis, usually employing a direct current primary ion beam and a magnetic
sector or quadrupole mass spectrometer.
Dynamic SIMS / Bulk Analysis: Individual volume concentrations can be measured
at a specific point and depth of a sample by analyzing the secondary ions sputtered from a
certain volume element. High primary ion doses ensure high secondary ion yields, which enable
the detection of even very small impurity concentrations, but lead to a low lateral and depth
resolution. Depth profiles reveal the composition of the sample from the surface down to a
specific depth at a resolution of a few nanometers and also work with high primary ion doses.
Static SIMS / Suface Analysis: For surface spectroscopy, a finely focused ion beam
and very low primary ion doses are used, which allows for an almost non-destructive analysis
of the original, non-modified surface composition. The secondary ion yield, however, is low.
Composition maps show the distribution of the measured elements laterally on the surface by
scanning it with the low ion dose surface spectroscopy primary ion beam. The lateral resolution,
however, is usually in the range of a hundred micrometers here. By combination of the mapping
mode with the dynamic SIMS depth profiling mode, it is possible to create 3D maps of elemental
distributions.
Within the scope of this thesis, SIMS volume concentrations and SIMS depth profiles were
collected with a CAMECA IMS 4f and 4fE6 using Cs+ and O2
+ as primary ions, respectively.
Detailed background information on the working principles and applications of SIMS can be
found in [67] or, for more recent developments in the field, in [68].
3.2.5 Further Characterization Methods
A number of other methods has been used for characterization of the grown samples, which
can not all be described here in detail. A very brief description, however, will be given in the
following for each of them, together with the respective information on the instruments and
parameters used for the investigations.
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Raman Spectroscopy: Raman spectroscopy analyzes the inelastic scattering of light at
atoms or molecules by analyzing the spectrum of a laser beam which is scattered in the sample.
The laser photons have inelastic collisions with quasiparticles such as phonons in the sample,
and part of the irradiated photons’ energy is transferred to the sample particles, or vice versa,
which results in a change of the wavelength. This shift in wavelength beetween the irradiated
and the scattered light is referred to as the Raman shift. Energy (wavelength), intensity and po-
larization of the scattered light provide information on material properties such as crystallinity,
stress, temperature, and chemical composition.
Raman spectroscopy of the crystallites grown by SSLPE from indium solutions was conducted
at room temperature at a primary wavelength of λ = 532 nm, a beam diameter of 1 µm, and
laser powers ranging from 0.5 to 6.5 mW. All other Raman measurements were carried out with
a Horiba Jobin Yvon HR 800 UV confocal Raman spectroscope, also at room temperature, using
a HeNe laser at λ = 632 nm, with varying parameters depending on the individual measurement.
More information on Raman spectroscopy and numerous other optical techniques for mate-
rials characterization can be found in [69].
PL Spectroscopy: Photoluminescence (PL) spectroscopy is an optical method to examine
intrinsic and defect-related electronic transitions in semiconductors and insulators. For semicon-
ductors such as silicon, photons with an energy larger than the bandgap, hλ > Eg, usually from
a laser source, excite electrons from the valence band into the conduction band; electron hole
pairs are being created. During recombination, energy can be released in the form of phonons,
as Auger electrons, or as photons. PL spectroscopy detects the photons emitted during radiative
recombination, and it is possible to detect optically active defects down to concentrations in the
range of 1013 cm−3.
The PL measurements presented here were made at room temperature at a laser wavelength
of 532 nm, a beam diameter of 100 µm, and excitation powers ranging from 0.5 to 100 mW.
More information on PL spectroscopy and numerous other optical techniques for materials
characterization can be found in [69].
Ellipsometry: Ellipsometry is an optical technique to determine the complex refraction index
and the layer thickness of thin layers down to the sub-nanometer scale. The change in polar-
ization of light is measured by irradiating linear or circular polarized light onto the sample and
measuring the reflected light, which usually exhibits elliptical polarization.
The change in polarization can be described by the relation between the complex reflection
coefficients Rs and Rp for light, which is polarized perpendicular or parallel to the plane of
incidence, respectively. The resulting complex number ρ is usually written in the polar form as:
ρ =
Rp
Rs
= tan(Ψ) ei∆ (9)
where tan(Ψ) is the absolute value of ρ, equivalent to its amplitude, and ∆ describes the
difference in phase. The technique can be distinguished into single wavelength ellipsometry,
which works with a fixed laser wavelength, and spectroscopic ellipsometry, in which Ψ and ∆
are determined within a certain spectral range depending on wavelength. For evaluation of
the data, a model is prepared, which contains the known or expected order of the layers, their
optical constants, and the known or expected layer thicknesses. By parameter variation in a
model analysis, the model curves are then fit to the experimental curves.
The ellipsometer used here is a Horiba Jobin Yvon MM-16.
An in-detail description of both theory and application of ellipsometry is given in [70].
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XRR: X-ray reflectometry (XRR) is a surface sensitive method to determine film thicknesses
and density profiles, amongst other properties. Monochromatic X-rays irradiate the sample
under a flat angle of incidence, and the X-rays reflected from the surface are measured and
analyzed. Intensity deviations from the predictions of the Fresnel equations can be used to
determine a density profile perpendicular to the surface. In case of thin films, analogous to
the Fabry–Pe´rot interferometer in optics, intensity oscillations occur, the so-called Kiessig os-
cillations or Kiessig fringes [71], which can be used to determine the film’s thickness and other
properties. Approximating the substrate as infinitely thick, under consideration of the reflexion
coefficient of the layer and Snell’s law of refraction, the following equation applies to the angle
of incidence θ of the m-th minimum, which reduces to the Bragg equation for small angles, if
refraction effects are being neglected (θc → 0):
θ2m =
(
λ
2t
)2
m2 + θc → mλ = 2 t θm (10)
where t is the thickness of the layer and λ is the X-rays’ wavelength. As the angular distance
between the Kiessig oscillations is inversely proportional to the layer thickness t, the distance
between the oscillations’ minima is shrinking with increasing layer thickness, which results in a
maximum resolvable layer thickness of a few hundred nanometers. An accuracy of ≤ 1 nm can
be achieved for layer thicknesses between about 2 nm and 400 nm.
The XRR measurements were conducted with a GE Inspection Technologies high-resolution
X-ray diffractometer, and have been used for various film thickness measurements, e.g. for the
adjustment of deposition rate controllers’ tooling factors.
More detailed information on XRR can be found in [72].
X-ray Powder Diffractometry: X-ray powder diffractometry is used for the qualitative and
quantitative examination of powdered crystalline materials by means of X-ray diffraction.
Traditionally, a circular photographic film is placed around a sample of powdered crystalline
material. Through a gap, the sample is irradiated with monochromatic X-rays. In modern
devices, an X-ray detector usually circles around the irradiated sample. The angle between
radiation source, sample and detector is referred to as 2θ angle. Although the individual crys-
tallites in the sample are randomly oriented, enough crystallites fulfill Bragg’s law under each
Bragg angle θ, and constructive interference of all respectively refracted X-rays combined leads
to the formation of a cone, which is visible as circular patterns on the detector. The measured
intensities are plotted against the respective 2θ angles, which results in a graph with peaks
corresponding to the lattice plains of the crystalline materials in the sample. This way, any
crystalline compound can be identified by its characteristic diffractogram regarding intensity
and position of the peaks.
Apart from powdered crystalline substances, polycrystalline and multicrystalline materials
can also be investigated by X-ray powder diffractometry, if the grain sizes are small enough.
Hereby, the crystallinity of, or the grain size in a sample can be deducted from the individual
peaks’ full width at half maximum (FWHM). For powders with grain sizes < 1 µm, the size
effect leads to a line broadening ∆(2θ) according to the Scherrer equation [73]:
∆(2θ) =
Kλ
cos(θ)d
(11)
where K is the crystallites’ shape factor (for approximately round-shaped grains, K ≈ 1), λ
is the X-rays’ wavelength, θ is the Bragg angle, and d is the average diameter of the crystallites
perpendicular to the reflected lattice plane.
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Powder diffractometry measurements were conducted with a GE Inspection Technologies
XRT 3003 TT powder X-ray diffractometer and were used for grain size determination.
More information on X-ray powder diffractometry can e.g. be found in [74] or, for a more
general overview on powder diffractometry, in [75].
QSSPC, HS-PCD, andMicrowave-PCD: Quasi-steady-state photo conductance (QSSPC)
measurements are used to determine the injection-dependent minority charge carrier lifetime in
semiconductors. Placed in the magnetic field of a coil, the sample’s conductivity influences the
magnetic reluctance. By injection of light from a flash lamp, the charge carrier density and,
therefore, its conductivity in the sample changes, which is proportional to the change of the
magnetic reluctance. As the flash of light fades very slowly as compared to the charge carrier
lifetime, multiple lifetime measurements can be conducted at different light intensities, assum-
ing steady-state boundary conditions. The intensity of the light is constantly monitored with a
photo diode, so that each lifetime can be assigned to a generation rate and injection density.
High-sensitivity photoconductive decay (HS-PCD) measurements are based on the same prin-
ciple as QSSPC, but are able to determine charge carrier lifetimes even of thin films (≈ 1.5 µm)
due to optimized electronics and illumination by laser. In addition, results are averaged over
500 measurements during a measurement period of approximately 10 min.
Microwave photoconductive decay (µ-PCD) is probably the most common way of measuring
charge carrier lifetimes in semiconductors. It is similar to the other methods in that it employs
the phenomenon of photoconductive decay. It typically uses very short light pulses of a few
hundred nanoseconds in length and operates at very high injections. The photoconductivity is
detected and analyzed by measuring the reflection of concurrently irradiated microwaves from
the sample surface.
QSSPC measurements and HS-PCD measurements of SSLPE samples grown from an indium
solution were carried out with a Sinton WCT-100 and a non-commercial HS-PCD system with a
laser wavelength of 905 nm, respectively. µ-PCD measurements were conducted with a Freiberg
Instruments MDPmap.
Further details on the working principles of both QSSPC and HS-PCD can be found in [76].
More information on µ-PCD is available in [77].
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3.3 Used Substrates and Ex-situ Chemical Preparation
3.3.1 Glass Substrates
0.7 mm thick aluminobariumborosilicate float glass substrates were used for the growth experi-
ments, provided by SCHOTT JENAer GLAS GmbH, Jena, Germany. Similar but not identical
to Borofloat 33 in their chemical composition, and developed for special applications such as
ours, whereby the exact composition remains undisclosed, they have low sodium contents, and
possess increased temperature stability with a glass transition temperature, or softening point,
around 850 ◦C.
According to AFM measurements, the initial surface roughness of the glass substrates
amounts to RMS = 0.25 nm (Skewness: 2.0, Kurtosis: 70).
For purposes of comparability and industrial applicability, some growth experiments were
also conducted on commercially available 3.3 mm borosilicate float glass substrates from Nanyang
Kylin Special Glass Co. Ltd., Nanyang, China, and the seed layers made by high-rate EBE were
deposited on heated 1.1 mm thick Corning Eagle XG glass substrates.
Prior to their application in the growth processes, the glass substrates were cleaned with an
alkaline cleaning agent (see annex B.3) for 10 to 20 minutes in an ultrasonic bath.
3.3.2 Silicon Wafers
Homoepitaxial growth experiments on monocrystalline silicon wafers were conducted on Si(100)
and Si(111) wafers. Some experiments regarding oxidation and seed layer preparation have also
been conducted on Si(100) wafers on which an oxide of (150 ± 10) nm in thickness had been
created by thermal oxidation, as well as on (80± 5) nm thick nitride layers on (80± 5) nm SiOx
on Si(100) wafers. Specifications are listed in table ii in annex B.4.
AFM measurements revealed average surface roughness values (RMS) around 0.2 nm for the
Si(100)-oriented wafers, and up to 0.6 nm for the Si(111) wafers, with varying results depending
on the specific wafer.
Chemical preparation consisted of RCA Standard Clean 1 (5H2O+1H2O2+1NH4OH) and
RCA Standard Clean 2 (6H2O+ 1H2O2 + 1HCl) procedures [78].
Directly prior to insertion into the high vacuum system, a short dip in hydrofluoric acid (HF
dip) with a concentration of 2 to 5 percent, removed newly formed oxygen from the wafer surface
and passivated it against immediate reoxidation through hydrogen termination of the silicon’s
dangling bonds [79].
3.3.3 Aqua Regia Etching
Solvent residues on the samples extracted from the SSLPE chamber after growth were removed
for further characterization. For this purpose, an aqua regia solution consisting of approximately
HNO3+3HCl+ 4H2O, whereby the water content varied slightly from case to case, was heated
to about 100 ◦C, and the substrates were left in the solution for usually a few minutes, until the
metal residues were completely etched off.
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3.4 Desaturation and Sedimentation
Due to the fact, that the metallic solution in the SSLPE growth chamber has to be cooled
down to room temperature again after each experiment, its saturation and desaturation with
silicon has to be sufficiently controlled and monitored for maintaining reproducible initial growth
conditions for the next experiment. Before initiation of the slow cooldown process at 1 K/min, a
process step that we refer to as sedimentation step is applied, which uses a reversed temperature
gradient (warm at the top, colder at the bottom of the solution). It is supposed to dissolve Si
crystallites that might have formed by homogeneous nucleation at the top of the melt, and to
drive all excess Si in the solution back into the source material.
It was found that the duration of this sedimentation step can have a significant influence
on the growth results in the next experiment. Especially if individual crystallites swimming on
top of the solution are not fully dissolved before cooldown, they pose a threat to the following
growth cycles. During the short melt-back step, they reduce its efficiency by saturating the
solution from the top, and during the actual solution growth phase, parts of the dissolved Si
in the metallic solution crystallize on their surface, lowering the total amount of Si available
for growth on the seed layer, and making the parasitic crystallites grow even larger in size.
Sufficiently long sedimentation times of typically around 1 day are therefore a prerequisite for
comparable and reproducible growth results.
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4 Theoretical Background and its Application to
the Growth Process
4.1 The In-Si and Sn-Si Systems
The experimental work within the context of this thesis is primarily based on three chemical ele-
ments: indium and tin as metallic solvents, and silicon as the material to be grown in crystalline
form for possible use in photovoltaic applications in the future.
Silicon is a carbon group (group IV) semiconductor with atomic number 14, which crystal-
lizes in the diamond cubic crystal structure with a lattice parameter of 0.543 nm.
Indium, atomic number 49, is located in the boron group (group III). It is classified as
a post-transition metal and crystallizes in the tetragonal crystal structure, with the lattice
parameters a = 0.325 nm and c = 0.495 nm.
Tin is also a post-transition metal, has atomic number 50 and is located in the carbon
group (group IV). There are four different allotropes of tin, which are referred to as α-tin, β-tin,
γ-tin, and σ-tin. While the latter two only occur at elevated temperatures and high pressures,
a transformation from the β phase, which has tetragonal crystal structure and is the usually
occurring metallic form of tin, to the α phase, which has a diamond cubic crystal structure and is
non-metallic, may spontaneously occur at temperatures below 13.2 ◦C. In this thesis, however,
the term “tin” will always refer to β-tin. The lattice parameters of β-tin are a = 0.583 nm
and c = 0.318 nm.
Tmelt [
◦C] ρs [ gcm3 ] ρl [
g
cm3 ] αV [
10−6
K ] rV dW [nm] κ [
W
Km ] CM [
J
molK ] HM [
kJ
mol ]
In 156.60 7.31 7.02 96.3 193 81.8 26.74 3.28
Sn 231.93 7.265 6.99 66.0 217 66.8 27.11 7.03
Table 4.1: Comparison of elemental properties of In and Sn, which are of relevance to the growth
processes. Melting point: Tmelt [80, p. 4.121–4.123], solid density at 25
◦C: ρs [81], liquid
density at melting point: ρl [81], solid thermal expansion coefficient (volumetric): αV [82], Van
der Waals radius: rV dW [83], solid thermal conductivity: κ [84], molar heat capacity: CM [81],
molar heat of fusion: HM [85].
In table 4.1, some basic properties of indium and tin are being compared. As can be seen,
the two metals are similar in nature with their relatively low melting points and almost identical
mass densities. The difference in the thermal expansion coefficients and thermal conductivities,
though relatively large, is not of actual importance to the convective flow in the SSLPE crucible,
as the liquid thermal expansion coefficients and liquid thermal conductivities deviate rather
strongly from their solid counterparts, cf. section 4.3. The higher heat of fusion for Sn means
that more energy has to be used to melt the same volume of solvent in the SSLPE crucible as
compared to In, requiring a higher power input from the heaters, and that e.g. more heat is
being released from a solidifying Sn droplet in the ALC process than from an equally sized In
droplet. Van der Waals radii, as a measure for the size of the atoms, can have an impact on the
incorporation of impurities into a crystal.
Both In and Sn come with certain advantages for the solution growth of Si. Crystalline
silicon grown from indium solutions exhibits high minority-carrier lifetimes [86]. Indium has a
comparatively low solubility for Si, and the incorporation of In into the solid Si layer is also very
low, thus leading to the growth of particularly pure Si crystallites [41]. Since In is an acceptor
in Si, growth from indium solutions yields p-type layers with In doping concentrations of about
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1× 1016/cm3, whereby other dopants such as Ga can be added to change the acceptor concen-
tration [86]. Shi et al., who used both In and Sn solutions in their LPE growth experiments,
originally observed no significant differences for the Si layers grown from these solvents with
different processing methods [37]. In a later investigation, however, they found that solar cells
made on LPE layers grown from Sn solvents exhibited lower performance than cells made on
LPE layers grown from In solution, whereby the difference could also have resulted from the cell
processing [87].
McNeely et al. [29] and Hall et al. [32] state that the preferred metallic solvent for silicon
is tin, as silicon grown from tin solutions maintains a long minority carrier lifetime. Higher
incorporation of Sn into the grown c-Si layers does not pose a problem to applications such as
solar cells, because Sn is not electrically active in Si [42][88]. In view of a possible industrial
application in the future, one advantage of Sn, as compared to In, is its significantly lower price.
While the price for In has been in the range of approximately 250 to 350 USD/lb throughout the
last 5 years, the price for Sn fluctuated between 7 and 15 USD/lb within the same time period∗.
Also, at the same growth temperature, the solid Si solubility in Sn is about 2 to 3 times as high
as in In (cf. Tab. 4.2). The major advantage of using Sn as the solvent, however, lies in the
fact that tin is already widely used in the production of float glass in a similar, bottom-heated
crucible setup under a protective gas atmosphere, as has been explained in section 2.2.
Figure 4.7 shows the phase diagrams for the Si–In and Si–Sn binary systems, which have been
calculated with the FactSage thermochemical software and databases. They are very similar in
nature, though larger differences become apparent at very small mole fractions.
Figure 4.7: Overlayed phase diagrams of Si–Sn and Si–In binary systems.
(a) Complete phase diagram showing the liquidus lines for Si in In (blue) and in Sn (red).
(b+c) Enlargement of the areas in the typically applied growth temperature ranges for
SSLPE growth (b) and ALC seed layer growth (c).
The phase diagrams are based on FactSage 6.4, using the SGTE2007 database in its 2009
revision. The FactSage SGTE data is based on [89] for In, and on [90] for Sn.
The Si solid solubilities for the approximate substrate temperature in ALC seed layer growth
(TALC ≈ 250 ◦C) and in SSLPE growth (TSSLPE ≈ 600 ◦C) have been extracted from the
FactSage phase diagrams in figure 4.7 and are presented in table 4.2. Especially at lower tem-
peratures, close to the melting point of tin, large differences occur.
In view of these extremely small solubilities, especially at lower temperatures, it is interesting
to calculate how many atoms can be dissolved in the solvent droplets in the ALC process for
seed layer preparation, described in section 2.1.1.
∗Stated prices are based on free metal price charts available at MetalPrices.com, http://www.metalprices.com/,
last accessed on 21st July 2015.
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4.1 The In-Si and Sn-Si Systems
250 ◦C 600 ◦C
Indium 5× 10−8 3× 10−4
Tin 7× 10−7 9× 10−4
Table 4.2: Si solid solubilities in indium and tin at typical ALC and SSLPE growth temperatures of
250 ◦C and 600 ◦C, respectively. All values are mole fractions, calculated with FactSage
6.4, using the SGTE2007 database in its 2009 revision, based on [89] and [90] for In and Sn,
respectively.
The molar amount n of a substance S in a droplet calculates as:
ndrop =
mdrop
MS
=
ρS Vdrop
NA mSa
=
2
3πr
3
drop ρS
NA mSa
(12)
wheremdrop, Vdrop and rdrop are the droplet’s mass, volume and radius, respectively, whereby
the droplet is assumed to be hemispherical (V = 2/3πr3), NA is the Avogadro constant, andMS ,
ρS and m
S
a are the molar mass, liquid density and atomic mass of the substance, respectively.
From this, the number of dissolved Si atoms NSi can be calculated by multiplication with
the respective mole fractions xSi from table 4.2, and with the Avogadro constant NA:
NSi = xSi ndrop NA (13)
In the case of indium, using a mass density of liquid In at 250 ◦C of ρ ≈ 7 g/cm3 (cf. equa-
tion 41 in section 4.7), an atomic mass of ma = 114.818 u, and an average droplet radius of
r = 100 nm (cf. e.g. Fig. 5.1 in section 5.1.1), the number of Si atoms then equals NSi = 3.9.
That means, at equilibrium concentration only about 4 atoms at a time can be dissolved by
and in the indium droplet, a few more in a supersaturated state. Therefore, the dissolution,
crystallization and material transport within the droplet have to be very fast in order to achieve
acceptable growth rates.
The same calculation for Sn, using ma = 118.710 u and ρ ≈ 7.3 g/cm3 (cf. equation 43),
yields NSi = 54 atoms per droplet. It should be noted that, due to a lack of experimental
data, FactSage calculations can show significant deviations, especially in extreme regions such
as the low temperatures and corresponding low mole fractions here. Nevertheless, the number
of dissolved atoms will be very low in any case and the general statements, that were made,
remain valid.
As both In and Sn are used as solvents in SSLPE growth, it is worthwhile to compare not only
the basic material parameters given in table 4.1, but also important parameters of the metals in
their liquid state at the typical SSLPE growth temperature of T = 600 ◦C, which have a higher
impact on convection (cf. section 4.3). The temperature-dependent surface energy and mass
density of liquid In and Sn will be introduced in more detail in section 4.7 in equations 40, 42,
41, and 43, respectively. Also temperature-dependent are the dynamic viscosity η, the thermal
conductivity κ, the mass heat capacity cm, the thermal diffusivity a =
κ
ρ cm
, and the thermal
expansion coefficient β of liquid In and Sn. Table 4.3 lists the respective values with their
respective sources.
Noticeable here is especially how the liquid density difference between In and Sn at 600 ◦C
is much larger than at their melting points (cf. Tab. 4.1). At the same time, the ratios of the
values for thermal conductivity and heat capacity have not changed significantly. While γ is
very similar for the two materials, η and a differ quite much.
Apart from these values for a fixed temperature, Cheng et al. have found anomalies in the
structural behavior of In melts, especially in lower temperature regions as they are applied in
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T = 600 ◦C γ [Nm ] ρ [
g
cm3 ] η [mPa s] κ [
W
Km ] cm [
J
kgK ] a [
cm2
s ] β [
10−4
K ]
In 0.526 [91] 6.71 [91] 1.22 [92] 42.7 [93] 236 [94] 0.27 1.157 [91]
Sn 0.533 [95] 7.08 [96] 0.97 [97] 32.8 [93] 244 [98] 0.19 1.13 [98]
Table 4.3: Comparison of important parameters of liquid In and Sn at a typical SSLPE growth tem-
perature of T = 600 ◦C: surface energy γ, mass density ρ, dynamic viscosity η, thermal
conductivity κ, mass heat capacity cm, thermal diffusivity a =
κ
ρ cm
, and thermal expansion
coefficient β.
the growth experiments here [92]: With increasing temperature, the viscosity of In decreases,
whereby anomalous changes occur between 430 and 470 ◦C. Also, with increasing temperature,
the nearest interatomic distance of the melt decreases and thermal contraction of atom clusters
occurs, whereby anomalies have been found in the range from 390 to 550 ◦C.
No significant anomalies have been found in the structural behavior of liquid Sn [99][96].
Another point where In and Sn can have different impacts on the growth results is the crystal
habit, as in solution growth the crystal morphology is not only influenced by temperature and
supersaturation, but also by the type of solvent [100][101]. Even the formation of twin boundaries
can depend on the used solvent [100].
4.2 Diffusion
Both in seed layer formation and steady-state solution growth, diffusion plays a crucial role.
In seed layer formation by PVD, the growth process is almost exclusively based on diffusion
processes. The most important transport processes here are the material exchange between
solvent and solute, and the surface diffusion on the glass/a-Si substrate.
In SSLPE, the main driving force for material transport is convection, but diffusion cannot
be neglected for the evaluation of the growth process. Diffusion here is of particular importance
for the dissolution of the Si source material at the bottom of the crucible, and for Si deposition
on the seed layer at its top. In both cases the solution’s flow velocity at the interface is zero, due
to the typically assumed non-slip condition, and a diffusion boundary layer exists, in which, at
least in theory, only diffusion is responsible for the material transport. The thickness of this layer
can vary from a few ten micrometers up to the millimeter scale. According to the conducted
3D simulations (section 5.4), in which diffusion plays a crucial role for the material transport
at the interfaces, the diffusion boundary layer during SSLPE growth around 600 ◦C amounts
to approximately half a millimeter. In addition to the solution’s upper and lower interfaces,
diffusion also takes place within the metallic solution at all times during growth.
As a rule, diffusion occurs if the system’s free energy is thereby lowered or, respectively, the
entropy is increased. For a basic understanding of the underlying processes, Fick’s laws can
be used to describe diffusion. While disregarding a number of effects, such as being limited to
binary systems, and only taking concentration gradients into account as the driving force for
mass transport, they characterize the diffusion behavior sufficiently good. According to the first
law, the particle flux J is proportional to the concentration gradient in opposite direction of the
diffusion [102, p. 226]:
J = −D ∇⃗C 1D−→ J = −D∂C
∂z
(14)
Hereby, the constant of proportionality is the diffusion coefficient D, while C gives the
concentration, and z in the 1-dimensional (1D) case gives the position in diffusion direction.
It is important to ensure that the experimentally determined diffusion coefficient corresponds
to the chosen concentration measurement units [102, p. 226]. In equation 14 that is e.g. of
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importance regarding the fact, that C refers to a particle concentration here, instead of a mass
concentration. The flux J then quantifies the statistical movement of the diffusing particles by
stating a net amount of particles of a certain amount of a substance moving through a unit of
area per unit of time, perpendicular to the diffusion direction.
While Fick’s first law describes a flux that is constant over time, Fick’s second law relates
the concentration differences to time t and location z, and can therefore be used to describe
non-stationary diffusion processes. For constant diffusion coefficients D ̸= D(C), the general
and the one-dimensional case appear in the following way [103, p. 286]:
∂C
∂t
= D ∇⃗2C 1D−→ ∂C
∂t
= D
∂2C
∂z2
(15)
The diffusion length Ld is derived by means of an analytical solution of Fick’s second law.
For cases in which individual particles performing directional movements are considered, it is
solved in one direction only, and the diffusion length is bound to the material- and temperature-
specific particle lifetime τ . This is e.g. the case for charge carriers in semiconductors, as well
as for adatoms in surface diffusion. While slightly different definitions exist to what exactly is
referred to as diffusion length, the most commonly used definition is as follows [104, p. 350][105,
p. 949, p. 958][106, p. 96][107, p. 87]:
Ld =
√
Dτ (16)
During seed layer preparation by PVD, differences in adatom concentration let the atoms
diffuse along the surface. For diffusion to take place, the atom has to overcome an activation
energy Ediff in order to jump to the next lattice site. The temperature-dependent behavior of
the diffusion coefficient D can be calculated by the following Arrhenius equation [103, p. 241]:
D = D0e
−Ediff
kBT (17)
where kB is the Boltzmann constant, T is the temperature, and D0 is a material-specific
constant. For liquids, such as the metallic solvents used in seed layer preparation and steady-
state solution growth here, the diffusion coefficient can be approximated by a combination of
the Einstein relation with Stokes’ law, the Stokes-Einstein equation [108, p. 462]:
D = µkBT ; µ =
1
6πηr
⇒ D = kBT
6πηr
(18)
where µ is the mobility of the diffusing particles, η is the dynamic viscosity of the liquid and
r is the diffusing particles’ radius.
While in liquids it does not matter whether diffusion from material A into material B is
considered or vice versa, there are in fact different diffusion coefficients in solids, depending on
the direction of the diffusion, i.e. whether the diffusion coefficient is given for diffusion of A in
B, or B in A. Known as Kirkendall effect, the volume of phase A of two connected solid phases
increases while the volume of phase B decreases at sufficiently high temperatures due to the
difference in diffusion rates of the atoms [109][103, p. 234].
4.3 Convection
Although convection is assumed to also take place within the solvent droplets in the ALC process,
it is primarily of interest for the metallic solution’s flow behavior during SSLPE growth, where
convection is the dominating driving force behind the material transport from the silicon source
at the bottom of the crucible to the sample surface at its top. It does also play a major role in
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the heat transfer within the fluids in the SSLPE chamber, including both the metallic solution
in the crucible, and the process gas atmosphere.
The SSLPE equipment does not provide means for forced convection like crucible rotation,
stirring, or intentional vibrations. Therefore, only natural convection occurs in the solution,
caused by gravitation and density variations due to differences in the temperature and in the
concentration of solutes. As the metallic solutions and process gases used in the growth experi-
ments are all Newtonian fluids, their flow behavior is described by the Navier–Stokes equations,
a system of second-order non-linear partial differential equations. However, the details of fluid
dynamics have not been the subject of research in this thesis and will therefore not be described
here. Nevertheless, they are the basis of the 3D simulations described in section 5.4. Performed
in the ANSYS CFX software environment, the Navier-Stokes equations are solved numerically
in these computational fluid dynamics (CFL) simulations.
Another form of convective transport is surface convection, better known as Marangoni
convection. Changes in temperature or in the concentration of solutes along a surface lead to
differences in the surface tension γ. To compensate the tension gradient, the liquid flows along
the surface toward the areas with higher γ. For most materials, the surface tension decreases with
increasing temperature. Therefore, Marangoni convection often occurs from warmer to colder
areas of the surface. Under the influence of gravity, however, convection caused by temperature-
dependent differences in density typically has a far stronger influence than Marangoni convection.
This is why it is not being considered in the 3D simulations in section 5.4, where other factors
have a much higher impact on the simulation results.
Aside from and based on the parameters in table 4.3 in section 4.1, there are numerous
other parameters used specifically for the characterization of the free convection of the metallic
solution. One important parameter, especially in the 3D simulations in section 5.4, is the
dimensionless Reynolds number Re. It is mainly used to differentiate between flow regimes. At
low Re, viscous forces dominate the flow, whereby at high Re, inertial forces are dominant. If
the Reynolds number exceeds a critical value, a transition from laminar flow to turbulent flow
takes place.
Another important parameter for convection in general and the 3D simulations in particu-
lar, is the also dimensionless Rayleigh number Ra. It is used to characterize Rayleigh–Be´nard
convection [110][111], which ideally occurs in systems with a geometry large in horizontal direc-
tions and small in vertical direction, being heated from the bottom. This is roughly the case
for the used SSLPE crucible geometry, though differences occur especially due to the use of a
side heater. If the Rayleigh number exceeds the first and most significant in a series of critical
values, heat transfer in the fluid cannot be maintained solely by thermal conduction anymore
and convection sets in. So-called Be´nard convection cells form on a macroscopic level.
The classical formulation of the Rayleigh number appears as follows [103, p. 353][104,
p. 196][56, p. 15]:
Ra =
gβ∆TL3
νa
=
gβ∆TL3ρ
ηa
(19)
where g is the gravitational acceleration, β is the thermal expansion coefficient, ν = η/ρ is
the kinematic viscosity, which is the quotient of the dynamic viscosity η and the mass density
ρ, a is the thermal diffusivity, L is the characteristic length of the system, often calculated as
the quotient of its volume and its surface area, and ∆T is the temperature gradient, in our case
the difference between the hotter surface and the colder bottom of the solution.
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There are in fact two kinds of Rayleigh numbers, one describing thermal buoyancy, the
thermal Rayleigh number RT stated in equation 19, and one describing solutal buoyancy, the
solutal Rayleigh number RS [103, p. 378][56, p. 15][112]. In many systems, density variations
due to differences in the concentration of solutes are negligible in comparison to the influence of
temperature differences. This is specifically the case in our system, where high purity solvents
are used, and where the solubilities of Si at the applied growth temperatures are particularly
low (cf. Tab. 4.2). For the sake of completeness, it should be noted anyway that the effect is
neglected in the CFX-based 3D simulations in section 5.4, where differences in concentration
are not inducing a fluid flow.
A direct comparison of the factors in equation 19 for In and Sn acc. to table 4.3 can be used
to compare the Rayleigh numbers for the two elements at the SSLPE growth temperature of
T = 600 ◦C:
βSn = 0.98βIn ρSn = 1.06ρSn
ηSn = 0.80ηIn aSn = 0.70aIn
⇒ RaSn = g∆TL3 1.86 βInρIn
ηInaIn
= 1.86RaIn (20)
∆T will also slightly differ for the two solvents due to their different thermal conductivities.
With κIn being approximately one third larger than κSn, In conducts heat better than Sn, which
reduces the temperature difference for In melts and, therefore, leads to an even higher difference
in Rayleigh numbers.
So it is found that under otherwise identical thermal and geometric conditions, the Rayleigh
number in the tin melt is roughly twice the Rayleigh number in the indium melt. That means
an indium solution has a higher tendency to convection than tin.
As the theoretical background of convection and the parameters characterizing it are pri-
marily of importance to the 3D simulations, only exemplary details have been presented here to
support the understanding of the basic principles. In the simulations, we trust in and rely on
the software.
4.4 Surface Energy and Contact Angle
For the understanding of the processes occurring during the ALC transition, a basic understand-
ing of the principles behind the solvent droplets’ surface energy and the resulting contact angles
with the sample surface are helpful.
Liquid surfaces are constantly under tension due to the systems’s tendency to minimize the
surface area and, therefore, the system’s energy. Surface energy γ, also referred to as surface
tension, is the partial derivative of the Gibbs free energy G with respect to an area A at a
constant temperature T and constant pressure p [102, p. 154]:
γ =
(
∂G
∂A
)
T,p
(21)
Liquid droplets experience increased pressure due to the surface tension at the liquid/gas
interface. The smaller the radius of the droplet, the larger the pressure. For a curved surface
with the radii r1 and r2, the pressure difference ∆p between the liquid and gas interface is
calculated by the Young–Laplace equation [102, p. 155]:
∆p =
(
1
r1
+
1
r2
)
γ
r1=r2=r−−−−−−−→ ∆p = 2γ
r
(22)
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Reducing the radius down to very small nanometer scales, the surface tension itself also shows
a dependence on the radius, and the Young–Laplace equation cannot be applied anymore. In
the conducted research, however, solvent droplets are usually at least several ten nanometers in
size, so droplet radii are not of primary importance.
The size of the contact area between solid substrate and liquid droplet depends on the contact
angle θ, sometimes also called wetting angle, which is determined by the surface tensions γsl,
γsg and γlg, where s, l and g stand for the solid, liquid and gas/vapor phase, respectively. It is
calculated by the Young equation [102, p. 786]:
cos(θ) =
γsg − γsl
γlg
(23)
The difference γsg − γsl is called wetting tension, and it is positive if the energy used to
increase a s/l interface is smaller than the energy gained from concurrent reduction of the s/g
interface.
Figure 4.8 shows two different cases of surface wetting and depicts the contact angle and
the respective interfaces. An in-detail investigation on the wetting behavior of droplets can be
found in [113] and [114].
Figure 4.8: Surface wetting and contact angle θ: γsl, γsg, γlg symbolize the surface tensions at the
respective solid (s) / liquid (l) / gas (g) interfaces.
(a) A smaller wetting angle leads to a flat droplet with a large contact area.
(b) A Larger wetting angle leads to a more spherical droplet with a small contact area.
4.5 Nucleation
In seed layer growth, nucleation is of great importance to the size and distribution of solvent
droplets on the substrate surface in case of the ALC process, and to the formation of Si seed
crystallites in an a-Si environment in case of the direct deposition on heated substrates. In
solution growth by SSLPE, nucleation is supposed to occur exclusively on the seed layer surface
during growth and on the Si source material during cool-down. Yet, it can also occur in colder
regions of the metallic solution.
Homogeneous nucleation takes place in absence of a surface by the statistical encounter of
particles, which agglomerate into larger structures. It usually requires a high supersaturation.
Heterogeneous nucleation, on the other hand, takes place at energetically favorable sites of
already existing nuclei. It requires a significantly lower supersaturation.
In the ALC process, the formation of the solvent droplets on the surface is determined by
the critical nucleus size. Nuclei of the solvent material, whose radii r are larger than a critical
radius Rc (r > Rc) will grow and therefore cause a droplet to form at their position, while nuclei
with r < Rc will disintegrate.
The critical nucleus size for the formation of solvent droplets can be derived from the Gibbs
free energy of a cluster of solvent particles. If the cluster is assumed to be the cap of a sphere in
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shape, if the contribution of the Gibbs-Thomson effect is neglected, and if equation 23 is used to
set the surface energies at the gas-liquid-solid interface in relation [115, p. 8-10], one obtains a
transposed version of the Kelvin equation, which is usually used to describe the vapor pressure
on a curved surface:
RC =
2γlgVm
ln
(
p
ps
)
NAkBT
(24)
Hereby, p is the vapor pressure on the solvent droplet, ps is the saturated vapor pressure of
the droplet, γlg is the surface tension at the liquid-gas interface, Vm is the molar volume of the
cluster of solvent particles, NA is the Avogadro constant, kB is the Boltzmann constant, and T
is the absolute temperature. For nucleation to occur, supersaturation of the droplet is required
(p > ps).
In a similar way, the seed crystallites for subsequent steady-state solution growth arise. A
critical nucleus of crystalline silicon has to form, which can then be extended. In the case of the
ALC process, this is achieved by increasing the Si concentration in the metallic solvent droplet,
which will be described in section 4.7. In the case of seed layer formation by direct deposition
of Si on heated substrates, the c-Si nuclei have to form directly from the evaporated material
during the deposition process.
In classical nucleation theory [116], the activation energy required to form a critical cluster
by homogeneous nucleation is the maximum of the Gibbs free energy function ∆G(i), where i
denotes the number of atoms in a cluster, and the maximum Gibbs energy ∆G∗ at the critical
cluster size i∗ of a spherical cluster is then expressed in the following way [117]:
∆G∗ =
16π
3
γ3
∆g2ν
(25)
where γ stands for the surface energy of the cluster, and ∆gν is the Gibbs free energy change
occurring with the crystallization of a single atom. ∆G∗ is also referred to as nucleation barrier.
For silicon, ∆gν has been determined experimentally by measuring the enthalpy of crys-
tallization, as well as calculated by ab initio calculations, with differing results [118][119][120].
However, for the temperature range of interest to the growth experiments conducted within the
context of this thesis, the energy difference is usually given as [121][50][52]:
∆gSiac = ga−Si − gc−Si ≈ 0.1eV (26)
The solid phase crystallization (SPC) of amorphous silicon has been studied extensively
and described in detail by Spinella et al., who found that the nucleation barrier ∆G∗ and, as
a consequence, the critical radius RC are temperature independent, and who determined the
critical radius in the SPC of a-Si to be RC = 0.58 nm [117].
Nucleation in solution growth depends on the interplay of the growth of a crystal’s volume
on the one hand, and the system’s tendency to minimize the crystal’s surface area on the other
hand. The sum of the Gibbs free energies ∆GS consumed for creating the surface of the nucleus,
and ∆GV released by creating the volume of the nucleus, has a maximum value ∆GC at the
critical radius RC [102, p. 166]. The relationship is illustrated in figure 4.9a.
Based on this basic principle of classical nucleation theory, Ku¨hnle et al. have derived a
critical radius RC for spherical nuclei in the seed layer [43]:
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∆G = ∆GS +∆GV = 4πr
2γ − 4
3
πr3
∆µ
Va
(27)
d
dr
∆G = 8πrγ − 12
3
πr2
∆µ
Va
!
= 0 (28)
⇒ RC = 2γVa
∆µ
(29)
Hereby, γ refers to the difference of the surface free energies of the liquid and solid phase, Va
to the atomic volume of the crystallizing atoms, and ∆µ to the difference in chemical potential
between the solid and liquid phase. That means, the critical grain size for seed crystals depends
on the difference in chemical potentials ∆µ as the driving force for crystallization.
Setting ∆µ = kBT ln(C/Cs) and using a simple approximation for the solute concentration,
C = A exp(−B/T ) and Cs = A exp(−B/Ts), equation 29 is transformed into the following
form [43]:
RC =
2γVa
kBB
TS
δT
(30)
where TS denotes the saturation temperature, δT = T − Ts the initial supersaturation, and
B is a material-specific parameter.
According to the theory, seed crystals larger than RC will grow into bigger crystallites
during solution growth, while seed crystals smaller than RC will disappear. As both LPE and
SSLPE growth take place close to thermodynamic equilibrium, the critical grain size has to be
comparatively large. For LPE growth from indium at a temperature of TS = 920
◦C and a
supersaturation of δT = 2 K, Ku¨hnle et al. calculated a critical grain size of RC = 250 nm [43].
With the lower growth temperatures applied here, the critical seed crystal sizes are respectively
lower as well. Also, by working with larger temperature differences during growth, thereby
moving further away from thermodynamic equilibrium conditions, the critical grain size can
be intentionally lowered. Applying the theory to LPE growth from In and Sn solutions at a
typical SSLPE growth temperature of TS = 600
◦C, using the same values for γ and Va as
in [43], and the material-specific parameters BIn = 10914 for indium and BSn = 9806 for tin
acc. to [122, p. 24], the critical grain sizes have been calculated with equation 30 as a function
of the supersaturation δT , which can be varied during the growth experiments within the range
of a few kelvins. The results are shown in figure 4.9b.
Figure 4.9: (a) Contributions to the change in Gibbs free energy ∆G during the formation of a nucleus
with the radius R. The graph is based on [102, p. 166, 1.2.-44].
(b) Critical radii RC for In and Sn acc. to eq. 30 as a function of the supersaturation δT .
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It is apparent, that even the smallest changes in the supersaturation have a significant impact
on the critical grain size. At the same time, there are only marginal differences between indium
and tin.
Ku¨hnle et al. eventually concluded that, as a practical consequence of the above consid-
erations, it seems impossible to deposit continuous films by LPE on fine-grained poly-Si films
containing undercritically sized nuclei [43]. While this conclusion seems to hold true to a certain
extent for the solution growth from seed layers with seeds far apart from each other, the good
results for the SSLPE growth from a tin solution on nc-Si seed layers clearly contradict it, as
will be discussed in more detail in section 5.3.2.
A more detailed analysis and more precise ansatz for homogeneous nucleation of Si in In
solutions can be found in [123].
4.6 Ostwald Ripening
Ostwald ripening is a process, in which material flows from small to large colloids. It is based
on the dependence of vapor pressure on surface curvature or, respectively, on the solubility
of a fine powder. The flow of material is hereby caused by differences in vapor pressure or
concentration [124]. If the radius r of a small colloid falls below a critical value RC , it becomes
energetically unstable and vanishes completely, thereby reducing the total number of colloids in
the system.
In the experimental research at hand, the process is of particular interest in connection with
the droplet-based seed layer formation by the ALC transition, where larger droplets grow in size,
while smaller droplets shrink and vanish, which minimizes the surface tension and, therefore,
the free energy of the system. Ostwald ripening is also used to describe the coarsening of
grains in polycrystalline structures, where in a recrystallization process smaller grains shrink
and disappear, while larger grains grow in size, which is of importance to the nc-Si seed layers
formed by direct deposition on heated substrates.
For solvent droplets, the effect can be explained by the Gibbs-Thomson effect [125, p. 371],
according to which smaller droplets, exhibiting a higher surface curvature, have a higher vapor
pressure than those with an even phase boundary, because the liquid-gaseous interface is larger
regarding the droplet’s volume. This is illustrated well by the Ostwald–Freundlich equation,
which is derived from the Kelvin equation (equation 24), and describes the vapor pressure on a
curved surface in direct dependence on the droplet’s radius [126]:
ln
(
p
p∞
)
=
2γVa
rkBT
=
RC
r
(31)
whereby p = p(r) is the vapor pressure of a droplet with radius r, p∞ = p(r → ∞) is the
vapor pressure of a droplet with infinite radius, i.e. of an even surface, γ is the droplet’s surface
tension, Va is the atomic volume of the droplet’s material, T is the absolute temperature, and
RC is the critical radius of the droplet.
The Lifshitz-Slyozov-Wagner theory, or LSW theory, derived by Lifshitz and Slyozov [127]
as well as, independently, by Wagner [128], provides a more general and accurate mathematical
description of the process and is able to explain the Ostwald ripening of polycrystalline grains
as well. Its predictions and conclusions are applicable to the conducted research without an
in-detail understanding of the theory. It will therefore not be further explained here.
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4.7 Chemical Potential, Solubility, and the ALC Transition
The driving force of the ALC process, as was mentioned in section 2.1.1, is the difference in
the chemical potentials of amorphous and crystalline silicon. The chemical potential µi of a
substance i is defined as the partial derivative of the Gibbs free energy G with respect to the
amount of the substance Ni, whereby temperature T , pressure P and the amounts of all other
substances Nj ̸=i remain constant [102, p. 91]:
µi =
(
∂G
∂Ni
)
T,P,Nj
(32)
In solutions, as they are being used in both the ALC process and SSLPE growth, the chemical
potential is a function of the species’ concentration Ci [121, p. 101]:
µi = µs + kBT ln
(
Ci
Cs
)
(33)
Hereby, µs stands for the chemical potential at the saturation concentration Cs, kB for the
Boltzmann constant, and T for the absolute temperature. If the concentration of i is exceeding
the saturation concentration (Ci > Cs), a state of supersaturation is at hand, the prerequisite
for crystal growth. At Ci < Cs, the solution is undersaturated. As a physical quantity, the
supersaturation ratio is defined as S = Ci/Cs [129, p. 1188].
The Gibbs free energy change per atom (equation 26) is in fact the difference in the atom’s
chemical potential between the amorphous and crystalline state [50]:
∆gSiac = ∆µ
Si
ac = µa−Si − µc−Si = kBT ln
(
Ca−Si
Cs
)
− kBT ln
(
Cc−Si
Cs
)
(34)
⇒ ∆µSiac = kBT ln
(
Ca−Si
Cc−Si
)
(35)
Generally, if two phases are in equilibrium at an interface, their chemical potentials must be
equal. That means, equation 35 is only true if Ca−Si and Cc−Si here represent the equilibrium
concentrations Cequia−Si and C
equi
c−Si of dissolved silicon atoms at the solvent/a-Si interface and
the solvent/c-Si interface, respectively. The maximum supersaturation ratio, which can be
reached in the moving catalyst droplet, can then be calculated using the difference in chemical
potentials [50]:
Smax =
Cequia−Si
Cequic−Si
= e
∆µSiac
kBT (36)
Using the 0.1 eV from equation 26 for ∆µSiac, and an average growth temperature of T = 250
◦C
for good ALC growth results with both In and Sn as solvent, the maximum supersaturation ratio
is Smax ≈ 9.
With the solid solubilities of silicon at 250 ◦C (cf. Tab. 4.2), it is now possible to approximate
the maximum concentration of Si in the droplets from indiffusion of a-Si at the front interface,
for each of the two solvents:
Indium: Cmaxa−Si = 9× 5× 10−8 ≈ 5× 10−7 (37)
Tin: Cmaxa−Si = 9× 7× 10−7 ≈ 6× 10−6 (38)
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Following and extending figure 2.1a from section 2.1.1, the ALC transition is depicted in
Fig. 4.10. For didactic reasons, the phases at each of the two interfaces are assumed to be
in thermal equilibrium, i.e. their chemical potentials are equal too. It is interesting to note
the large similarities between the processes occurring in the crystallization of a-Si by moving
droplets on the one hand [50][52], and by the aluminium-induced layer exchange method on the
other hand [130][121].
Figure 4.10: Schematic depiction of the ALC process, showing the most important variables: Ca−Si
and Cc−Si for the concentration of a-Si and c-Si in the solvent, respectively, Smax for
the maximum supersaturation, rdroplet for the solvent droplet’s radius, v⃗ for the velocity
and direction of the droplet, µa−Si and µc−Si for the chemical potential of a-Si and c-Si,
respectively, and ∆µSiac for the difference in chemical potentials of a-Si and c-Si. As the
phases at each of the interfaces are assumed to be in thermal equilibrium, the chemical
potentials of a-Si and c-Si in the solvent (µa−Si−solvent and µc−Si−solvent) are equal to
their counterparts outside.
At the beginning of the ALC process, a-Si is dissolved until a critical concentration is reached
and nucleation occurs. During the actual ALC transition, with silicon constantly being incorpo-
rated into the crystalline in-plane nanowire by diffusing out from the rear interface, and silicon
constantly diffusing in from the dissolved a-Si layer at the front interface, a concentration gra-
dient forms between the two sides. Silicon is transported from the front side with its strong
supersaturation, Cmaxa−Si at maximum, to the rear side with its lower supersaturation. It does,
however, always stay above the saturation concentration Cs, or no crystallization could take
place.
For the growth rate, there are three limiting factors: the speed of dissolving a-Si at the front
interface, the speed of crystallization at the rear interface, and the speed of material transport
through the droplet. Yu et al. [50] have deducted, that the movement speed of droplets, or the
growth rate, respectively, does actually depend on a complex interplay of the flux rate on the one
hand, with the speeds of the front and rear interface having to match, and mass conservation on
the other hand, with the number of absorbed and deposited Si atoms also having to match. They
have also compiled a detailed overview of the theoretical foundations of the process, although
certain differences occur in their work on CVD-deposited, H2 plasma-treated a-Si:H, such as a
suspended growth mode, which has never been observed in our work.
Using the Young-Laplace equation for the capillary pressure of the solvent droplets (equa-
tion 22), and based on the work of Hourlier-Bahloul and Perrot [131], Bennema et al. [132],
as well as Alonso and Bauser [133], Heimburger et al. have derived a formula to calculate the
equilibrium solubility of silicon x in a liquid indium nanodroplet during the ALC process, which
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looks as follows [52]:
ln(x) =
∆H∗−Sils
R
(
1
T ∗−Simelt
− 1
T
)
− (a− bT )(1− x)
2
RT
− 2γVm
rRT
(39)
Therein, ∆H∗−Sils and T
∗−Si
melt stand for the latent heat of fusion and for the melting temper-
atures of a-Si or c-Si, respectively. R is the molar gas constant, T is the absolute temperature,
a and b are parameters from [133] considering the quasi-regular mixing behavior of the con-
stituents, and, identical to the Kelvin equation (equations 31 and 24), γ, Vm and r are the the
droplet’s surface tension, the molar volume of the droplet’s material and the droplet’s radius,
respectively.
Using
γ = 0.568
N
m
− 9.45× 10−5 N
Km
(T − T Inmelt) and (40)
ρ = 7050
kg
m3
− 0.776 kg
Km3
(T − T Inmelt) (41)
for the surface energy and mass density of liquid In, respectively (both [91]), with Vm =M/ρ
(M : molar mass), as well as a = 39200 J/mol and b = 7.1 J/(K mol) [133], they were able
to calculate the equilibrium solubilities of a-Si and c-Si for different temperatures, and the
respective average initial solvent droplet sizes on the a-Si layer. For a temperature range from
266 ◦C with an average droplet size of (39± 9) nm to 328 ◦C with a droplet size of (23± 2) nm,
the solubilities of c-Si and a-Si increased from 1.74× 10−7 to 1.37× 10−6, and from 2.00× 10−6
to 1.16× 10−5, respectively.
For comparison with Sn as solvent in the ALC process, equation 39 was used for calculations
using
γ = 0.57
N
m
− 1× 10−3 N
Km
(T − TSnmelt) and (42)
ρ = 7300
kg
m3
− 0.6 kg
Km3
(T − TSnmelt) (43)
for the surface energy of Sn [95] and for the mass density of Sn [96], respectively∗, a =
25365 J/mol and b = 0 J/(K mol) for the material system specific parameters describing the
Si-Sn system [90], and M = 0.11871 kg/mol for the molar mass [134]. The results are shown in
table 4.4 in comparison with the results for indium as published in [52].
As was to be expected with regard to table 4.2, the silicon solubilities in the droplets are
significantly higher for tin as compared to indium. Noticeable, however, are the smaller differ-
ences between a-Si and c-Si in their solubility in tin. While the difference is approximately a
factor of 10 for indium, it amounts to a factor of just about 1.2 for tin.
One would expect such a large difference to have a negative impact on the ALC growth
behavior of tin. Differences in the growth behavior in this order of magnitude have not been
observed in the experiments though, cf. section 5.1.1.
During the calculations, it also became obvious that the parameters a and b have a much
higher impact on the results than γ or Vm, which are basically negligible in the direct comparison
of the In-Si and Sn-Si systems on the applied scales.
∗Average values, based on table 2 in paper [95], and on table 1 in paper [96].
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c-Si c-Si a-Si a-Si
266 ◦C, 39 nm 328 ◦C, 23 nm 266 ◦C, 39 nm 328 ◦C, 23 nm
Indium 1.74× 10−7 1.37× 10−6 2.00× 10−6 1.16× 10−5
Tin 1.58× 10−5 6.41× 10−5 1.86× 10−5 7.85× 10−5
Table 4.4: Equilibrium solubilities of Si in liquid In and Sn nanodroplets during the ALC process acc. to
equation 39. Following [52], values for a-Si and c-Si at different substrate temperatures and
corresponding droplet sizes are being compared.
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5.1 Seed Layer Growth and Characterization
Different methods of seed layer preparation have been tested and used, with varying results and
effectiveness for the subsequent steady-state solution growth. For growth using indium as the
solvent, ALC layers, usually in connection with an additional thickening layer on top, proved
most useful. For growth from a tin solution, seed layers that were produced by direct deposition
of silicon on heated glass substrates were usually used. The results of both methods will be
discussed in detail in the following sections. A number of other, alternative methods for seed
layer preparation has also been investigated, but will only be discussed briefly.
5.1.1 ALC Layer
In order to employ the amorphous-liquid-crystalline transition for seed layer preparation, as was
described in section 2.1.1, at first, amorphous silicon is deposited on the glass substrate at room
temperature, followed by the deposition of a few ten nanometers of metallic solvent on the, at
this point heated, a-Si layer (see section 3.1.1 for details). The solvent droplets, which form
on the heated substrate, exhibit diameters up to a few hundred nanometers, cf. Fig. 5.1a+d.
Saturated with silicon by partially dissolving the a-Si layer underneath, the droplets start moving
along the surface at some point. Following the processes explained in section 4.7, they leave
traces of crystalline silicon, usually referred to as in-plane nanowires in the literature [49][50].
As was explained before and expressed in equations 26, 34, and 35, the driving force of the
ALC process is the difference in the chemical potentials of a-Si and c-Si. This difference is
primarily released in the form of latent heat. The difference in latent heat between a-Si and
c-Si amounts to ∆HSiac = 13.4 kJ/mol [52]. It is assumed that the release of this heat during
crystallization induces further droplets in the vicinity of an active region to start moving, which
leads to the formation of round-shaped crystalline domains, cf. Fig. 5.1b+e.
After the onset of the droplets’ movement, it is sufficient to keep the substrate temperature
constant, for the ALC process to continue. After a period ranging from a few minutes to a few
ten minutes, the individual domains coalesce, leading to a complete coverage of the sample with
c-Si traces, cf. Fig. 5.1c+f. The resulting layer will henceforth be referred to as ALC layer.
The crystallinity of the droplets’ traces has been confirmed by Heimburger et al. by mea-
surements on ALC layers grown from In, during which Raman spectra were recorded at three
different locations on the same sample: outside of the c-Si domains, where no crystalline peak
can be observed, at the crossing of the domain boundary, where both a-Si and c-Si peaks are
visible, and inside the domain, where a strong c-Si peak dominates the Raman spectrum [52].
Process parameters of the ALC process with indium have previously been investigated for
their influence on the growth behavior, whereby three growth modes were identified: in-plane
whiskers, faceted ALC growth, and fixed ALC growth, depending on the substrate temperature
and a-Si layer thickness [135, p. 58]. While it was not always possible to uphold this clear
distinction between different growth modes over the course of hundreds of experiments, the
general findings remain true. Especially the optimum a-Si layer thickness around 400 nm to
achieve the preferred faceted ALC growth has been largely confirmed. For the above-mentioned
fixed ALC growth mode, no actual droplet movement takes place and crystallization, if it occurs
at all, is very inhomogeneous. It is therefore not being considered as ALC growth anymore in
this thesis.
Previously, the process had not yet been optimized for its duration. While full crystalliza-
tion of the whole substrate area was originally found to take approximately 45 to 60 min [52],
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Figure 5.1: SEMmicrographs showing the different stages of the ALC process, conducted at Tsubstrate ≈
250 ◦C using In (a–c) and Sn (d–f) as solvent, respectively.
(a+d) The liquid solvent has formed droplets on the a-Si layer on glass. An in-plane
movement of the droplets sets in, which is accompanied by the precipitation of c-Si.
(b+e) Round-shaped crystalline domains form at numerous locations on the sample surface
and start to coalesce.
(c+f) The coalescence of the individual domains leads to a complete coverage of the sample
surface with nanocrystalline and microcrystalline silicon.
process optimization in view of the possible industrial application of the investigated processes
as motivation for this work, led to significant reductions in time required for the ALC process
with indium. Parameter variations such as substrate temperature, deposition rates, thickness of
the a-Si layer, and time of substrate heating before and after the process resulted in a reduction
of the required process duration down to 6 min, cf. Fig. 5.2a.
Though very similar in their properties (cf. section 4.1), the differences between indium and
tin made it necessary to conduct intensive parameter studies once more for the ALC process
with Sn. Most experiments for this purpose were carried out on 400 nm of a-Si on glass, and in
most of them a nominal layer thickness of approximately 35 nm of Sn was evaporated, whereby
substrate temperature and evaporation rate were varied. The samples were characterized by
SEM, and qualitative results are shown in figure 5.2b.
It was possible to show that the ALC process with tin works as well as it does with indium,
as can be seen from the results shown in figure 5.1. However, the applicable parameter range
is substantially smaller for tin. Temperatures have to be very close to the melting point of tin
(Tmelt = 231.93
◦C), with the usable temperature range only spanning about 20 K. Hereby,
lower temperatures lead to shorter (about 2.5 µm) but wider (up to 1 µm) crystalline traces,
whereas higher temperatures lead to traces being significantly slimmer (about 0.2 µm), but also
longer (up to 5 µm). The range of possible evaporation rates does also seem to be smaller for tin,
though results here are not conclusive yet: rates up to 0.3 A˚/s produce well reproducible results,
whereas the process occasionally fails at higher rates. Due to the limited accessible parameter
range, the total process time is slightly longer for tin, with the shortest successful process runs
taking around 10 to 12 min.
On the lower end of the possible temperature scale, the deciding factor for the onset of the
ALC process is believed to be the silicon solubility in the droplet. If it is too low, too few
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Figure 5.2: (a) Matrix comparing the total duration of the ALC transition with In acc. to deposition
rate and substrate temperature. Green color symbolizes good and reproducible results,
yellow stands for low quality or not fully reproducible results, and red color is used where
no ALC transition is observed anymore.
(b) Graph comparing the results of the ALC transition with Sn, depending on deposition
rate and substrate temperature. Compared to indium, the applicable parameter window
with tin is substantially smaller.
atoms can be dissolved in the nanometer-sized solvent droplets, as was described and calculated
in section 4.1, equations 12 and 13. Especially for indium, this seems to be a limiting factor,
whereas for tin the lower temperature limit is the melting point.
On the other side of the temperature scale, i.e. at higher values, there are two possible
reasons, causing the droplet’s movement to cease and, thereby, the ALC process to stop. The
first lies in the fact that the metallic solvents evaporate faster at higher temperatures. If the
evaporation is too high for the droplets to keep growing, they will not reach the critical size
to start moving on the a-Si layer. The second possible reason is the higher solubility at higher
temperatures, which causes a slightly deeper pit under or in front of the droplet to form. This
might act as a physical barrier for the droplet’s movement. However, the solubility at the upper
end of the parameter range (see Fig. 4.7c in section 4.1) is still very low and could only lead
to the formation of such a pit after the droplet has moved a certain distance, making the first
reason the more probable.
TEM Characterization: Investigation of an ALC layer by cross-section TEM revealed a
largely heterogeneous structure with a thickness of approximately 370 nm, cf. Fig. 5.3a. The
crystalline traces formed by the droplets during the ALC process appear as larger grains, mea-
suring several hundred nanometers in width and extend to a depth in the range of 100 to 200 nm.
All larger grains exhibit a high amount of defects.
In addition, small dark spots of about 5 to 30 nm in diameter were observed in the cross
section TEM images of the ALC-layer. With the help of STEM-HAADF imaging and TEM
selected area diffraction (SAD) they were identified as indium inclusions, cf. Fig. 5.3b. These
are assumed to have been deposited there either as residue from the moving droplets, or through
solid state diffusion from the surface, or as a combination of the two effects. With In acting
as a p-type dopant in Si, the inclusions might pose a problem to electronic applications of the
material. A possible way to remove the In from the layer afterwards could be the application of
an adapted form of the travelling solvent method (TSM) [102, p. 1002], in which a temperature
gradient would force the solvent towards the surface, where it can be removed. Keeping in mind
how small the ALC layer is, however, it might also be possible to make use of the oversupply of
indium in it as a back surface field in the production of a solar cell.
In HRTEM, small, randomly oriented Si nanocrystallites with diameters of up to 10 nm
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were found in the entire ALC layer down to the glass substrate, cf. Fig. 5.3c. It is possible,
that these nanocrystallites are also a result of the diffusion of indium through the layer, or they
might have formed by solid phase crystallization due to the substrate heating during the ALC
process. Although solvent inclusions are not uncommon in solution growth, especially due to
the fluctuations in the growth conditions [136, p. 1126–1129][104, p. 3–15], no inclusions have
been found in the c-Si traces crystallized from the In droplets. EBSD analysis of the ALC layer
shows no preferred orientation among the grains, cf. Fig. 5.3d.
Figure 5.3: TEM cross section and EBSD analysis of an ALC layer on a glass substrate, grown using
In as solvent. Indium droplets on the surface were removed by aqua regia.
(a) Bright field image showing larger grains from ALC growth, several hundred nanometers
in width and ca. 100 to 200 nm in depth.
(b) STEM-HAADF image, where brighter regions indicate material with a higher mean
atomic number. Small indium inclusions of about 5 to 30 nm in diameter can be seen
throughout the entire seed layer.
(c) HRTEM image, showing randomly oriented Si nanocrystallites. Inset: FFT image.
(d) EBSD image of the seed layer’s surface, showing a random distribution of orientations.
Additional Characterization Results: AFM measurements of the ALC layers grown from
indium revealed an average surface roughness of RMS = 14.5 nm (Skewness: 1.3, Kurtosis: 5.4)∗.
This roughness, however, varies strongly, dependent on the substrate temperature during the
ALC process, the solvent deposition rates, the total amount of deposited solvent, and the length
of heating after the solvent deposition shutter has been closed. AFM images of ALC layers grown
from In and Sn are presented together with the results for the thickening layer in figure 5.4.
SIMS characterization of ALC layers grown from indium was conducted together with SIMS
measurements of large crystallites grown by SSLPE from indium solutions. It can be found in
section 5.3.1.
Apart from borosilicate glass, the ALC process was tested on various other layers and sub-
strates, including molybdenum and silver as tentative back contacts, as well as pure silicon oxide,
silicon carbide, silicon nitride, and differently oriented silicon wafers. No significant influence
of the substrate material was found on the ALC transition for any of the mentioned materials.
If the initially deposited a-Si layer is thicker than the crystallization depth, i.e. thicker than
the dissolution depth or penetration depth of the metallic solvent droplets, the underlying a-Si
shields the solvent from the substrate, which, therefore, cannot directly influence the recrys-
tallization process. That means, the ALC transition is a robust and reliable process, almost
regardless of the chosen substrate.
To verify its scalability, the process was also tested on thermally oxidized, round Si(100)
wafers with a diameter of 100 mm, the PVD chamber’s maximum substrate dimension. Hereby,
∗Average of several measurements covering 20× 20 µm2 and 5× 5 µm2.
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the thermal oxide emulated the glass substrate. Despite the fact that, in the given setup,
substrate temperatures vary considerably over such a large area (cf. section 3.1.1), ALC growth
has been observed on the entire surface of the sample, and no significant differences have been
found as compared with smaller substrates.
As gallium is a common p-type dopant for tin solutions [137][37], some experiments were also
carried out with Ga as solvent for the ALC transition. Once again, an experimental series with
varying parameters was conducted. Substrate temperatures ranged from room temperature† to
about 370 ◦C, and deposition rates covered a range of 0.1 to 0.8 A˚/s. Though certain larger
droplets appeared to be in a starting stage of moving along the surface, no actual signs of an
ALC transition were found on any of the samples, and Raman measurements confirmed the still
entirely amorphous nature of the silicon. The approach has not been further investigated after
this outcome.
Figure 5.4: AFM images of ALC layers and thickening layers.
(a) ALC layer grown from In.
(b) ALC layer grown from Sn.
(c) Thickening layer grown on top of indium-grown ALC layer.
5.1.2 Thickening Layer
In order to provide larger seeds for the subsequent epitaxial growth of large crystallites by
SSLPE, for some samples, additional silicon is deposited onto the first layer by PVD at substrate
temperatures around 400 ◦C. Immediately following the ALC process in the same PVD chamber,
this leads to the formation of larger micro-crystallites. The layer usually has a thickness of
approximately 400 nm and will henceforth be called thickening layer, in reference to its main
function of epitaxial thickening of the seed layer.
The cross section TEM bright field image in Fig. 5.5a shows the complete seed layer struc-
ture, consisting of the glass substrate, the ALC layer, and the thickening layer. In contrast to
the ALC layer, the thickening layer has a more homogenous appearance with significantly larger
grains up to the micrometer range in width, and filling the entire height of the layer. How-
ever, diffraction contrast images indicate that there are still numerous crystal defects present in
this layer. HRTEM shows that these defects are mainly stacking faults and twin boundaries,
cf. Fig. 5.5c. An analysis of the interface between ALC layer and thickening layer revealed, on
the one hand, an epitaxial relationship between both layers at some positions along the interface.
On the other hand, it was found that defects can begin at, end at, or penetrate the interface,
cf. Fig. 5.5d.
†Note the very low melting point of Ga: Tmelt = 29.8 ◦C
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Figure 5.5: TEM cross section of an ALC layer plus thickening layer on a glass substrate, grown using
In as solvent. Indium droplets on the surface were removed by aqua regia.
(a) BF image, showing the glass substrate, the ALC layer, and the thickening layer.
(b) STEM-HAADF image of the same area as in (a). Larger In inclusions are found
especially along the interfaces of the ALC layer with the glass substrate and with the
thickening layer.
(c) HRTEM image recorded in the [110] zone axis, showing a stacking fault and a twin
boundary in the thickening layer. It is possible to see the corresponding disruptions of the
stacking sequence of the diamond lattice.
(d) HRTEM image of the interface between ALC layer and thickening layer. Defects begin
at, end at, or penetrate the interface.
Some larger inclusions with diameters of up to 100 nm were observed in the ALC and thick-
ening layers. They tend to agglomerate at the interface with the glass substrate, cf. Fig. 5.5b.
Here, too, STEM-HAADF and EDX identified these inclusions as indium. The higher temper-
atures during the deposition of Si for the thickening layer seem to support and accelerate the
coalescence of the inclusions, leaving fewer but larger agglomerations along the glass interface.
For PL and Raman spectroscopy measurements of both the ALC and the thickening layer,
please refer to section 5.3.1, where they are presented together with the results for the material
grown on top of these seed layers by SSLPE from an In solution.
Characterization by AFM has proven difficult due to the high roughness of the thickening
layer. Yet, it was possible to measure 20×20 µm2 areas, which showed surface roughness results
of RMS = 55 nm (Skewness: 1.4, Kurtosis: 5.8). An AFM image of the thickening layer is shown
in Fig. 5.4c.
As the thickening layer leads to the entrapment of solvent between the two layers and adds
an undesirable level of extra complexity to the process, we concluded that it would be best to
try to avoid this additional layer in the future, and try to use thicker ALC layers instead.
5.1.3 Direct Deposition on Heated Substrates
When SSLPE growth from a tin solution on seed layers created by the ALC process with tin
did not produce satisfactory results, alternatives were investigated. Instead of recrystallizing an
existing a-Si layer, or using a metallic solvent to crystallize silicon during its deposition on top
of it, nanocrystalline silicon (nc-Si) layers were obtained by direct deposition of Si on heated
substrates, as was described in section 2.1.2. The silicon was deposited at substrate temperatures
around 400 ◦C by electron beam evaporation (cf. section 3.1.1), and the resulting layer will be
referred to as nc-Si seed layer.
Raman measurements with a HeNe laser at 633 nm were conducted to quantify the crys-
tallinity of the layers deposited in such a way, cf. Fig. 5.6a. With the laser spot measuring about
1 to 2 µm in diameter, however, the small nanocrystals cannot be seen in the spectra and there
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is no visible difference between a purely amorphous layer, deposited at room temperature, and
a supposedly nanocrystalline layer, deposited at about 400 ◦C. Only after spending another 90
minutes at temperatures between 200 and 400 ◦C, induced by the lamp heaters in the PVD
chamber, a small crystalline peak starts to become visible in the Raman spectrum. With seed
crystallite sizes in the lower nanometer range, and the laser spot covering approximately 1 µm2,
Raman spectroscopy identifies the layers as quasi-amorphous.
X-ray powder diffraction was used to obtain more information on the crystallinity of the
seed layers. Especially the size of small crystallites on the nanometer scale can usually be
determined from the broadening of peaks, cf. section 3.2.5. However, the thickness of the
layers was not sufficient to obtain good signals, no crystalline orientations’ peaks were detected,
cf. Fig. 5.6b. Judging from the recorded signals, significantly higher layer thicknesses of several
tens of micrometers would have been necessary here. Nevertheless, the amorphous silicon peak
between 20◦ and 30◦ appears slightly smaller for the supposedly nanocrystalline samples. It is,
however, not accurately verifiable that this effect is indeed caused by the difference in crystallinity
between the investigated samples.
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Figure 5.6: (a) Raman spectrographs of two nc-Si seed layers on glass (deposited around 400 ◦C) in
comparison to a purely amorphous Si layer on glass (deposited at room temperature), and
to a c-Si wafer. The 1.8 µm nc-Si layer, which was exposed to a post annealing step (the
green graph) shows a very small c-Si peak, marked by an arrow. Vertical positioning of
the 4 curves was done for optimum comparison with each other and does not reflect their
actual relation to each other.
(b) Savitzky-Golay smoothed X-ray powder diffractometry data of the same samples. Ver-
tical positioning of the 3 curves was done according to their actual intensity and they are
shown in correct relation to each other.
TEM Characterization of nc-Si Seed Layers: In addition to the results of the Raman
and X-ray powder diffractometry measurements, two nc-Si seed layer samples were analyzed by
TEM. Both have been deposited over a period of about 45 min at a substrate temperature of
approximately 400 ◦C on borosilicate glass. The first one has a thickness of d ≈ 1.7 µm and
was analyzed as-grown. The second one has a thickness of d ≈ 1.8 µm and was tempered for
about 90 min at temperatures between 200 and 400 ◦C after Si deposition. While the first one
is exemplary for the nc-Si seed layers usually used for the SSLPE growth from a tin solution,
the second one only serves as a comparison sample to evaluate the effects of longer tempering
on the size of the crystallites. The results are shown in figure 5.7.
The as-grown surface of both samples is comparably even and homogeneous, as was ex-
pected for electron beam evaporation onto heated substrates. No peculiarities were found at the
interface between the glass substrate and the seed layer.
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Figure 5.7: (a+b) Cross-sectional TEM bright field images of seed crystals in a nc-Si seed layer with (a)
and without (b) post-deposition annealing for 90 min.
(c+d) HRTEM image of a crystalline seed in the annealed layer, where several individual
grains can be seen (c), and of an apparently amorphous seed layer area in between the
seeds (d).
(e–g) SAD images of the glass substrate (e), of the seed layer between the seeds (f), and
of one of the root-shaped seeds (g).
Regarding crystallinity, no generally nanocrystalline layer was found. Instead, the seed
layer is composed of individual root-shaped seeds, embedded in a largely amorphous matrix,
cf. Fig. 5.7a+b. The seed layer that has been tempered after deposition has a relatively high
number of these root-shaped, crystalline seeds. At the surface, they exhibit relatively large
diameters, on average around 100 nm, at maximum up to 200 nm, cf. Fig. 5.7a. The untempered
seed layer has fewer seed crystals, with smaller diameters at the surface, averaging approximately
20 nm, with up to 50 nm for the largest ones, cf. Fig. 5.7b.
High-resolution TEM of the root-shaped seed crystals shows grain sizes up to several ten
nanometers, cf. Fig. 5.7c. Apart from the many grain boundaries, no other defects are visible in
the seed crystals. HRTEM images of the seed layer area between the root-shaped seed crystals
appear very homogeneous without any identifiable patterns, as is typical for amorphous material,
cf. Fig. 5.7d.
A total length of approximately 12.7 µm was mapped and searched for nanocrystalline areas,
counting their numbers for each of the two samples. After determination of the sample thickness
in the examined areas, about 300 nm, it was possible to approximate the areal density of seed
crystals. For the layer without extra annealing after deposition on the heated substrate, an
areal density of ρA ≈ 1.6 seeds/µm2 was found. For the layer that has been tempered after
deposition, an areal density of ρA ≈ 3.7 seeds/µm2 has been approximated.
Selected area diffraction was conducted on representative areas of the seed crystals, of the
apparently amorphous silicon between the seeds, and of the glass substrate. As expected, the
amorphous nature of the glass substrate can easily be seen, cf. Fig. 5.7e. For the silicon be-
tween the crystalline seeds, multiple strongly blurred Debye-Scherrer rings are visible, indicating
the existence of a short range order with very small Si crystallites in all possible orientations,
cf. Fig. 5.7f. The fact that these crystallites are not visible in the HRTEM image (Fig. 5.7d)
means they must be smaller than about 1 or 2 nanometers. The material can therefore be
considered as quasi-amorphous. For the root-shaped seed crystals, multiple overlapping orien-
tations can be seen, which are still clearly distinguishable from each other, thereby confirming
the nanocrystalline nature of the seeds, cf. Fig. 5.7g.
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AFM Measurements and Conclusions: AFM surface roughness measurements were con-
ducted on areas covering 1× 1 µm2, 5× 5 µm2, and 20× 20 µm2. The root mean square results
exhibit an average value of RMS = 2.4 nm (Skewness: -0.4, Kurtosis: -0.04). For comparison,
purely amorphous silicon layers, deposited at room temperature under otherwise identical con-
ditions on the same substrates, were measured in the same way. Their surface roughness was
determined to be RMS = 0.9 nm (Skewness: 0.4, Kurtosis: 0.8).
Comparing the two layers, the a-Si layer is reasonably even and homogeneous. The seed
layer, on the other hand, is not only more rough, but the surface consists of small hillocks
with an average diameter of about 30 nm, cf. Fig. 5.8a+b. This relatively homogeneous surface
structure is occasionally interrupted by areas of even smaller hillocks, which also exhibit a more
heterogeneous size distribution. The number of these areas amounts to approximately 1 to 3
per µm2, which is roughly in line with the areal density of seed crystallites calculated from the
TEM investigation in the previous paragraph. It is therefore possible that the observed areas in
the AFM data are in fact the seed crystallites seen in the TEM images, though further research
would be necessary to confirm this assumption.
Si atoms
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Figure 5.8: (a+b) AFM images of the surface of a nc-Si seed layer. While on the 5×5 µm2 image only
a fine-grained, but generally homogeneous surface can be seen (a), the 1 × 1 µm2 image
reveals a landscape of small hillocks of about 30 nm in diameter, occasionally interrupted
by areas of even smaller hillocks, marked by blue circles (b).
(c) Schematic depiction of the seed layer formation by direct deposition on heated substrates
acc. to the experimental results. Several nanocrystalline, root-shaped seed crystals form in
an otherwise amorphous matrix.
The crystallization process is believed to be comparable to the solid phase crystallization
(SPC) process mentioned in section 4.5 and described in detail by Spinella et al. [117]. In the nc-
Si seed layers it starts, when homogeneous nucleation occurs at some point during PVD growth
by crossing the nucleation barrier (equation 25). The respective critical nucleation radius has
been determined to be equal to 0.58 nm [117]. From then on, the process deviates strongly
from SPC. All additional silicon deposited on top of the nucleus crystallizes by heterogeneous
nucleation with an ever increasing diameter, slowly forming a crystalline cone in the sample, the
observed root shape.
In conclusion of the seed layer preparation by direct deposition on heated substrates, it can be
stated that the original growth scheme presented in figure 2.2 in section 2.1.2 has been disproved.
Instead of obtaining a generally nanocrystalline layer, the process produces a predominantly
amorphous layer with root-shaped seed crystallites of several ten nanometers in diameter at the
surface. An adjusted scheme is shown in figure 5.8c.
Also, tempering of the layer for an extended period of time after Si deposition leads to an
increase of both size and number of seed crystallites. This is of particular interest bearing in
mind that the seed layers are subjected to increasing temperatures up to 600 ◦C for up to 1 h
in the SSLPE system before being brought into contact with the tin solution.
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5.1.4 Alternative Methods of Seed Layer Preparation
A number of alternative methods has been applied and examined for seed layer preparation in
the course of the experimental research for this thesis. They have not become an integral part of
the standard two-step growth process, but, for the sake of completeness, they will be presented
briefly in the following paragraphs.
Metal-induced Crystallization During Si Deposition: One alternative approach is to
deposit the metal catalyst on the heated substrate first, then deposit the silicon on top of it.
The silicon dissolves in the liquid metal droplets and, at the beginning of the deposition process,
forms nanocrystalline clusters through homogeneous nucleation on the heated substrate. From
then on, the dissolved silicon preferentially crystallizes on these existing crystalline structures
via heterogeneous nucleation.
Good results here have been achieved with gallium, which can be used as a solvent for silicon
at comparably low temperatures due to its low melting point, which is almost identical with the
eutectic temperature: Teut ≈ Tmelt = 29.8 ◦C. As Ga is also used as a dopant in tin and indium
solutions and increases their solubility for silicon in liquid phase epitaxy [138][137], experiments
were carried out with gallium as solvent in the seed layer preparation processes in the PVD
chamber. First, 20 to 40 nm of Ga were deposited at 1 A˚/s on glass substrates heated by
the lamp heating system. Then, layer thicknesses varying from 200 nm to more than 2 µm of
silicon were deposited at about 4 A˚/s on the liquid Ga droplets that have formed on the heated
substrate.
During Raman spectroscopy measurements employing a HeNe laser with a wavelength of
633 nm, a series of spectra was taken of samples on which Si deposition on Ga took place at
substrate temperatures ranging from room temperature to about 370 ◦C, cf. Fig. 5.9a. While for
temperatures up to about 150 ◦C no crystalline peak is visible, a roughly linear increase occurs
at higher temperatures, which culminates in a sharp c-Si peak at the highest temperatures,
whereby almost no a-Si signal can be detected anymore. The peak heights of the c-Si peak around
520 cm−1 [139] and the a-Si peak around 580 cm−1 [140] have been compared. The mean values
of the ratios between the two peaks have been calculated for several Raman spectra per sample
and plotted against the applied lamp heating voltage and respective substrate temperature
in figure 5.9b, where the increasing crystallinity of the samples with increasing temperature
becomes most obvious.
Investigation of these seed layers by SEM reveals clearly distinguishable crystalline facets on
some of the structures along the layer’s surface, cf. Fig. 5.9c, at least for large layer thicknesses
(> 1 µm) as is the case in the shown picture. Unfortunately, no proper SSLPE growth results
have been achieved on such seed layers grown by Ga-induced crystallization. While the reasons
for this remain largely unknown, the approach has not been followed further after good results
were achieved with the direct deposition on heated substrates (cf. section 5.1.3). In direct
comparison, the latter is to be preferred, as it does not transport new gallium into the SSLPE
solution with each substrate, which would constantly change its solubility with each experiment.
Si Deposition by High-rate EBE on Corning Glass: Experiments with deposition tech-
niques and glass substrates different from our standard method of deposition by EBE on bo-
rofloat substrates were made to evaluate their compatibility with the SSLPE process. In par-
ticular, a series of 1.1 mm thick Corning Eagle XG glass substrates were covered with 10 µm
of silicon through high-rate EBE at a rate of 600 nm per minute at approximately 500 ◦C in
Helmholtz-Zentrum Berlin (HZB).
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Figure 5.9: (a) Raman spectra of Si deposited on liquid Ga on glass at substrate temperatures around
150 ◦C and 370 ◦C. The former shows a broad amorphous peak, the latter seems purely
crystalline in nature.
(b) Ratio between the absolute c-Si and a-Si peak heights, plotted against the substrate
temperature during deposition. Errors are calculated from the fitting errors from the Raman
spectra, see section B.1.2 for details.
(c) SEM micrograph showing the surface of a 2.2 µm thick Si layer, grown by Ga-induced
crystallization at about 370 ◦C on 50 nm Ga on glass.
Subjected to the SSLPE growth procedure, with identical growth conditions as for our own
seed layers and substrates, the silicon dissolved almost completely during or after the short
melt-back step (cf. section 5.2.2), revealing the bare glass substrate, cf. Fig. 5.10a. To find
out, whether differences in nanocrystallinity compared with our seed layers are the cause of the
problem, a sample was tempered at 600 ◦C in a vacuum for six hours, which is enough to achieve
a higher level of crystallinity as compared to our deposition process. No differences were found
compared with the untempered samples; the silicon layer had largely dissolved in the tin melt
here, too, cf. Fig. 5.10b. It is assumed that the problem arose due to differences in the adhesive
properties of or bonding with the glass substrates. As our work focused on the development of
our own process and equipment, the phenomenon has not been further investigated after this
outcome.
Figure 5.10: (a) High-rate EBE-deposited Si on Corning glass after SSLPE.
(b) Same as (a), but tempered at 600 ◦C for 6 h prior to SSLPE.
(c–f) Sintered Si samples before (c+d) and after (e+f) steady-state solution growth,
pictured in photos (c+e) and SEM micrographs (d+f).
Sintered Silicon: Sintering of clean residuals of silicon from bulk crystal sawing and wafer
production is a cheap and environmentally sound way of producing crystalline silicon sub-
strates [141]. However, contamination with electrically detrimental substances is often a problem
and cleaning procedures can be quite complex [142], which is why using them as substrates for
steady-state solution growth instead is an interesting option.
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A number of thin substrates sintered from silicon kerf, received within the scope of a cooper-
ation with other institutions during the preparatory phase of an EU project, were tested as seed
layers for SSLPE growth. Cutting of the substrates has proven difficult and had to be realized
by laser cutting. Chemical preparation did also pose a problem, as the substrates disintegrated
during the RCA 1 and RCA 2 cleaning procedures. Solution growth on solely HF-dipped sub-
strates was eventually shown to be possible and produced epitaxial layers with a high surface
roughness, continuing the orientations of the grains in the substrate material, cf. Fig. 5.10c–f.
The use of such material as seed layers for our solution growth process is therefore a possible
option for future projects and experiments.
Laser-crystallized Silicon on Glass: Laser-crystallized Si on glass for photovoltaic appli-
cations has seen a lot of research [143][144][24][22]. Hereby, a-Si or nc-Si is usually deposited via
CVD or PVD in the desired thickness of the solar cell, and then crystallized by laser irradiation
through its entire thickness at once, leaving c-Si with the same level of impurities as the de-
posited a-Si. An alternative approach is to use very thin laser-crystallized layers as seed layers
for epitaxial thickening by SSLPE.
Experiments on 580 nm thick laser-crystallized silicon on a SiNx buffer layer on glass did not
lead to satisfactory results. Due to the necessity of an initial melt-back step (cf. section 5.2.2),
the comparatively thin layer was either not etched∗ at all, or completely dissolved in the tin
solution, depending on the duration of the melt-back step. The use of thicker laser-crystallized
layers as seed layers might be able to solve this problem. So far, those have not been investigated,
however. In any case, avoidance of the seed layers’ oxidation before SSLPE growth, as will be
the topic of the following section, would be the preferred option.
∗i.e. partially dissolved to remove the oxide layer from its surface
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5.2 Oxidation of Seed Layers
A major shortcoming of the used growth equipment is the long substrate transportation time
from the PVD chamber, in which the seed layers are grown, to the SSLPE chamber, in which
steady-state solution growth takes place. Despite handling under high vacuum conditions (p ≈
5 × 10−6 mbar), the amount of oxygen present in the system is sufficiently high to enable the
formation of a thin oxide layer on the seed layer’s surface during handling and heat-up. The
H2 atmosphere in the SSLPE growth chamber is supposed to prevent oxidation of Si substrates
or seed layers [44][38]. At growth temperatures below 800 ◦C, however, it is not sufficient to
remove previously formed silicon oxides [137]. With the SiOx layer hiding the silicon lattice
information, no epitaxial growth takes place without prior removal, cf. Fig. 5.11.
Without a solution to this problem, it is impossible to conduct SSLPE growth experiments
in the equipment at hand. A thorough investigation of the oxidation issue has therefore been
an integral part of the research.
Figure 5.11: Photos of different samples after exposition to SSLPE. Each of them shows almost zero
growth due to oxidation. The growth temperatures varied between 580 ◦C and 700 ◦C.
(a) 400 nm ALC seed layer grown with In.
(b) 10 µm high-rate EBE-deposited Si on Corning glass.
(c) 2.2 µm nc-Si seed layer on 120 nm Ag back contact.
(d) 400 nm nc-Si seed layer.
(e) Monocrystalline Si(100) wafer.
5.2.1 Oxide Thickness
The thickness of native oxides on silicon surfaces varies according to the material’s level of
crystallinity, its crystalline orientation, the doping type and concentration, as well as the type
of oxygen-containing environment and the time span for which the surface has been exposed to
it. Under normal conditions∗, a native Si oxide reaches a thickness around 1 nm within a period
of time reaching from minutes to hours, whereby larger thicknesses of several nanometers can
occur at longer exposure times [145][146][147][148][149].
The oxide forming on our seed layers is expected to be smaller than that, a few a˚ngstro¨ms
at maximum, due to the fact that it forms under high vacuum conditions and within a highly
purified H2 atmosphere. Measuring the thickness of the oxide is a difficult task. Only an in-situ
characterization method with a very high surface sensitivity would be able to give precise results.
As no such method is available at the growth equipment, alternative approaches are necessary.
In previous attempts to measure the oxide’s thickness by XRR, it was only possible to
approximate its thickness after exposure to air for one day by means of fitting the applied model
with different thicknesses. Thereby, the best fit had been achieved with a thickness of 1.2 to
1.3 nm [135, p. 75].
∗Room temperature, normal pressure, exposure to air.
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In a new approach within the context of this thesis, oxidation was simulated under controlled
conditions in the ultra-high vacuum (UHV) of a molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) system. The
system operated at a base pressure of about 9 × 10−11 mbar and has been described in detail
in [150] and [4]. It has an adjustable oxygen source, which was used to bring the vacuum down
to approximately 10−6 mbar, roughly matching the levels in the HV cluster tool, without having
other substances influencing the experiments.
Measurement of the formed oxide’s thickness was carried out by ellipsometry (cf. section 3.2.5)
as soon as possible after extraction from the growth system. The results are shown in table 5.1.
With the exception of the last experiment (no. 8), all other experiments were carried out
on Si(100) wafers, which were H-passivated by means of an HF dip right before insertion into
the MBE system or, in case of no. 1, direct measurement by ellipsometry. A heating step for
complete desorption of the remaining SiOx and of the H-passivation was done for 30 min at
550 ◦C, followed by 10 min at 900 ◦C. Afterwards, the substrates were allowed to cool down to
the desired oxidation temperature.
No. Experimental Parameters dSiOx [nm]
1 Measurement directly after HF dip 1.28 ± 0.14
2 20 min oxidation, Tsub = 300
◦C 1.72 ± 0.20
3 10 min oxidation, Tsub = 400
◦C 1.82 ± 0.16
4 10 min oxidation, Tsub = 450
◦C 1.80 ± 0.20
5 10 min oxidation, Tsub = 700
◦C 2.39 ± 0.24
6 20 min oxidation + concurrent Si deposition at 0.01 nm/s, Tsub = 700
◦C 2.41 ± 0.22
7 90 min oxidation: 10 min at Tsub = 200↘100 ◦C, 30 min
at Tsub = 100
◦C, 30 min at Tsub = 100↗600 ◦C, 20 min at Tsub = 600 ◦C 1.94 ± 0.17
8 55 min oxidation + concurrent Si deposition at 0.03 nm/s, Tsub = 450
◦C 3.73 ± 0.13
Table 5.1: Series of controlled oxidation experiments in an MBE system with subsequent measurement
of the formed oxide’s thickness dSiOx by ellipsometry. The given errors are statistical uncer-
tainties from a series of 60 to 180 measurements in each case.
The fact that experiment no. 1 exhibits a 1.28 nm thick oxide despite the HF passivation
shows, how the ellipsometry measurement or, to be precise, the fits to the models have problems
to measure extremely thin or non-existant SiOx layers. In this respect, the measurements are not
suited for a precise quantitative assessment of the oxide layer thickness. Yet, in comparison with
each other, they provide qualitative results, from which conclusions on the oxidation behavior
under different conditions can be drawn.
Number 2 to 4 give basically the same results, within the uncertainty of measurement,
while number 5 exhibits a significantly higher oxide thickness. Higher temperatures, especially
those applied in the SSLPE growth system, do therefore lead to a much higher probability
for oxidation. Experiment no. 6 was done to test the influence of simultaneous Si deposition
and oxidation, giving the same result as no. 5. However, the formed Si layer was only about
10 nm thick and deposition was done directly on the c-Si surface, where, at this temperature
and deposition rate, most atoms will grow epitaxially on the given crystal structure.
In no. 7 it was tried to simulate the entire handling and heat up process in the HV cluster
tool, during which the oxidation of the seed layers occurs. Interesting is the difference in SiOx
layer thickness as compared with no. 5 at a temperature difference of just 100 ◦C, although it
should be noted, that the uncertainty ranges of the two values almost overlap.
To simulate seed layer preparation by direct deposition on heated substrates, experiment
no. 8 was carried out on a silicon wafer with a 150 nm thick thermal oxide to simulate the glass
substrate, blocking all crystalline information from the Si wafer below. In order to not destroy
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this oxide layer, the substrate was only cleaned in acetone and not heated to more than 600 ◦C.
About 100 nm of Si were deposited at a substrate temperature of 450 ◦C during oxidation. The
result was the highest oxide thickness in the entire series. The result can be explained by the
fact, that amorphous silicon, being more reactive with its numerous dangling bonds, is more
prone to oxidation than c-Si. It cannot be ruled out, though, that the complex system consisting
of three layers plus substrate had a negative impact on the accuracy of the model fits here.
5.2.2 Solutions for the Oxidation Issue
Naturally formed silicon oxide can easily be removed by heating the respective substrate up
to temperatures around 1300 ◦C [151], for thin layers and in H2 atmospheres less than that,
but still at least 800 to 900 ◦C [152][137]. However, due to the low softening point of glass,
around 700 ◦C for soda lime glass, around 800 ◦C for borosilicate glass such as is used in our
experiments, thermal removal of the oxide is impossible, and other means to tackle the problem
had to be found.
Short Handling Times: Ideally, SSLPE growth would follow the seed layer preparation
within a reasonably short time, at maximum a couple of minutes, as part of a continuous process.
This way, an oxide thick enough to prevent epitaxial growth in the steady-state solution growth
step would not be allowed to form, and any means of subsequent removal would be obsolete.
A redesign and reconstruction of the growth equipment would allow for such a solution. The
new construction of such a system under the existing laboratory conditions would be near to
impossible, though, and was therefore not a feasible option.
Addition of Al to the Metallic Solution: In the past, some research groups have tried to
solve the oxidation problem by adding Al in small amounts to the melt, which helps to reduce
the oxide [137][44]. The Al reacts with SiO2 and forms Al2O3 [153]. However, the resulting
dopant levels of the grown crystallites or layers were found to be too high for photovoltaic
applications [42][137].
Germanium Sacrificial Layer: Another way to tackle the problem of oxidation is to apply
a very thin germanium sacrificial layer (≈ 10 nm), which also oxidizes during handling, but
evaporates easily as GeOx during heat-up of the SSLPE system to the process temperatures
around 600 ◦C [154]. This method was tested with the growth on ALC layers grown from In,
where it led to a small but measurable increase in the areal density of grown crystallites. It did,
however, not suffice to achieve full surface coverage with large grained SSLPE-grown crystallites.
Ex-situ Etching and Passivation: Ex-situ etching of the seed layer in hydrofluoric acid
immediately before insertion into the SSLPE system gave similarly good results as for the
samples covered with a Ge layer. Yet, here too, full surface coverage could not be achieved.
As up to an hour of time passes from re-insertion into the system until the substrate with the
seed layer is brought into contact with the metallic solution, it is believed that reoxidation takes
place during that time.
Ultra High Vacuum Environment: In principle, it would be possible to prevent natural
oxidation by sufficiently reducing the vacuum in the system. At the applied growth temperatures
of 600 to 700 ◦C, a water partial pressure of lower than 10−10 mbar would be required to achieve
this goal on the relevant time scales, cf. Fig. 5.12. Bringing the pressure down to UHV levels in
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the entire cluster tool, however, would require significant investments, and would basically rule
out any industrial applicability in the near and medium-term future.
Figure 5.12: Graph showing the approximate effect of water partial pressure in a vacuum environment
on oxidation of a single crystalline Si substrate, depending on the substrate temperature.
The graph is based on patent US 2007/0232031 A1, Fig. 10.
Plasma Etching: It would be possible to remove the oxide by means of electron cyclotron
resonance (ECR) hydrogen plasma exposure [155][156]. In lack of an ECR H plasma etch,
experiments had previously been made with an Ar ion etch system, which is connected to
the high vacuum cluster tool described in section 3.1. However, the dry etching procedure
could not provide oxide-free a-Si surfaces [135, p. 72]. Plasma etching outside of the SSLPE
growth chamber comes with the problem of renewed oxidation during handling, and a plasma
etching process within the growth chamber can not easily be implemented with the existing
infrastructure. Plasma etching is also comparably expensive and, therefore, not particularly
application-oriented.
Gaseous Etchants: Certain gaseous chemical compounds react with silicon oxides and are
being used in the industry, e.g. as a plasma etchant and chamber cleaning gas [157]. The most
common compounds used in this context are:
• Anhydrous hydrogen fluoride (AHF), also called HF gas, is a strongly toxic and highly
dangerous gas, hazardous to the environment, and not combinable with the existing growth
setup. In studies it was also not able to completely remove the native oxide from silicon
wafers [158].
• Hexafluoride or perfluorocarbons such as hexafluoroethane (C2F6) or tetrafluoromethane
(CF4) are very effective in removing silicon oxides. They are also extremely strong green-
house gases with a global warming potential over a 100 year horizon (GWP100) of 7390
and 12 200 times CO2, and atmospheric lifetimes of at least 50 000 and 10 000 years for
CF4 and C2F6, respectively [159], which makes their use ethically unacceptable.
• Nitrogen Trifluoride (NF3) is very efficient in removing silicon native oxides without the
application of wet chemical treatments [160]. However, it is difficult to implement with the
existing setup, and is also a strong greenhouse gas (GWP100 = 17 200, atmospheric lifetime:
740 years [157]), which would require expensive flue gas purification equipment [161].
Melt-back Step: At the current stage and during most of the experiments conducted within
the framework of this thesis, solution growth is and was usually preceded by an artful but tricky
short process step, which we refer to as melt-back step. Hereby, the temperature gradient is
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briefly reversed. This leaves the substrate at the top of the solution in the warmer zone, where
the now slightly undersaturated metallic solution starts to dissolve the surface region of the seed
layer, and the silicon oxide is, at least partially, removed. The process is schematically depicted
in Fig. 5.13a–c.
Figure 5.13: (a–c) The melt-back step explained: (a) The seed layer has formed an oxide which prevents
growth. (b) The temperature gradient between top and bottom of the metallic solution is
reversed, leaving the top undersaturated, dissolving part of the seed layer, thereby breaking
up the oxide layer. (c) After the temperature gradient has been returned to the growth
mode, cold at the top, warm at the bottom, Si crystallites grow on the now oxide-free seed
layer.
(d–g) Photos (d+f) and SEM micrographs (e+g) of growth on Si(111) wafers without
(d+e) and with (f+g) a melt-back step. While almost exclusively Si crystallites formed
by homogeneous nucleation and got stuck on the surface are found without the melt-back
step, complete substrate coverage with an even and homogeneous epitaxial Si layer is
observed after application of a sufficiently long melt-back step.
In experiments on monocrystalline silicon wafers, the effect of the melt-back step can be
observed most easily, cf. Fig. 5.13d–g. In the usual experiments on seed layers on glass, in
order to keep the entire seed layer from dissolving, the melt-back step takes place on a short
time scale, ranging from a few seconds up to approximately two minutes. However, the limited
predictability of the convective flow in the melt on short time scales like this, makes the melt-
back step hard to control and is a major contributing factor to the limited reproducibility of the
current SSLPE growth results.
Removal by Laser: A completely different approach to deal with the oxidation issue, without
a new conceptualization of the growth equipment, is its removal by laser irradiation immediately
before the SSLPE growth step.
Apart from ablation, which is well-understood and reviewed [162][163][164], a second mech-
anism for silicon oxide removal by laser was found in the literature. Hereby, deep ultraviolet
radiation of sufficient power structurally weakens the silicon oxide, which lowers the desorp-
tion temperature from originally > 900 ◦C to significantly lower temperatures, even below
500 ◦C [165][166][167][148]. Both mechanisms are schematically depicted in figure 5.14.
In view of the available options and experiences, a decision was made to design and integrate
such a UV laser system with the SSLPE chamber, as will be described in detail in the following
section.
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Figure 5.14: Different working principles of oxide removal by laser:
(a) Classical ablation, where the laser induces a pointwise destruction of the surface with
ejection of the debris. Both the SiOx layer and the seed layer experience heavy destruc-
tion.
(b) UV laser-induced cracking of SiOx , which thermally decomposes in the H2 atmo-
sphere afterwards. The laser induces only minor damage in the seed layer’s surface, but
it structurally weakens the oxide layer.
5.2.3 UV Laser-assisted Oxide Removal
Basics: The penetration depth of a laser follows the Beer–Lambert law:
I(r) = I0 e
−αr (44)
where I(r) is the remaining intensity of the incident light’s intensity I0 after passing a length r
through the respective material with absorption coefficient α. Hereby, the absorption coefficient
is the inverse of the distance over which the light’s intensity drops by a factor of e ≈ 2.718.
It is heavily dependent on the wavelength of the irradiating light, whereby shorter wavelengths
come with a significantly shorter penetration depth. It also depends on the exact material
composition, e.g. the difference between SiO and SiO2, and on the material’s crystallinity, which
means it differs for a-Si and c-Si [168]. Other factors also play a role, though in most cases they
are of minor influence. Higher temperature can decrease α [169], the layer thickness can have an
impact when it comes to very thin layers where quantum effects start to be of importance [170],
and both layer porosity [171] and doping levels [172] were also found to influence the absorption
coefficient.
For the silicon oxide layer forming on top of the seed layer during handling and heat-up, the
film composition is not entirely clear. Native oxides and SiOx layers in general have been subject
to intense studies over the last 60 years with widely differing results depending on the growth
conditions and on the applied characterization methods [145][173][174]. Therein, SiOx layers
were found to have a two-phase structure of SiO and SiO2 [175]. There are reliable methods
to determine the chemical composition of SiOx layers [176], but extraction of the samples from
the vacuum system would change the thickness, composition and other properties. Also, silicon
oxides show different behavior depending on the crystalline quality of the underlying Si [177].
Early experiments were conducted with a 337.1 nm N2 laser in air on different substrates.
However, as the desired effect of laser-induced weakening of the oxide requires deep UV radiation,
a decision was eventually made for a wavelength of λ = 266 nm, achievable by fourfold frequency
multiplication of the Nd:YAG laser wavelength of 1064 nm.
Varying absorption coefficients have been reported for SiO2 at 266 nm (448.33/cm [178],
95.901/cm [179]). For SiO, the literature puts the absorption coefficient at 266 nm at 2.8 ×
105/cm [180]. The nc-Si seed layer will appear to the laser as a partially amorphous and
partially crystalline layer. For c-Si, there is a strong temperature dependence of α266nm (20
◦C:
2.035×106/cm; 450 ◦C: 1.908×106/cm [169]). For a-Si, α266nm is known to be 1.37×106/cm [168].
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Based on this data, using average values where applicable, a comparison of the penetration
depths in the materials of interest is shown in Fig. 5.15.
Figure 5.15: Plot of the exponential term e−αr from Beer-Lambert’s law (eq. 44), showing the atten-
uation of λ = 266 nm laser radiation in SiO, SiO2, c-Si, and a-Si as a function of its
penetration depth.
While for both c-Si and a-Si almost the entire energy of the laser is deposited within the first
10 nm, the light passes through SiO2 unhindered, and even in SiO less than 10% of the laser
power is deposited within the first 2 nm, which can be seen as the maximum possible thickness
of the oxide on the seed layers. So while the oxide itself is basically transparent for the UV laser,
the energy is deposited in a very thin area of the silicon right beneath the oxide. It is therefore
safe to assume, that the surface of the seed layer does in fact suffer some damage even under
optimum conditions, cf. Fig. 5.14b.
According to the literature, an energy density of at least 100 to 200 mJ/cm2 is required to
destabilize and remove the silicon oxide from the surface, with energy densities of more than
700 mJ/cm2 causing actual ablation [167][165][148]. The laser system has to be able to achieve
these energy densities after passing through the optical beam shaping system and viewport.
As the growth chamber is usually filled with hydrogen, and occasionally argon, their in-
teraction with the laser, as well as security concerns also had to be taken into account. The
ionization energies of H and Ar are 91.2 nm and 78.7 nm, respectively [181]. The dissociation
energy of H2 is given in the literature at 276.8 nm [182], or 274.4 nm [183]. However, although
H2 is the smallest and most abundant molecule in the universe and the photodissociation of H2
is the most basic photodissociation reaction, it is a very complicated process and its theoretical
understanding is incomplete [184][185]. At energies below 91 nm, no direct photodissociation
is possible, so it can only occur through an indirect 2-step process called spontaneous radiative
dissociation. With a refractive index of n266nm = 1.00015 [186], the UV light absorption of
molecular hydrogen is extremely low, and only about one tenth of the few absorptions actually
taking place leads to dissociation of the H2. Therefore, there is basically no production of atomic
hydrogen by the laser, and it passes de facto unhindered through the gas.
Implementation of the UV Laser System: A new deep UV laser system was eventually
planned and built in cooperation with CryLas GmbH. An FQSS266-200-STA pulsed solid state
laser at λ = 266 nm was combined with a custom-made optical beam shaping system to achieve
a flattop-like beam profile. The eventual setup is schematically depicted in figure 5.16.
The laser has a pulse energy of 200 µJ at a beam diameter of 800 µm, which equals an energy
density of 0.04 J/cm2, given a circular beam. With the implemented spot size of 100 µm diam-
eter, the ideal energy density (without taking losses into account) amounts to 2.55 J/cm2. The
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Figure 5.16: (a) Schematic depiction of laser and scanner positioning in relation to the growth chamber.
An option for lamp heating of the sample from the top is shown in pale red.
(b) Technical drawing of the laser and scanner setup, as it is being implemented under
the SSLPE growth chamber.
maximum required energy density on the target, if both laser-induced cracking and ablation of
the SiOx should be possible, is approximately 800 mJ/cm
2, which means the minimum required
pulse energy remaining after the optics is 60 µJ. According to calculations by CryLas, taking
into account all losses in the system, at least 100 µJ per pulse remain after passing through the
beam shaping system. Should the sample turn out to be too cold during the laser processing for
the desired effect of structural weakening and dissociation of the SiOx to occur, a heating lamp
can be retrofitted on top of the growth chamber, cf. Fig. 5.16a.
For the scanner system, a few criteria had to be met. For a spot size of 100 µm on a total
area of 10 × 10 mm2, the positioning resolution had to be around 10 µm. The chosen scanner
system, a Scanlab SCANcube 10, has a 16 bit positioning resolution at a maximum tilt angle
of α = ±12◦, which results in a maximum beam deflection γ of twice the opening angle β:
γ = 2β = 4α. At a distance between the scanner’s mirror and the target of d = 400 mm, the
resulting positioning resolution on the sample is therefore
γ π180◦
216
d = 1.28× 10−5rad× 0.4m = 5.1µm. (45)
However, the scanner’s maximum deviation amounts to s < 42 µm at 3σ precision. At
400 mm distance this amounts to a maximum error of 16.8 µm, which is considered to be within
the acceptable limits for the given tasks.
First Results: Within the context of first experiments it was possible to show that planning
and construction of the laser system were successful, whereby only first results without use of
the scanner system can be presented here. Instead, a manually operated line scanner has been
used.
Investigating the effects on c-Si wafers and nc-Si seed layers without subsequent SSLPE
growth, the impact areas of the laser beam can be clearly seen from the topographic changes in-
duced through melting and recrystallization, and possibly through ablation, too, cf. Fig. 5.17a+b.
Solution growth immediately after laser irradiation on c-Si wafers results in the deposition of
silicon almost exclusively on the lasered spots, cf. Fig. 5.17d+e. No melt-back step as described
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Figure 5.17: SEM micrographs of UV laser’s impact on samples before (a–b) and after (c–f) SSLPE
growth. Laser output power ca. 90 µJ per pulse.
(a+b) Overlapping laser spots on Si wafer (a) and on 2 µm nc-Si seed layer (b).
(c–e) 45◦ tilted view of Si wafer surface after SSLPE growth from a tin solution, without
melt-back step. Scratches in the surface applied shortly before insertion into the loadlock
chamber have oxidized and exhibit no growth, as does the unscratched surface (c). Areas
illuminated by the laser immediately (ca. 1 min) before growth, exhibit epitaxial growth
at and around each laser spot (d). The magnification of the green rectangle in (d) shows
that lateral overgrowth took place on the areas adjacent to the laser impact spot (e).
in section 5.2.2 was applied and the substrate was only lowered into the metallic solution several
minutes after the temperature gradient had been set to the growth mode of lower temperatures
at the top and warmer at the bottom. This way it was possible to rule out accidental partial
dissolution of the substrate. To make sure that the observed epitaxial growth on laser-irradiated
spots is indeed a result of oxygen removal, and not due to differences in surface roughness or
surface structure, the wafers were scratched with diamond cutters at different locations before
insertion into the loadlock chamber. Comparison of the scratched areas (Fig. 5.17c) with the
laser-treated areas (Fig. 5.17d) on the same substrate after solution growth shows that basically
no growth takes place on or in the scratches, which have already oxidized again by the time of
growth.
In conclusion of these first results it can be said that the laser’s maximum output power per
pulse∗ of Pmax ≈ 225 µJ was too high to achieve the desired effect of lowering the silicon oxide’s
desorption temperature without serious damage to the seed layer. It can be adjusted down to
Pmin ≈ 90 µJ, which is still too high, however. As an attenuator was not available during the
test runs, only ablation and melting of the silicon surfaces or seed layers could be investigated so
far. Nevertheless, it was possible to show that removal of the oxide by laser is possible, enabling
epitaxial growth on the surface, which raises hopes for a permanent solution to the oxidation
issue without having to resort to the unstable melt-back step.
∗Power at beam’s exit from laser, i.e. before passing through the optical beam shaping system.
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5.3 Steady-state Solution Growth
In the second phase of the process, SSLPE growth leads to the epitaxial enlargement of the seed
crystals. As was explained in section 2.2, the permanent temperature difference between source
and substrate leads to a continuous delivery of Si by convective flow through the solvent, which
crystallizes on the seed crystals in the layer formed during the first process step.
With regard to figures 3.4 and 3.6 in section 3.1.2, experimentally determined temperature
curves for the top, bottom and substrate thermocouples are presented in figure 5.18. Though
taken during one specific growth experiment, they are exemplary for most of the conducted
experiments.
Figure 5.18: (a) For didactic reasons, the idealized temperature profile during an SSLPE growth exper-
iment (cf. Fig. 3.6) is shown here again, to compare it with the experimentally determined
temperature curves in (b).
(b) Measured temperatures at the top, bottom and substrate thermocouples (cf. Fig. 3.4)
before and during SSLPE growth.
While the homogenization phase and the growth phase presented in the idealized case in
figure 3.6 can be easily recognized in the experimental data, it is also obvious that a number of
differences occurs. The first distortion of the curve is caused by the skimming of the metallic
solution. Hereby, swivel arm 2, equipped with a graphite carrier holding a clean silicon wafer,
is used to skim over the top of the solution to remove potential impurities or oxides. Though
not equipped with a thermocouple itself, the movements of swivel arm 2 and the respective
reactions of the heaters cause the distortions measured by the substrate thermocouple located
in swivel arm 1. The second, much stronger distortion is caused by the melt-back step, described
in section 5.2.2. The graphite carrier with the sample is lowered into the solution shortly before
the temperature gradient in the solution is switched, which lets the substrate temperature rise
quickly at first. It then experiences the switching of the gradient within the crucible and the
transition into growth mode.
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5.3.1 Growth from an Indium Solution
Typical results of SSLPE growth from an indium solution are presented in the SEM micrographs
in figure 5.19. The crystals reach sizes in the range of several ten micrometers. Most of them are
bound by {111} facets, which is to be expected for Si crystallites grown close to thermodynamic
equilibrium conditions, as {111} planes exhibit the lowest surface energy in silicon [187].
Theoretical considerations have shown that 2D nucleation of Si is unlikely to happen on
{111} facets, but takes place on {110} facets at our growth conditions [188]. Si seed crystallites
that are randomly oriented on an amorphous substrate exhibit numerous {100} vertices and
{110} edges as starting points of growth, whereby both are considered as planes here due to
the fundamental property of crystallites not to form sharp edges and corners [189][190, p. 165].
The growth proceeds by attachment on thermodynamically rough [191, p. 19] {100} vertices, by
2D nucleation on {110} edges, and subsequent layer-by-layer spreading of growth steps over the
{111} facets [188].
Many of the crystallites exhibit multiple twinning. In a detailed experimental and theoretical
investigation by Heimburger [56], this was found to play a decisive role in the nucleation on, and
therefore the growth of the Si crystallites by means of a twin–assisted re-entrant edge growth
mechanism [192].
Figure 5.19: SEM micrographs showing SSLPE-grown Si crystals, grown from an indium solution on
an ALC seed layer on glass.
(a) Large area overview picture showing a homogeneous coverage of the sample surface
with Si crystallites of comparable sizes, whereby many uncovered areas remain in between,
in which the ALC seed layer is visible.
(b) A more detailed view of the area marked with a rectangle in (a), showing the individ-
ual crystallites standing largely separate from each other on the seed layer.
(c) Crystallites with slightly larger diameters and a higher areal density at a different
location on the same sample as in (a+b), whereby most of the crystallites are not inter-
connected here, too.
The areal density of the grown crystals is considerably lower than the density of seed crystals,
and full surface coverage of the substrates has not been achieved. Similar behavior for the
solution growth of crystalline silicon from indium solutions has been observed in the literature
by Tool et al. [42][44] and Ku¨hnle et al. [43]. However, for the growth from Sn solutions on nc-Si
seed layers, which will be discussed in section 5.3.2, full substrate coverage has been achieved,
which rules out a general impossibility to grow closed silicon layers by liquid phase epitaxy on
fine-grained poly-Si seed layers, as was claimed by Ku¨hnle et al. [43].
The growth process from In solutions on ALC seed layers is now believed to work as follows:
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After completion of the ALC process, catalyst droplets remain on the seed layer surface.
Despite the high vacuum environment, both the Si surfaces and the indium droplets oxidize,
cf. Fig. 5.20a. The droplets do not protect the subjacent Si surface, though. As the silicon
is much more prone to oxidation than the indium, cf. section 5.3.2, the Si underneath the
droplets ’steals’ the oxygen from the In2O3. As a result, the ALC seed layer is covered with
an almost continuous oxide layer. In the H2-filled solution growth chamber, the indium oxide
is reduced, whereby the silicon oxide withstands both the protective gas atmosphere and the
high temperatures, cf. Fig. 5.20b. The short melt-back step leads to the detachment of parts of
the oxide layer in areas, where it is most thin, or where there are small openings in the layer,
e.g. under larger indium droplets. On these spots, epitaxial growth on the seed layer then starts
in the growth temperature regime, and leads to the formation of micrometer-sized Si crystallites,
depending on the growth time, cf. Fig. 5.20c.
Figure 5.20: Schematic depiction of the hypothesized process of oxidation of the ALC seed layers and
the subsequent solution growth.
(a) After completion of the ALC process, both the Si surface and the indium droplets
oxidize in the high vacuum environment.
(b) As silicon is much more prone to oxidation than indium, the oxygen migrates from
the In to the Si underneath.
(c) With the oxide layer being broken up in some places by the melt-back step, epitaxial
growth on the seed layer takes place at these spots.
(d) Graph comparing the O2 partial pressure-dependent oxidation of Sn, In, and Si within
a temperature range between 300 and 800 ◦C. Si has by far the highest oxygen affinity,
followed at a large distance by In, then Sn. All three graphs have been calculated with
FactSage 6.4.
The graphs in figure 5.20d compare the oxidation potential of Sn, In, and Si for the most
common oxides in each case. While indium oxidizes significantly easier than tin, the oxygen
affinity of silicon is several orders of magnitude higher than both of them. That means, it is fair
to assume that the oxygen will indeed migrate from the metallic solvent to the silicon.
Despite the apparent proximity of the Sn and In graphs in figure 5.20d, the type of solvent
might play a decisive role in the degree of oxidation as well. Weber and Blakers found that indium
considerably enhances the oxidation of Si [193]. They state, however, that the mechanism for
this rapid oxidation in the presence of indium is not fully understood yet.
Up to now, the given explanation for and schematic representation of the growth process is
merely a hypothesis. With the introduction of the UV laser scanning system for detachment of
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the silicon oxide layer prior to contact with the metallic solution, however, it will hopefully be
possible to prove (or disprove) its validity. Without the oxide present on the seed layer during
SSLPE growth, all ALC traces are available as seed crystals, and the growth results of the
solution growth step are expected to be different from the behavior observed so far.
Steady-state solution growth from indium solutions on ALC seed layers has also been tested
successfully with other substrates than borosilicate glass, such as silicon nitride and silicon
carbide.
TEMCharacterization of SSLPE-grown Crystals: Characterization of the SSLPE-grown
crystallites by TEM helped to understand the actual growth process in detail and gave an in-
sight into the conditions of the seed layer and thickening layer after solution growth on top of
it, cf. Fig. 5.21. In addition, it was possible to obtain qualitative information on the crystalline
quality and defect density.
The seed layer exhibits only slight changes after epitaxial growth by SSLPE, compared with
its condition after seed layer formation. The ALC layer has not been altered significantly by the
long exposure to higher temperatures and is still relatively inhomogeneous with comparatively
small grains, which can be divided into nanocrystallites on the one hand, and ALC-formed
droplet traces of a few hundred nanometers in length on the other hand. The additional thick-
ening layer is now showing comparatively large individual grains of about a micrometer in size,
but also a high amount of stacking faults and dislocations.
Regarding the question of the origins and growth directions of the individual crystallites, it
was found that growth starts from a few larger seed crystals and covers the surrounding areas
by lateral overgrowth, cf. Fig. 5.21a. Twin boundaries that are penetrating different layers all
the way down to the seed layer prove an epitaxial relationship between the crystallite and the
seed layer, cf. Fig. 5.21b.
The grain to the lower right in Fig. 5.21a appears much brighter than the rest of the SSLPE-
grown crystallite. In TEM dark field images, areas of different intensity indicate different orien-
tations, i.e. the bright area shows a completely different orientation than the material on top of
it. It was most probably covered by the crystallite via lateral overgrowth, an assumption which
is supported by the random grain boundaries that have been found between the main crystallite
and the differently oriented grain, cf. Fig. 5.21c.
In accordance with the results on the seed layers in sections 5.1.1 and 5.1.2, indium inclu-
sions have been found, both along the glass substrate and between ALC layer and thickening
layer. The small inclusions between the two layers have further accumulated into larger ag-
glomerations. In addition, a few larger inclusions of several hundred nanometers in diameter
are now also found along the border between the seed layer and some of the SSLPE-grown
crystallites. Although solvent inclusions are generally not uncommon in solution growth [136,
p. 1126–1129][104, p. 3–15], no inclusions have been discovered within the large crystallites
themselves.
When inclusions are overgrown by crystalline layers, lattice closure errors occur, which are
the origin of growth dislocations [136, p. 1105]. Some of the highest dislocation densities found
during the TEM characterization of the material, did indeed occur around the indium inclusions,
especially around the larger ones directly under the SSLPE crystallites.
Apart from the inclusions, the border area between seed layer and SSLPE-grown crystals does
generally have a high defect density. In the TEM dark field image in Fig. 5.21a, a particularly
high dislocation density can be seen around the point from where growth is believed to have
started.
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Figure 5.21: TEM micrographs of an SSLPE-grown crystallite on an ALC seed layer on glass.
(a) Dark field image of the whole layer structure showing the glass substrate, the seed
layer, and the SSLPE-grown crystallite. Note that the observed shape of the crystallite
does not represent the as-grown state since the edges of the initially faceted crystallite have
been thinned away during the ion milling process (final step of TEM sample preparation).
Suspected growth directions are marked by arrows. A high dislocation density is visible
in and around the seed crystal.
(b) Enlargement of the rectangle in (a) showing twinning dislocations (marked by white
arrows), which penetrate different layers down to the seed layer, proving an epitaxial
relationship with the seed grain.
(c) Zoom in on the small rectangle in (b), showing a random grain boundary, proving
lateral overgrowth of the lower grain by the upper, larger one.
The SSLPE-grown crystallites exhibit a high degree of structural quality. After approxi-
mately 1 µm of growth, the crystallites typically contain only a small number of defects, such as
dislocations, stacking faults or twin boundaries, or they are even entirely defect-free. As these
large crystallites are the main focus of the conducted research, their comparatively high quality
is promising for future uses, whereas the low crystalline quality of the seed layers has to be seen
in relation to its percentage of the total layer thickness after SSLPE growth of just about 2%.
SIMS, PL, and Raman Characterization: SIMS measurements were conducted on the
seed layer formed through the ALC process from indium droplets, and were compared with
previously acquired results [56] for the micrometer-scale crystallites grown by SSLPE from an
In solution, as well as with the required specifications for solar grade (SoG) silicon [106][194],
cf. Tab. 5.2.
Amongst the different solution growth techniques, some of the lowest concentrations of the
solvent in the grown crystals can be obtained with steady-state liquid phase epitaxy, and the
conducted measurements confirm the high purity of the SSLPE-grown crystallites. Beside the
always present elements carbon and oxygen, SIMS also measured the concentrations of indium,
as it was employed in the growth process, of sodium, which might diffuse into the silicon from the
glass substrate, and of copper, which has a segregation coefficient about two orders of magnitude
larger than iron and nickel and has a large impact on the emitter recombination [106].
As far as can be told from the detection limit, the impurity concentrations stay well within
the required specifications for SoG Si. At the same time they show high impurity concentrations
for the seed layer. Whereas carbon and oxygen levels there can supposedly be decreased through
a cleaner deposition environment, the high contamination with indium seems to be inherent to
the applied ALC process, during which the incorporation of significant amounts of the metal
catalyst cannot be avoided. However, the seed layer is just a few hundred nanometers thick and
not supposed to serve as the active photovoltaic absorber layer.
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Concentration in Concentration in PV demand PV demand
Impurity seed layer SSLPE layer acc. to [195] acc. to [194]
[atoms/cm3] [atoms/cm3] [atoms/cm3] [atoms/cm3]
C 1× 1018 – 5× 1020 5× 1016 1.2× 1017 1.2× 1018
O 5× 1019 – 5× 1021 6× 1016 1.8× 1018 8.8× 1017
Na < 1× 1016 * < 1× 1016 * - -
Cu 1× 1016 1× 1016 2.2× 1016 -
In 1× 1017 – 5× 1020 < 1× 1016 * - -
Table 5.2: Quantification of the impurity concentrations of selected elements in SSLPE-grown crystal-
lites according to SIMS depth profiling, in comparison with demands in photovoltaics.
* The measurements’ detection limit was 1× 1016.
Samples from the following stages of the process were compared by PL and Raman Spec-
troscopy: (1) the electron beam-evaporated amorphous silicon on glass before deposition of
indium, (2) a seed layer on glass formed by the ALC process, (3) another ALC-grown seed layer
with an additional thickening layer on top, and (4) the final SSLPE-grown crystallites. On
sample 4, different crystallite sizes from small (A) via medium-sized (B) to large crystallites (C)
were compared with locations on the surface between the larger crystallites (S), cf. Fig. 5.22a.
Hereby, the samples were characterized with regard to crystallinity, stress, thermal conductivity,
and defects. A mono-crystalline silicon wafer served as a reference sample. Illumination of the
material by probing light in both the Raman and the PL measurements caused strong heating,
which induces strain in the material and, thereby, leads to a shift of the peak positions. Due to
this effect, low excitation powers had to be used to obtain correct results.
Fig. 5.22b shows the Raman spectra for samples 1 to 4 and the c-Si reference, with the shift
of the a-Si peak around 480 cm−1 [140] on sample 1, via the different sample preparation stages
to the fully crystalline state on sample 4, which shows an equally pronounced c-Si peak as the
reference sample at 520 cm−1 [139].
The laser power dependencies in Raman spectroscopy, to be seen in Fig. 5.22c, suggest that
the SSLPE-grown crystallites in sample 4 (positions A, B, and C) do not contain an amorphous
silicon phase and are stress-free. For the location on the surface of the sample (position S), they
indicate the presence of a fraction of crystallites with very small sizes down to the nanometer
scale, and/or the presence of small residual stress. This point is in good agreement with the
results obtained by TEM, where crystallite sizes down to a few nanometers have been found in
the seed layers. The larger crystallites were found to show less heating than the smaller ones,
and especially the nanocrystallites at position S on sample 4 were heated extensively, indicating
a small lateral thermal conductivity.
PL measurements, cf. Fig. 5.22d, revealed that the ALC seed layer on sample 2 gives a strong
radiative recombination signal around the well-known dislocation radiation line at 0.812 eV [196].
The thickening layer on sample 3 on the other hand exhibits a significantly smaller signal around
these energies, indicating fewer defects in this epitaxially enlarged part of the sample. Due to
the high penetration depth, the remaining signal can probably, at least partly, be assigned to
the ALC layer beneath. The fact that the reduction in radiative recombination from ALC layer
to thickening layer does not lead to a higher band-to-band peak suggests that dislocations are
not the main type of defects in the layers. It is possible, that non-radiative recombination occurs
at the indium inclusions.
The large crystallites in the final microcrystalline silicon material on sample 4, whose PL
signal is enlarged in Fig. 5.22e, show high band-to-band peaks and a small number of radiative
defects, presumably dislocations [197]. Comparison with the reference c-Si sample confirms the
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Figure 5.22: Photoluminescence and Raman spectroscopy:
(a) Schematic depictions of samples 1 to 4, showing measurement points A, B, C, and S
on sample 4. Indium was etched off by aqua regia before measurements.
(b) Raman measurements at room temperature, PLaser = 0.5 mW. For sample 4, the
spectrum of a large crystallite is shown. The dotted line marks the c-Si Raman mode.
(c) Laser power dependency of Raman measurements on sample 4 in comparison with the
c-Si reference sample, showing the dependence of the peak position on the crystallite sizes.
(d) Photoluminescence measurements of samples 1 to 4 at room temperature,
PLaser = 100 mW. For sample 4, the spectrum of a large crystallite is shown. The dotted
line marks the Si dislocation recombination radiation at 0.812 eV. The large crystallite
on sample 4 shows a high band-to-band peak. For sample 2, high amounts of radiative
recombination are observed, probably from dislocations in the material.
(e) PL measurement of sample 4 in comparison with the c-Si reference sample, showing a
large band-to-band peak and low recombination radiation. A slight broadening and a red
shift of the peak can be observed. Insets: excitation power dependencies.
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high quality of the crystallites and very low losses through radiative recombination. However,
the band-to-band peak is slightly broader and its maximum is shifted to smaller energies. The
power dependencies for sample 4, shown as insets, suggest that the heating of the crystallites is
partly responsible for the red shift.
Resin Embedding: In view of the growth results from indium, with most of the large crys-
tallites not being interconnected, standing separate on the seed layer, the idea was born to fill
in the gaps with a synthetic resin. This way, in principle, it would be possible to form a clas-
sical solar cell structure. The approach would also be compatible with the concept of reflective
particles like Al2O3 in the resin to enhance light absorption, as was shown for nanowire-based
solar cells [198].
Polyester type resin was applied on samples in a Laurell WS-650MZ-23NPP spin coater.
The results can be seen in figure 5.23 and show that the approach generally works. The flow
behavior of the liquid resin has proven difficult to control, though, due to the inhomogeneity of
the surfaces. Large discrepancies were found in the thickness of the resin layer between the center
and outer areas of the samples. In addition, a thin resin layer is inevitably also deposited on top
of the crystallites, which would have to be removed before contacting, e.g. by plasma etching.
Furthermore, wasting large areas of the samples’ surface would reduce the overall efficiency of a
solar cell significantly. A decision was therefore made, not to follow this approach any further,
and to concentrate on achieving closed layers of µc-Si instead.
Figure 5.23: SEM micrographs of Si crystallites on seed layer, embedded in synthetic resin:
(a) The border of the flowing resin.
(b) Si crystallites sticking out of the resin surface.
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5.3.2 Growth from a Tin Solution
For the reasons stated in chapter 4.1, the metallic solvent was eventually changed from indium
to tin. Initially, it was tried to apply the same seed layer concept as for indium, using the
crystalline traces left by the ALC process, which for this purpose was also carried out with tin,
cf. section 5.1.1. However, the SSLPE growth results soon proved to be of comparatively poor
quality. During the melt-back step (see section 5.2.2), often large parts of the ALC seed layer
and, if applicable, the thickening layer were completely dissolved in the tin solution, leaving
only the bare glass substrate. The higher solubility of silicon in tin (cf. section 4.1) is assumed
to be primarily responsible for this effect. In order to obtain successful SSLPE growth on the
entire sample surface, the testing of different alternatives led to the introduction of the direct
deposition on heated substrates for seed layer preparation (cf. section 2.1.2), and minute growth
parameter studies were conducted in the SSLPE system.
For the first time since the research topic of low temperature solution growth of crystalline
Si on glass has been under investigation in the Institute for Crystal Growth, the steady-state
solution growth on these thicker, but less crystalline seed layers led to closed layers, on which
all Si crystallites are interlocked. While, due to the melt-back step, the process is still difficult
to control, a promising level of reproducibility has been achieved over time. These continuous,
polycrystalline Si layers are one of the key results achieved within the framework of the research
for this thesis, and they can be considered a significant step forward in the exploration of solution
growth of c-Si on glass.
Investigation of the samples by SEM shows the large-scale homogeneous coverage of the
sample surface with SSLPE-grown silicon crystallites, averaging about 10 µm in diameter,
cf. Fig. 5.24, which is approximately the desired thickness for thin-film Si solar cells [16]. The
habit of the crystallites is basically identical to what has been observed for the growth from
an indium solution, which has been already discussed in section 5.3.1, and will therefore not
be discussed here again. At the same time, this similarity means that there is no noticeable
influence of the solvent on the crystallites’ morphology (cf. section 4.1).
Figure 5.24: SEM micrographs of Si crystallites grown by SSLPE from a tin solution on an nc-Si seed
layer on glass:
(a) Large area overview picture, showing homogeneous coverage of the sample surface
with Si crystallites of comparable size.
(b) Image of 45◦ tilted sample, showing the shape and size of the individual crystallites.
(c) More detailed top view showing that the individual crystallites have coalesced into a
contiguous layer structure.
(d) Enlargement of the white box in (c), showing the coalesced crystals in detail.
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A schematic depiction in figure 5.25a shows the originally assumed SSLPE growth behavior
on the nc-Si seed layers, according to which the growth starts from the root-shaped seeds and
continues at different speeds for different crystallites, depending on the crystal orientation of
the respective seed. Thereby, faster growing crystallites overgrow slower ones. Eventually, an
equilibrium is reached at which the remaining crystallites grow at similar speeds and, therefore,
cease to overgrow each other. This results in the size distribution observed in Fig. 5.24.
AFM measurements of the seemingly flat and even surfaces of the crystal facets show, that
these surfaces are in fact comparably rough. While the classical AFM height maps fail to
properly show the respective details, a look on the amplitude retrace maps provides a more
clear picture here, cf. Fig. 5.25b+c. Depending on the facet’s crystallographic orientation, the
kind of roughness varies between steps on the one hand, and hillocks on the other. The measured
height values vary strongly, but multiple measurements on different facets produced an average
value of RMS = 0.11± 0.09 µm, with skewness and kurtosis values around 1.
Figure 5.25: (a) Growth scheme of SSLPE crystallites on an nc-Si seed layer.
(b+c) AFM images of upper facets and edges of Si crystallites grown by SSLPE from Sn:
(b) height map; (c) amplitude retrace map of the same area as in (b), showing finer details
of the facets’ surface structure.
Also interesting to compare are the areal densities of the large SSLPE-grown crystallites
with those of the seeds in the subjacent nc-Si seed layer. In section 5.1.3, the latter was found
to be about 1 to 4 seeds/µm2. The former can be approximated from SEM micrographs, such
as figure 5.24, to be about 0.01 to 0.03 crystallites/µm2. That means the number of large
crystallites after solution growth is about two orders of magnitude lower than the number of
seeds. Reasons are the lateral overgrowth of smaller grains, the dissolution of seeds smaller than
the critical grain size, and the accessibility of only a certain fraction of seed crystals, which have
been freed from the oxide layer by the melt-back step.
As was mentioned in section 3.3.3, the samples are usually covered with a certain amount
of residual melt after the SSLPE growth process, which has to be removed for further use and
processing. Therefore, most newly grown samples undergo a short etching step in aqua regia
before being characterized by SEM and other methods. The amount of the residual melt varies,
reaching from almost none, to metal layers of several hundred micrometers in thickness.
Within the examined set of samples, a correlation was found between the thickness of solvent
coverage and the Si crystallite density and homogeneity on the microscopic level. While samples
with a high amount of residual melt on the surface tend to have small areal densities of the
crystallites, with an inhomogeneous size and areal distribution, samples with a small amount of
remaining solvent are of better quality, with high areal densities and good homogeneity. The
large individual crystallites in the first case are believed to trap the metallic solution better
than the more uniform surfaces shown in figure 5.24. Hence, by achieving homogeneous SSLPE
layers, with interconnected crystallites of similar sizes, the amount of solvent remaining on the
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samples after growth can also be minimized.
A noticeable fact about the rough surfaces visible in the SEM micrographs in figure 5.24
is their inherent ability for light trapping. In general, any kind of surface roughening helps
to reduce reflection and, thereby, to increase the efficiency of solar cells, a method applied in
photovoltaics since the early 1960s [199]. More commonly used in modern day solar cells are so
called random pyramid textures, in which single crystalline Si substrates are etched along the
faces of the crystal planes [200]. Although the surface texture in the SSLPE layers grown from
Sn solutions varies significantly regarding the size of the structures and their angles towards
each other, it is in fact not exceptionally different in its properties from typical light trapping
textures on solar cells.
Characterization by TEM, SEM, and EDX: TEM characterization was conducted on
the SSLPE-grown Si layers on nc-Si seed layers to find out what happens with the seed layer
during SSLPE growth, where the growth process starts and how it proceeds, what kind of crystal
defects occur in the seed layer and SSLPE-grown crystallites, and if there are inclusions of tin
to be found.
Most obvious from the TEM micrographs is the widespread presence of metallic inclusions
in the seed layer. Already well visible in the bright field images, their distribution and signif-
icantly more heavy atomic weight than the surrounding material become especially apparent
in STEM HAADF micrographs, where they appear much brighter than the silicon or glass,
cf. Fig. 5.26a+b.
Figure 5.26: TEM micrographs of crystallites grown by SSLPE from a tin solution on an nc-Si seed
layer on glass. The crack on the right hand side in (a) and (b) was caused by TEM
preparation.
(a) Jointed TEM bright field overview image.
(b) Jointed STEM HAADF overview image of the same region as in (a), with Sn inclusions
appearing in white due to their higher atomic number as compared to Si.
(c) Magnification of the nc-Si seed layer in STEM HAADF mode. The original interface
between seed layer and SSLPE crystallites can easily be seen from the small inclusions
aggregated there, forming an almost straight line.
Small Sn clusters along what is believed to be the former top edge of the seed layer allow
measuring the layer’s thickness, cf. Fig. 5.26c. The measured 1.5 µm are approximately in
line with prior measurements. One large inclusion does also appear at the interface of two
SSLPE-grown crystallites, which is believed to have been trapped there during SSLPE growth
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(Fig. 5.26b towards the center of the image). As was already the case for the SSLPE crystallites
grown from an indium solution on ALC seed layers (section 5.3.1), no inclusions have been found
within the large SSLPE crystallites.
To prove that the found inclusions are indeed composed of tin, a TEM sample was analyzed
by SEM EDX. Due to differences in electronic excitability of Si and Sn, the inclusions are
well visible in the secondary electron images. Line-scans clearly confirmed the inclusions to be
composed of tin, cf. Fig. 5.27.
Figure 5.27: EDX measurements of inclusions in the nc-Si seed layer after SSLPE growth:
(a) SEM micrograph showing the glass substrate, seed layer and SSLPE crystallite, and
the scan line marked in white. Normalized Si and Sn EDX signals appear as colored
overlays, with the scan line being their x-axis.
(b) EDX spectrum of the entire region shown in (a), and quantification of the elemental
composition. High C and O contents originate from the glass, the carbon-based glue used
in TEM preparation, the carbon tape for sample fixation, and from contaminations. The
Al signal is caused by the sample holder.
The seed layers were found to be penetrated by twin boundaries, reaching all the way from
the glass substrate interface deep into the SSLPE-grown crystallites, cf. Fig. 5.28a. This can only
be explained, if the seed layer’s nanocrystallites have merged into large grains, covering several
micrometers in diameter. To confirm this assumption, selected area diffraction (SAD) patterns
of different areas in the seed layer were taken. No amorphous parts were found, and most
examined areas were in fact single crystalline, showing only one individual orientation instead
of the typical Debye-Scherrer rings that occur when multiple orientations’ patterns overlap,
cf. Fig. 5.28b+c.
This result is in stark contrast to the findings in the ALC seed layers under the SSLPE
crystallites grown from an indium solution, cf. section 5.3.1, where there does not seem to be
a predominant crystal orientation or single-crystalline areas covering several micrometers in
width. The main difference lies in the fact that in an ALC layer, large parts have already
been crystallized before the SSLPE growth step, while in a nc-Si seed layer by far most of the
layer’s volume is still quasi-amorphous at the beginning of SSLPE growth. With a-Si having
a much higher tendency to dissolve in the Sn solution than c-Si, it is fair to assume that the
large amorphous parts, bit by bit, recrystallize under the growing SSLPE crystallite in the same
orientation, which is the orientation of the original seed crystal from where epitaxial growth
started. This way, the seed layer areas under the SSLPE-grown crystallites end up forming one
large grain with the large crystallites on top, leaving no amorphous or nanocrystalline material.
Due to the now crystalline nature of the seed layer, which, in most areas, exhibits the same
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Figure 5.28: (a) TEM dark field image showing twin boundaries penetrating the entire seed layer from
the glass substrate interface into the SSLPE-grown crystallite.
(b+c) TEM bright field images of different seed layer regions. SAD was applied in the
areas marked by circles, the respective patterns are shown in the connected boxes of the
same color.
orientation as the SSLPE-grown crystallites on top of it, information on where growth started
and how it evolved was impossible to obtain. Here, a sample that experienced both a shorter
growth time and a shorter time in the waiting position in the hot growth chamber, might help
to gain a deeper insight into this question in the future.
The seed layer is rich in crystal defects, especially dislocations and twin boundaries. As was
already the case in the material grown from an indium solution (section 5.3.1), a particularly
high defect density can be observed around the solvent inclusions, which is not atypical [136,
p. 1105], cf. Fig. 5.29a. Further away from the seed layer in the large crystallites, the defect
density gets significantly lower, cf. Fig. 5.29b+c. Here too, the predominant types of defects are
twins and dislocations.
Figure 5.29: TEM micrographs showing different details of the sample with high defect densities:
(a) Most defects can be found in the seed layer, especially around the metallic inclusions.
(b+c)With increasing distance from the seed layer into the SSLPE-grown crystallite, the
number of defects decreases significantly. The main types of defects in the large crystallites
are dislocations and twin boundaries.
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As no metallic solvent was used in the seed layer preparation, in contrast to the other studied
methods of producing seeds for the solution growth step, the layers were originally expected to
be free from inclusions. The large amounts of tin, which were found in the seed layer, have
obviously accumulated there during SSLPE growth.
One explanation for this phenomenon is the short melt-back step prior to the actual solution
growth step (cf. section 5.2.2). The undersaturated tin solution starts to dissolve the seed layer
surface all over the sample and when the temperature gradient is turned around to initiate
growth of the crystallites, considerable amounts of tin seem to remain in the seed layer, soon
trapped under the growing crystallites. It either remains inactive there, or, more probable, keeps
recrystallizing amorphous and nanocrystalline silicon. If it turns out to be impossible to avoid
the tin inclusions, it might yet be possible to take advantage of the situation and use them for
light scattering in a rear contact solar cell design [201][202][203].
In both, the TEM investigation and the SEM characterization of the samples grown from
tin by steady-state solution growth, numerous missing parts or holes in the seed layer have been
found along the interface with the glass substrate, cf. Fig. 5.29c and 5.30a.
Figure 5.30: SEM micrographs showing cross-sections of SSLPE-grown crystallites on nc-Si seed layers
on glass:
(a) Seed layer on glass, with seed layer material missing in certain areas along the interface
with the glass substrate.
(b) Breaking edge showing a similar area as in (a) from a different sample, confirming the
lack of material in the seed layer, independent of any preparational steps.
It is known from the literature that amorphous Si tends to have a lower density than crys-
talline Si [204]. The seed layer is deposited in a nanocrystalline, quasi-armophous state and has
been crystallized during solution growth. Therefore, it was considered possible, that a shrink-
ing process during the SSLPE growth step is responsible for the observed holes. To verify this
hypothesis, the area of the missing parts in comparison with the total seed layer area has been
determined by manually marking the respective areas in several SEM micrographs of the sample
shown in Fig. 5.30a. The results can be found in Tab. 5.3a.
Area Percentage
Full seed layer area (170.8± 4.7) µm2 (100.0± 2.7)%
Actual seed layer area (150.8± 4.1) µm2 (88.3± 2.7)%
Seed layer gaps area (20.0± 6.2) µm2 (11.7± 3.6)%
Table 5.3: Area of the missing material in the nc-Si seed layers after SSLPE growth, in comparison with
the total seed layer area, based on cross-section SEM micrographs. The calculation of the
errors can be found in the annex, section B.1.3.
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Haberl et al. have found the density of amorphous silicon to be between 94.4 ± 4.7 and
99.1 ± 0.9 percent of crystalline silicon [204]. Considering the fact, that the lowest value of
94.4% was measured for sputter-deposited a-Si, whereby in our case the Si was deposited by
EBE, more slowly and on a warmer substrate, the high loss of material seems unrealistic for being
caused by density differences. In addition, there are occasionally rather large areas, in which no
holes can be found. It is therefore safe to assume, that the observed deficiency of material in the
seed layers under the SSLPE-grown crystallites is not primarily caused by density differences.
Another hypothesis was conceived, in which we assumed that the effect is preparation-
induced. Unstabilized by the high number of tin inclusions, the seed layer was believed to break
more easily, and the low melting point of tin (Tmelt = 232
◦C) might occasionally be reached
during polishing. To test this hypothesis, sample preparation in the form of sawing and polishing
has been avoided altogether by examining a fresh breaking edge. The results clearly showed the
same lack of material in the seed layer, independent of any preparational steps, cf. Fig. 5.3b.
The second hypothesis proven wrong, too, eventually led to a new interpretation of the growth
results.
Interpretation of Growth Results: In section 4.5, it was explained that Ku¨hnle et al. con-
cluded from both their experimental results and theoretical considerations, that it seems impos-
sible to deposit continuous films by LPE on fine-grained poly-Si films containing undercritically
sized nuclei [43]. The good results presented in the above paragraphs clearly contradict this
statement. The theoretical approach and the calculated critical radii for indium and tin ac-
cording to equation 30 as shown in figure 4.9b, are still believed to roughly hold true, though.
Seeds exceeding the critical radius will grow into large crystallites during SSLPE growth, smaller
seeds, and therefore most of the largely quasi-amorphous seed layer, will dissolve in the solution.
However, if the right conditions are met (e.g. the right balance of the areal density of seeds,
of the temperature regime, and of the supersaturation), the large crystallites will interconnect
during the growth process, instead of leaving a discontinuous film.
With regard to these considerations and to the experimental results above, the solution
growth process on the nc-Si seed layers is now believed to work as follows:
Growth starts by epitaxial enlargement of the root-shaped nanocrystalline seed crystals. At
the same time, the surrounding quasi-amorphous silicon matrix partly dissolves in the solution
due to its generally higher solubility. Hereby, all seed crystals smaller than the critical radius
acc. to equation 30 will also dissolve. While the crystallites keep growing, the formerly amor-
phous parts of the seed layer recrystallize. If the areal density of seed crystals is sufficiently large,
the epitaxially grown crystallites on top will interconnect and form a continuous polycrystalline
silicon layer eventually. The process is schematically depicted in figure 5.31.
For the partial undercutting of the nc-Si seed layer, i.e. the formation of gaps along the seed
layer–glass interface, leaving the upper regions of the seed layer largely intact (cf. Fig. 5.30), there
are two possible explanations. It can either be caused by the filling of the gaps of the dissolved
amorphous parts of the seed layer by epitaxial enlargement of the adjacent crystallites, which
at some point is interrupted due to the closure of the above layer. Or significant parts of the
silicon oxide layer remain on many areas of the seed layer surface and, thereby, protect it from
dissolution. In reality, the formation of the gaps is most probably a complex interplay of both,
the filling of dissolved a-Si gaps on the one hand, being heavily dependent on the initial areal
density of seeds in the nc-Si seed layer, and the number of openings in the oxide layer created
during the melt-back step on the other hand.
The question remains, why the low areal coverage of the sample with Si crystallites observed
in the growth from indium solutions on ALC seed layers did not occur in the growth from tin
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Figure 5.31: Schematic depiction of the assumed solution growth process on nc-Si seed layers.
(a) Growth starts with a random distribution of small and large seed crystals in the nc-Si
seed layer.
(b)While epitaxial growth on the seeds leads to the formation of large crystallites, the seed
layer’s quasi-amorphous parts and very small nanocrystals slowly dissolve in the solution.
(c) Eventually, the large crystallites interconnect and the formerly amorphous parts of
the seed layer recrystallize in the same orientation as the adjacent crystallites, leaving a
closed polycrystalline Si layer. The dotted areas indicate the former position of the seed
crystals.
solutions on nc-Si seed layers. One possible reason is the presumed catalyzing effect of indium,
mentioned in section 5.3.1. If indium is indeed catalyzing the oxidation of Si more than Sn, both
the replacement of the In-based ALC process for seed layer formation, and the change of solvent
from In to Sn in the SSLPE process might have contributed to the better growth results with
tin. Aside from this, a major contributing factor is believed to be the higher solubility of a-Si
as compared to c-Si. During the short melt-back step, a-Si will be dissolved faster and in larger
quantities than c-Si at each possible starting point, leaving larger oxide-free areas. With a-Si
being less stable than c-Si, it is also conceivable that a larger number of spots is being affected
by the melt-back step, leading to a larger number of starting points for growth.
As was the case for the assumed solution growth process on ALC seed layers (section 5.3.1),
the schematics presented in figure 5.31 have to be regarded as a hypothesis, which has yet to be
verified, e.g. by comparison with growth results after a functioning implementation of the UV
laser-assisted deoxidation of the nc-Si seed layers prior to SSLPE growth.
SIMS Measurements: Impurity concentrations in both the nc-Si seed layers and the material
grown by SSLPE were investigated by SIMS measurements, cf. Tab. 5.4. While for the even
and flat seed layers SIMS did not pose a problem, the crystallites grown by SSLPE from a
tin solution were consistently too small in size for SIMS investigation, which requires an area
of ideally 150 × 150 µm2, and a minimum of 90 × 90 µm2 (compare crystallite sizes shown
in Fig. 5.24). To be able to measure impurity concentrations in the SSLPE material anyway,
homoepitaxial growth on a Si(111) wafer was conducted at approximately 690 ◦C for 20 h,
whereby all other growth parameters and conditions in the growth environment were identical
to the growth on seed layers on glass. The resulting layer was then investigated by SIMS.
Aside from tin, which was used as the solvent in the solution growth, indium was also of
interest, as it was extensively used as solvent in both the PVD and the SSLPE growth chamber
before the changeover to tin. Carbon and oxygen concentrations were determined because
these two are almost impossible to avoid in any growth process. Numerous metals such as
iron, nickel, chromium, titanium or copper can have a strong negative impact on the emitter
recombination [106]. Some elements, such as boron, might diffuse into the deposited silicon
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layers from the borosilicate glass substrate. The results of the measurements can be found in
figure 5.32 and in table 5.4, where they are being compared to the demands for solar grade
(SoG) silicon [195][194][205][206].
Figure 5.32: (a) SIMS depth profile of the final 0.5 µm of the nc-Si seed layer and the interface with
the glass substrate.
(b) SIMS depth profile covering 0.5 µm of an exemplary volume of a silicon layer grown
by SSLPE from a tin solution, taken a few hundred nanometers below the surface.
For the SSLPE-grown material, all impurity concentrations stay well within the required
specifications for SoG silicon, as was already the case for the SSLPE-grown crystallites from an
indium solution in section 5.3.1. The most noticeable result here is the high impurity level of
tin, cf. Fig. 5.32b. At a concentration of 6× 1019 atoms/cm3, Sn exeeds all other impurities by
at least two orders of magnitude.
At first, this finding seems surprising in view of the results for crystallites grown from
an indium solution, in which the In concentration was even below the detection limit of 1 ×
1016 atoms/cm3. Also, comparing the Van der Waals radii in table 4.1 (section 4.1), tin does
actually have a larger radius than indium (rSn = 217 pm ; rIn = 193 pm), which would rather
point in the direction of a higher In incorporation. But a closer look into the phase diagram
(Fig. 4.7) reveals on the Si side, that the equilibrium concentration of tin in solid silicon around
the growth temperature amounts to a mole fraction of 5.7 × 10−4, which roughly equals an
impurity concentration of 3 × 1019 atoms/cm3. As this value is the unachievable equilibrium
concentration, with realistic non-equilibrium values likely to be much higher, the measured value
appears in a different light.
These high levels of tin in the designated absorber layer are not seen as a problem for the
intended use in photovoltaics, as Sn is known to be not electrically active in silicon. It is valence
isoelectronic with silicon (both are group IV elements), has neither donor nor acceptor properties
in Si, and it is not an effective recombination center for holes and electrons [88][42][104, p.114].
In the seed layer, impurity concentrations are significantly higher, as was to be expected for
EBE-deposited material from a PVD system, in which experiments with a multitude of different
elements had been conducted throughout the years. However, most values are still within the
required specifications for SoG silicon, and especially compared to the results for seed layers
formed by the ALC process (Tab. 5.2, section 5.3.1), the concentrations here are remarkably
low. Noticeable are the high levels of indium in the seed layer, which was not present in any
of the PVD chamber’s crucibles during the deposition process. Experiments with indium have
left significant deposits on the chamber’s walls, from which it seems to preferentially separate
during the deposition process at temperatures of several hundred degrees Celsius. Most of the
found impurities in the seed layer could be decreased through a cleaner deposition environment.
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Concentration in Concentration in PV demand PV demand PV demand
Impurity seed layer SSLPE layer acc. to [195] acc. to [194] acc. to [205][206]
[atoms/cm3] [atoms/cm3] [atoms/cm3] [atoms/cm3] [atoms/cm3]
Sn < 1× 1016 * 6× 1019 - - -
In 1× 1017 < 1× 1016 * - - -
C 6× 1017 3× 1016 1.2× 1017 1.2× 1018 -
O 8× 1019 6× 1016 1.8× 1018 8.8× 1017 -
Ti 1× 1015 – 9× 1015 < 1× 1014 * 1.5× 1015 2.9× 1016 2.8× 1016
Cr 1× 1016 < 1× 1014 * 2.7× 1016 2.7× 1016 7.8× 1017
Fe 9× 1016 5× 1015 1.3× 1017 2.5× 1017 2.0× 1018
Ni 4× 1016 – 3× 1017 5× 1015 – 2× 1016 2.4× 1016 - -
Cu 7× 1016 1.5× 1016 2.2× 1016 - 2.2× 1019
B 1× 1015 < 7× 1014 * 5.8× 1016 1.3× 1017 -
Al 6× 1014 – 8× 1015 < 1× 1014 * 2.6× 1017 1.0× 1017 7.2× 1015
Table 5.4: Quantification of the impurity concentrations of selected elements by SIMS depth profiling of
a PVD-grown nc-Si seed layer and a Si layer homoepitaxially grown by SSLPE on a Si wafer
from a tin solution, in comparison with the demands for solar grade silicon in photovoltaics.
* The shown value was the measurements’ detection limit for this element.
As the conducted experiments were focused on the crystallization and growth behavior, though,
and differences in the impurity concentrations in the seed layer have almost no influence on
the growth behavior, no attempts were made so far to undertake the costly and time-consuming
cleaning procedures. To decrease the oxygen levels, a better vacuum would have to be employed.
An effect observed in the seed layer depth profiles is a strong increase in the concentration
of certain elements in the vicinity of the seed layer–glass substrate interface, namely boron
and aluminium, whereby titanium also shows a slight increase, cf. Fig. 5.32a. In view of the
fact that the other elements do not show an increase towards the glass substrate interface, it
is safe to assume that a diffusion process from the glass into the seed layer is responsible for
the contamination. Here, buffer layers such as SiOx or SiN, on which both seed layer growth
and SSLPE growth have already been successfully tested, can help to prevent impurities from
migrating out of the glass substrate.
Once again it should be remarked, that the seed layer is not supposed to serve as the
active photovoltaic absorber layer and, therefore, does not have to fulfill the same requirements
as the SSLPE-grown material. Yet, a deposition environment used solely for the deposition of
elements used and needed in the process could contribute significantly to a decrease of impurities
here. And while the work was focused on the successful growth of continuous Si layers on glass
from a tin solution so far, where solar cell structures were not yet of primary concern, the
implementation of buffer layers between glass substrates and seed layers will become a more
important task in the future.
In conclusion of the SIMS investigation, it can be said that the measured impurity levels
in the SSLPE-grown Si layer are very good, especially considering the fact that no special
measures were undertaken to provide an exceptionally clean environment for the growth of the
SIMS sample, thereby making the results representative of most of the grown SSLPE layers.
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5.4 3D Simulations
The experimental work on the SSLPE growth of silicon from indium and tin solutions has been
accompanied by three-dimensional (3D) simulations of the respective metallic solvent’s convec-
tive flow in the crucible at different temperature regimes and heater configurations. Amongst
other parameters, the temperature distribution on the substrate surface and on the silicon source
material, the flow velocity of the solvent, and the material transport in the solution have been
simulated and, as far as possible, compared with experimental results.
Previous simulations in two dimensions (2D) have proven useful in calculating the tempera-
ture distribution and the position and size of convective cells in the solution [54]. As a result, it
was possible to determine appropriate heater configurations, which ensure a steady delivery of
silicon from the source material to the substrate on top of the metallic solution. With time it
became more and more clear, though, that the 2D simulations were not fully in line with the ex-
perimental results and left too many questions unanswered. The irregular shape of the graphite
carrier, holding a square substrate in a not entirely rotationally symmetric crucible, deviations
in the heat irradiation from the heaters on different sides, and a constructional design-related
slight offset between the centers of the substrate and the crucible were identified as some of the
reasons for this. Consequently, and in light of the transition from indium to tin as the metallic
solvent, as well as of advances in the institute’s technical possibilities for numerical simulations,
it was decided to remodel the growth equipment as close as possible to its actual shape, and to
conduct new simulations in three dimensions. In continuation of the successful 2D simulation
work in the past, the 3D modelling and simulations were conducted by Klaus Bo¨ttcher, IKZ.
5.4.1 Implementation of the Simulations
All modeling and 3D simulations were carried out in the engineering simulation software en-
vironment ANSYS CFX. In the course of time, asymmetries in the growth setup, such as the
meander-shaped side heater, have increasingly been taken into account. The point density of
the simulated model’s net varies according to the smallness of the structures, i.e. in narrow
gaps and corners it is more dense than in wide open areas, such as the gas-filled space between
crucible and top heater. On average, the distance between the net’s individual points is not
larger than 1 mm. Due to the long computing times, caused by the high resolution and complex
nature of the model, a time span of usually not more than a couple of minutes of process time
can be simulated. For some simulations, calculation times amounted to several weeks for each
configuration.
At first, the gas flow and temperature distribution in the entire inner chamber is simulated
by heat transfer equilibrium calculations. Time dependence is not necessary at this point, as
these calculations only serve the purpose of ascertaining the boundary values of the metallic
solution and the crucible.
Then, using the temperature data from the equilibrium simulations as boundary values, the
convective flow in the crucible is calculated in time-dependent simulations. Hereby, the simula-
tions are split into heat transfer in stationary media, such as the crucible walls, and in flowing
liquid media, such as the metallic solution. If not stated otherwise, the initial silicon concen-
tration in the solution at the start of the time-dependent simulations is hereby set according
to experimentally determined liquidus curves of silicon in either indium or tin, as found in the
literature [207].
Different temperature regimes, based on different heater configurations, were simulated.
Primarily, these were the growth mode, with a negative temperature gradient (warmer at the
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bottom, colder at the top), and the homogenization mode, with a positive temperature gradient
(colder at the bottom, warmer at the top), which is used for homogenization of the metallic
solution before and after growth, as well as during the heat-up and cool-down phases. Beyond
that, variations with certain heaters switched on or off were simulated. For each variation, the
power applied to the respective heaters at a certain growth temperature was taken from actual
experimental data as percentages of the heaters’ maximum power, and then fed to the simulation
software based on the heaters’ current and voltage measurements presented in section 3.1.2. With
the real life growth equipment having significantly higher thermal losses than the simulated
equipment, these powers had to be reduced by approximately 25% each, maintaining the same
relationships to each other.
5.4.2 Simulation Results
Comparison of Different Heating Regimes: Different heater configurations have been sim-
ulated to explore the differences in temperature distribution in the metallic solution and on the
substrate during growth. The powers applied to the heaters are based on actual measurements
during growth experiments to reproduce the ratios appropriately. Three main configurations for
the growth mode were simulated for an indium solution: top and side heater, top and bottom
heater, and a combination of all three.
The results are depicted in figure 5.33.
Figure 5.33: Comparison of different heater configurations and their influence on the growth tempera-
ture regime and flow velocities. Explanations can be found in the text.
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In the top and side heater configuration (top row), the lowest temperatures are found along
the substrate, the highest along the outer walls, just as desired for the steady-state solution
growth process, especially image (c). The flow velocities in (b) are in between the other two
heater configurations’s flow velocities (f+j). However, the temperature differences of up to 5 K
on the substrate (d) are larger than those between the substrate and the silicon source 20 mm
below, which only amount to approximately 2 K (c).
The top and bottom heater configuration (middle row) is improbable to produce satisfying
growth results, as the highest temperatures are located in the center of the crucible, with the
temperature at the warmest point on the substrate being about 14 K higher than along the
crucible walls (g+h). If the temperatures in the outer areas of the crucible are low enough
as compared to the areas along the Si source material at the bottom, homogeneous nucleation
occurs, leading to the formation of parasitic crystallites, which, due to the lower density of Si,
float on top of the solution and catch dissolved Si that is meant to crystallize on the substrate
via heterogeneous nucleation. With the highest temperatures located on the substrate, crystal-
lization is more likely to occur on the parasitic Si crystallites floating on top of the solution along
the crucible walls. Also, the temperature differences along the substrate surface and between
substrate and Si source are approximately equally large, but the temperature distribution on
the substrate is particularly inhomogeneous here (h).
The combined configuration of all three heaters (bottom row) produces the most homoge-
neous temperature distribution on the substrate (l) as well as on the Si source along the crucible
bottom (k). There is a steady temperature difference of 2 to 5 K between the warmer bottom
and the colder top throughout the entire crucible. However, on average there is no difference
in temperature between the top of the solution along the substrate surface on the one hand,
and the outer areas between substrate carrier and crucible walls on the other hand. This means
that, once again, there is a certain danger of parasitic growth in the outer areas, although it is
lower than in the second scenario.
Just as suggested by the simulations, the top and side heater configuration with its steady
warm-to-cold temperature gradients from bottom to top and from outside to inside, did indeed
produce the best experimental growth results so far, which is why it has become the most widely
used configuration in our experiments. In both other cases, either dissolution of the seed layer
is a problem, especially in the top and bottom heater configuration, or little to no growth takes
place. With the currently rather inhomogeneous temperature distribution on the substrate and
the low differences between substrate and Si source in the top and side heater configuration,
however, it is still desirable to find a specially adjusted configuration of top, side and bottom
heaters, which combines the advantages of scenario 1 and 3 in the simulations. For that purpose,
further simulations are in progress.
Influence of Geometric Variations in the Growth setup: The simulated 3D structure
can never be a 100% true image of its real world counterpart. Because of that, some known
or assumed deviations from the ideal case have been simulated in the top and side heater
configuration, in order to examine the influence of small geometric variations in the solution
growth setup on temperature, flow behavior, and other parameters. One such tested variation
was the simulation of the influence of the two current supply connectors of the bottom heater,
which form heat bridges through the thermal insulation below the crucible. Another simulated
variation was a 1 mm displacement of the crucible from its central position within the ring-shaped
side heater, which commonly occurs during the change of crucibles. The results of simulations
with an indium solution for these two exemplary variations are presented in Figure 5.34.
It is obvious that the 1 mm displacement of the crucible from its central position has a strong
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Figure 5.34: Simulation of the influence of small geometric differences on the temperature distribution
in an indium solution for the top and side heater configuration:
(a–d) Influence of the crucible’s centricity with regard to the surrounding side heater.
Temperature distributions on the solution and substrate surface are shown for the cru-
cible’s original position (a+c), and for a displacement of the crucible by 1 mm in upper
direction (b+d).
(e–h) Influence of the bottom heater current supply connectors. Temperature distribution
in the crucible is compared for a case with (e+g) and without (f+h) the inhomogeneous
current supply connectors of the bottom heater being part of the simulation.
influence on the temperature distribution in the metallic solution in the crucible and, therefore,
also on the temperature distribution on the substrate. While the temperatures are distributed
comparably homogeneous in the original, centrally positioned case at values ranging from 704
to 707 ◦C along the walls (a), the displaced case has a strong temperature gradient from 710 ◦C
at the side that is closer to the heater, to 701 ◦C on the opposite side (b). The results for the
substrate’s temperatures are similar (c+d). The main reason for the strong influence of such a
small variation in the geometry lies in the fact, that in the top and side heater configuration
most of the energy in the crucible is provided by the side heater.
The incorporation of the current supply connectors below the bottom heater, which are
made of graphite and, therefore, have high thermal conductivities, can mainly be seen from
the differences in absolute temperatures in the metallic solution. While temperatures range
from 699 to 708 ◦C in the scenario with the current supply connectors (e), they range from
704 to 714 ◦C in the scenario without them (f). Similar results can be seen for the surface of
the metallic solution (g+h). The actual temperature distribution, however, shows almost no
changes between the two cases. The differences visible in the pictures are mainly of a statistic
nature. The temperatures on the substrate and at the bottom of the solution, as well as the flow
velocities show even less variation, cf. additional images in Fig. B.2, annex B.2.2. Incorporation
of the current supply connectors into the simulations is therefore not of particular importance.
Comparison of Different Metallic Solvents and Fill Heights: With the change of the
metallic solvent from indium to tin, it was essential to investigate the similarities and differences
between the two materials not just experimentally, but also in the simulations. In addition,
the crucible fill height proved to have a large impact on the growth results. For both indium
and tin, simulations of one real-time hour were therefore made for fill heights of 10 and 20
millimeters each. For reasons of simplicity, the comparing simulations were carried out in the
homogenization temperature regime.
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Due to the differences in the material properties, as described in section 4.3, the Rayleigh
numbers in a tin melt and in an indium melt should, under otherwise identical thermal and
geometric conditions, behave as follows: RaSn ≈ 2RaIn (equation 20). In addition, the same
relation should apply to a doubling of the metallic solution’s fill height, which, in our case, leads
to a doubling of the melt volume. As the characteristic length L in ANSYS CFX is calculated
as the cubic root of the volume, a factor of two in the melt volume also leads to a factor of two
in L3, which is one of the factors in the calculation of the Rayleigh number (equation 19).
The metallic solution was initialized with a slightly higher Si concentration than what the
respective liquidus curve suggests for the given temperature, to be able to simulate the homog-
enization mode, which starts from the supersaturated situation of the growth mode. Therefore,
the Si concentration in the solution decreases over time.
As a result, the approximate doubling of the Rayleigh number can be seen in Tab. 5.5 for
both, the change in material and the doubling of the fill height. The Reynolds numbers for
tin are also generally higher than for indium, presumably leading to a slightly more turbulent
convective flow. The maximum temperature differences ∆T are a little higher for tin due to its
smaller thermal conductivity (cf. Tab. 4.3, section 4.1). Also, the smaller viscosity of tin leads
to somewhat higher maximum velocities in comparison with indium.
In 10 mm Sn 10 mm In 20 mm Sn 20 mm
Rayleigh number 130650 254580 291930 707940
Reynolds number 456 741 559 718
∆T [K] 5.70 6.48 6.32 8.90
Velocity [mm/s] -2.91...3.14 -3.84...3.91 -3.32...3.45 -3.90...3.80
Table 5.5: Comparison of characteristic details from simulation runs for indium and tin solutions at fill
heights of 10 and 20 mm.
Comparisons were made between the temperature distributions, velocities and silicon con-
centrations in the metallic solution, as well as the z-gradients of the Si mass fraction at the
bottom of the solution. While for many of the characteristics, there are only marginal dif-
ferences between the two elements and fill heights, significant differences can be found in the
temperature distribution at the bottom of the solution, cf. Fig. 5.35(top). Especially the dif-
ference in fill height leads from a more gradual increase of temperature from one side of the
crucible to the other in the 10 mm case, to a more chaotic distribution in the 20 mm case,
whereby the temperature range is very low in both cases. Though not as distinctly pronounced
as for the temperature distribution, the velocities at the metallic solution’s surface, shown in
the form of streamlines in figure 5.35(bottom), also show deviations from each other. Once
again, the fill height seems to have a much higher impact on the convective flow behavior in the
solution than the change of the solvent from In to Sn. From the stream-line pictures it is also
obvious, that a bisection of the solution takes place, which leads not only to different velocities
and flow directions, but also to differences in the Si deposition on the Si source at the bottom.
These differences, both in temperature and convective flow behavior, have a large impact on the
dissolution of and recrystallization on the Si source material, as will be discussed further on.
In conclusion of these comparing simulations, it was found that while the differences between
indium and tin lead to changes in more abstract parameters such as the Rayleigh and Reynolds
numbers, as well as in the maximum flow velocities, their influence on the actual convective
flow in our growth setup is small, and the structure of the convection cells does not seem to be
affected much. At the same time, changes in the fill height of the crucible can have a profound
impact on both temperature and convection in the crucible.
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Figure 5.35: Comparison of 3D simulation results for In and Sn solutions at fill heights of 10 and 20 mm.
(top) Temperature distribution at the bottom of the metallic solution.
(bottom) Streamlines at the surface of the metallic solution.
Initial Saturation with Silicon: To investigate the initial saturation of an indium solution
with silicon, 12 monitor points were defined, for which the variable values, such as flow velocity,
temperature, and Si mass fraction, can subsequently be displayed, cf. Fig. 5.36a. The In solu-
tion started with a Si mass fraction of 10−10, while the mass fraction along the (unlimited) Si
source at the bottom of the solution was set according to the previously calculated temperature
distribution. Due to the difference in the mass fraction values between the bottom area and
the In solution volume, diffusion takes place into the volume elements adjacent to the Si source,
until they are saturated. Convection and diffusion distribute these volume elements within the
entire crucible.
Within the first few seconds, the mass fraction at those monitor points, which are closer
to the Si source increases first. Generally, the saturation of the In solution increases very
homogeneously over the entire volume, though, and the monitor points most far away from the
Si source catch up within a period of usually less than 20 s, cf. Fig. 5.36b. This good mixing
behavior can be explained by strong convection with relatively high velocities in the solution,
while diffusion, being a comparably slow process, only has a minor influence here.
Figure 5.36: Simulation of the initial saturation with Si:
(a) Position of monitor points in the In solution.
(b) Si mass fraction in the In solution at monitor points 4, 5, and 9 during the first 90 s.
Point 4 is located on the sample surface, point 5 on top of the Si source, and point 9 at
the free surface of the solution about 20 mm above point 5.
(c) Si mass fraction at monitor points 4, 5, and 9 during the first 100 min.
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In a long-time simulation, saturation of the solution at the expected value according to the
phase diagram, can only be observed after more than 100 min, cf. Fig. 5.36c. This is clearly
not in line with the experimental results, where approximately 30 min are usually sufficient to
achieve Si saturation of the metallic solvent, enabling growth on the substrate. One reason
for this is the fact, that the heat-up phase has not been considered in the simulation. It takes
another 30 min to heat the system up from room temperature to the growth temperatures around
600 ◦C, of which the indium is in its liquid state for more than 20 min. However, a factor 2
difference between simulation and experiment remains. We assume that the reason lies in the
experimentally determined diffusion coefficients, which have been taken from the literature [208].
Deposition Rates: Dissolution of and crystallization at both the silicon source material and
the substrate were simulated for tin solutions. Initially, deviations between experiment and
simulation occurred here in the deposition rates on the substrate.
In the waiting position, before being brought in contact with the metallic solution, the sample
has a significantly lower temperature as compared to the growth position, where it floats on top
of the solution. During the movement from the waiting position to the growth position, the
handler arm with the sample passes directly under the top heater for about 30 s, before being
lowered into the solution. This time span, however, is not sufficient to heat up the sample to
the same temperature as the solution. Therefore, during the first seconds of the growth process,
there is a temperature difference between substrate and solution. To simulate the influence of
this difference, a percentage of the sample’s temperature field from the waiting position is used
as initial boundary condition for the substrate temperature in the growth position. Based on
experimental data, a certain percentage of the temperature difference ∆T , represented by the
factor f∆T , was deducted from the initial growth temperature for this purpose, leading to a new
initial growth temperature T ∗growth:
T ∗growth = Tgrowth − f∆T ×∆T = Tgrowth − f∆T (Tgrowth − Twait) (46)
For a growth temperature of Tgrowth ≈ 590 ◦C this e.g. results in T ∗growth ≈ 560 ◦C. Fig-
ure 5.37a shows the new starting temperatures for this case according to equation 46, with
the substrate being colder than the surrounding metallic solution. The original temperature
distributions in the solution during growth mode and on the substrate in the waiting position,
before the application of equation 46 on the 3D simulations, can be found as additional images
in figure B.3 in annex B.2.3.
Figure 5.37: (a) Simulated temperature distribution in the solution and on the sample surface with
the new starting temperatures according to equation 46.
(b) Comparison of simulation runs with different values for f∆T .
(c) Exemplary plot and linear fit of a series of experimental results with different SSLPE
growth times.
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Figure 5.37b compares simulation runs with different values for f∆T over a period of 30 s,
whereby the deposition rate has been extrapolated to µm/h for better comparability. Contin-
uation of one of the runs for a simulated real world time of 10 min showed that growth rates
decline very slowly. This proves that the initial temperature difference is indeed an important
factor in the occurrence of the differences in growth rates.
For a reliable comparison with the experimental results, layer thicknesses of several series of
samples with different SSLPE growth times ranging from tgrowth = 5 min to tgrowth = 20 h have
been measured and plotted. The example of one such sample series is shown in figure 5.37c.
Linear fits revealed, that the actual deposition rates in the experiments lie between 6 and
10 µm/h, at an average of about 8 µm/h. This is in acceptable agreement with the simulation
results, where even without consideration of the initial temperature difference, deposition rates
are of the same order of magnitude.
Dissolution of Si Source Material: To get a better understanding of the convective flow in
the melt and of its influence on the silicon source material, the remaining silicon on the bottom
of the crucible was extracted during each change of the metallic solvent, and the residual melt
was etched off with aqua regia. If the discs were broken, they were reassembled as far as possible
after washing and drying∗.
The results are shown in figure 5.38.
Figure 5.38: Photos of silicon source material from the SSLPE crucible’s bottom after usage in growth
processes:
(a) About 100 experiments with 20 mm indium.
(b) About 100 experiments with 20 mm tin gallium alloy.
(c) About 25 experiments with 20 mm tin gallium alloy.
(d) One experiment with 20 mm tin.
(e) About 70 experiments with 10 mm tin.
(f) 18 experiments with 10 mm tin.
∗The Si discs tend to break into larger pieces, when the hot liquid solvent is added during crucible renewals.
Due to the higher melting point of Sn (232 ◦C), as compared to In (157 ◦C), the tendency to break is higher for
Sn.
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Comparison shows, that the effects of the growth and homogenization processes on the silicon
source material are very inhomogeneous. Due to the fact that heating is mainly realized by the
side and top heaters, the temperature differences along the silicon disc are high, and solubility
in the melt also differs significantly.
A closer look reveals that the discs from usage in indium-based SSLPE processes are still
intact after a hundred experiments (Fig. 5.38a), while those used with tin have completely fallen
apart after the same number of uses (Fig. 5.38b). By reducing the usage time for the silicon
source in tin solutions as compared to the time in indium solutions, the complete disintegration
can be prevented, cf. Fig. 5.38c+e.
While most silicon discs were used for a large number of growth experiments, one disc was
deliberately used in only one short experiment to find out, whether the circular accumulations of
large amounts of material visible on the other discs do already appear after the first experiment,
or if they are a result of long-term usage with a series of experiments. As can be seen in
figure 5.38d, dissolution of the silicon has started at multiple positions during the experiment.
Although a certain trend towards stronger dissolution in some areas can already be observed,
the experiment proves that the large accumulations of silicon on top of the discs are indeed a
result of a longer series of multiple experiments, already becoming well visible on the disc used
in 18 experiments, cf. Fig. 5.38f.
These results for the Si tablets were compared with the 3D simulations. The non-homogeneous
geometry of the crucible, the substrate, and the carrier leads to inhomogeneities in the convective
flow of the metallic solution and, as a result, to an inhomogeneous dissolution and deposition
behavior along the surface of the silicon source material. To emulate the effect of the occurring
differences in dissolution on the convective flow in further growth experiments, simulations for
an indium solution during homogenization with a fill height of 20 mm were run with a tilted
crucible floor, representing differences in thickness of the Si tablet. They showed that the flow
slightly increases in the regions where the silicon tablet is thinner, due to the higher fill height
in these areas. That means, the already inhomogeneous dissolution of the tablet is constantly
increased due to a feedback loop.
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5.5 Back Contacts and Electrical Measurements
5.5.1 Back Contacts
The conducted experiments within the scope of this thesis primarily focused on the growth of
the microcrystalline silicon absorber layers. With the motivation of eventually being able to
build a solar cell, though, some research on the principal applicability of back contacts to the
grown materials, and on their compatibility with the growth process was considered necessary.
In addition, many electrical characterization methods for solar materials require a back contact
for meaningful measurements.
Finding a suitable back contact, however, was found to come with a range of difficulties. The
typical metallic back contacts tend to dissolve in the metallic solution. Transparent conductive
oxides (TCOs), on the other hand, are reduced by the hydrogen atmosphere in the growth
chamber. Nevertheless, the results of the initial tests with back contacts will be presented
briefly in the following paragraphs.
Metals: Typical metallic back contacts such as silver or aluminium all have a eutectic with
both indium and tin below the typically applied growth temperatures of 500 to 700 ◦C, and even
molybdenum, with a melting point of 2623 ◦C, dissolves in the metallic solution, cf. Tab. 5.6. In
the strict sense, ternary phase diagrams would have to be used here for the determination of the
respective eutectic points. Due to the negligible concentrations of Si in the metallic solutions,
however, the presented eutectic temperatures have been extracted from binary phase diagrams.
As an example, the phase diagrams for aluminium are shown in figure 5.39a.
Ag Al Mo
In 142 ◦C 156 ◦C 157 ◦C
Sn 145 ◦C 229 ◦C 240 ◦C
Table 5.6: Eutectic temperatures of the solvent metals In and Sn with the possible back contact mate-
rials Ag, Al, and Mo. Calculated with FactSage 6.4, SGTE2007 database, 2009 revision.
Although the existence of eutectic temperatures below the growth temperature does not
necessarily mean the solid metals dissolve completely in the Sn or In solution, they are a good
indicator that some dissolution will take place. Considering the large differences between the
growth temperature range and the temperatures stated in table 5.6, it is fair to assume that
under the condition of direct contact with the solution, significant amounts of the metal back
contacts would be dissolved. Apart from their nature of forming binary or ternary compounds
with the metallic solution, most metals do also form silicides in contact with silicon, which has
been investigated for SSLPE-grown Si on Mo on glass by Heimburger [56].
However, if the metallic back contact is well covered with a sufficient amount of silicon, it
should not get in contact with the solution in the SSLPE crucible. For verification, 20 to 100 nm
thick Ag layers were deposited on the glass substrates prior to the usual growth sequence, starting
with the seed layer formation. Due to the necessity for a melt-back step immediately before
SSLPE growth on the seed layer (cf. section 5.2.2), small areas of the seed layer did usually
dissolve, and the back contact did get in contact with the solution. In some cases, this led
to the dissolution of the entire back contact together with all the Si deposited on top of it,
cf. Fig. 5.39b+c. A continuous process without the long handling times, which the equipment
at hand is suffering from, would therefore not only solve the oxidation issue, but probably also
the question of back contacts.
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Figure 5.39: (a) Overlayed binary phase diagrams for the In–Al and Sn–Al systems. The diagrams are
based on FactSage 6.4, using the SGTE2007 database in its 2009 revision.
(b+c) Photos of an nc-Si seed layer on a silver back contact before (a) and after (b)
SSLPE growth. The metal with everything on top of it has been dissolved in the solution.
(d+e) Photos of an nc-Si seed layer on a ZnO:Al back contact after SLLPE growth. The
now detached Si layer is heavily strained (d), and application of a slight force lets the
entire layer collapse (e).
Transparent Conductive Oxides: For tansparent conductive oxides (TCOs) as back con-
tacts, there is no danger of dissolving in the indium or tin solutions. On the other hand, at the
applied working temperatures of more than 500 ◦C, common TCOs are subject to reduction in
the hydrogen atmosphere in the growth chamber, especially at the interface with the silicon layer,
where they are reduced to the pure metals, whereas the silicon oxidizes at the same time [209].
For zinc oxide (ZnO), the reduction reaction H2 + ZnO ⇀↽ Zn + H2O at elevated temperatures
has been studied since long ago [210], though in recent years positive effects, such as a reduc-
tion in resistivity, have been discovered for annealing in hydrogen at lower temperatures around
300 ◦C [211].
It was assumed, that coverage with sufficient amounts of silicon should protect the TCO back
contact from the hydrogen atmosphere in the SSLPE system. In experiments, approximately
700 nm of ZnO:Al was deposited on the glass substrates via RF sputtering before introduction
to the growth system. Unfortunately, in all conducted experiments the ZnO was completely
reduced, leaving only a heavily strained seed layer with minor SSLPE growth, cf. Fig. 5.39d+e.
We think that the very small H2 molecules find a way through the seed layer, and/or that
reduction starts from the edges, where small areas of the back contact might be directly exposed
to the H2.
As a pure hydrogen atmosphere is not desirable for industrial processes anyway, the use of
an inexplosive forming gas atmosphere of argon and hydrogen would in fact be preferable. The
low percentages of hydrogen in this case should allow a TCO back contact to survive the time
in the growth chamber. Successful solution growth from such mixed growth atmospheres with
varying ratios of Ar and H2, though with usually more than 10% H2, have been reported in
the literature [44][38][37]. And Kalyanaraman et al., for example, have successfully annealed
thin ZnO films at 600 ◦C in a 95% Ar : 5% H2 atmosphere without reduction of the ZnO [212].
Experiments with forming gas atmospheres have not been carried out in the equipment at hand
yet, but are planned to be implemented in the medium term.
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Other Materials: Other conductive materials could be applied for back contacts, which
face neither of the two above-mentioned problems. For use as electrical contacts, however,
these materials are still in a developmental stage. One such option might be titanium nitride
(TiN), which was found to be suitable for use as a gate electrode, or as a diffusion barrier, and
which does not dissolve in the metallic solutions. With resistivity values in the range of 25 to
120 µΩcm [213][214][215], it is comparable to indium tin oxide (ITO) at typical values around
125 µΩcm, and better than aluminium doped zinc oxide (ZnO:Al) and fluorine doped tin oxide
(SnO2:F) at typical values around 500 µΩcm each [216].
First experiments on TiN layers in our growth equipment have shown that both the PVD
growth of nc-Si seed layers and the SSLPE growth from Sn solutions is possible on this material.
It can easily withstand contact with the metallic solutions as well as with the H2 atmosphere.
Tantalum nitride has similar properties as TiN, but is even less well developed and researched,
has a slightly higher resistivity, and the growth conditions are harder to control [215].
Alternative Cell Concepts: Alternative approaches to the problem at hand would be to
minimize the use of contacts on the glass side, to add them after growth, or to do without these
contacts entirely. To date, numerous such alternatives have been developed. While superstrate
cell architectures, in which the glass superstrate acts as the front side of the cell instead of the
backside, are not uncommon in thin-film solar cell research [18][217][218], most of them do still
have contacts on both sides. In so-called rear contact (or back contact) solar cells, all or most
of the front contact grids are moved to the rear of the device, in our case that would be on top
of the SSLPE-grown layer, collecting the sunlight from the glass side. These cell architectures
achieve a potentially higher efficiency, which results from the reduced shading on the front of
the cell.
The alternative cell concepts can roughly be divided into three different approaches:
• Emitter Wrap Through (EWT) [219][220][221][222]: There is one collecting junction
on the front surface, and another junction of the same type on the back. Photocurrent
is collected by both junctions connected in parallel by, usually laser-drilled, holes through
the emitter and absorber layers. By this mechanism, the EWT cell performance is over a
wide range nearly independent of the cell thickness to diffusion length ratio [219].
• Metalization Wrap Through (MWT) [219][220][221]: A metal grid is located on the
front surface, and interconnection pads for both polarities are placed on the rear surface.
The front metal grid is connected to the corresponding pads either around the edge of
the wafer, or through holes in the wafer. Although this design does not eliminate the
front surface shading losses, the overall losses are still significantly reduced by avoiding
the interconnect pads and solder strips of a classical cell structure [219].
• Back Junction (BJ) / Interdigitated Back Contact (IBC) [219][223][224][225][226]:
The electron–hole pairs are generated in a high-lifetime bulk region, and are collected at
interdigitated diffused junctions on the rear side of the cell. There are no contacts on the
front side at all and, therefore, no shadowing effects. Also, since nearly one half of the back
surface can be covered with the metallization pattern of each type, the series resistance
of the metal pattern can be very low [219]. In recent years, IBC solar cells are becoming
increasingly popular, at least on the research level. In our case, to avoid the charge carrier
diffusion through too many grain boundaries, the interdigitated back contacts would have
to be arranged in very close proximity to each other.
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There are a number of other concepts or subconcepts of the above mentioned categories,
e.g. mesa cells, in which the emitter contacts are located on top of the cell, while the base contacts
are situated outside the cell [227]. Generally, rear contact solar cells have a number of advantages
beyond the avoidance of shading losses, such as smaller spacing between the individual cells in the
module and easier interconnection of the cells. Also, the respective concepts have been designed
for and tested on both wafer-based and thin-film silicon solar cells [228]. However, until now
the production comes with higher costs than conventional, double-side contacted solar cells. For
the layers grown by steady-state solution growth, the high roughness and inhomogeneity of the
surfaces might also pose a problem in cell processing.
Comparing the options discussed in the paragraphs above, it is clear that only alternative
cell concepts such as IBCs on the one hand, and largely inert materials such as TiN on the other
hand, are completely safe in that they do neither face the risk of being dissolved in the metallic
solution, nor to be reduced by the hydrogen atmosphere.
However, in the seemingly elegant approach of the rear contact solar cell design, with the
light penetrating the cell from the glass side, electron hole pair generation would predominantly
occur within the first few micrometers from the glass–silicon interface, i.e. in and near the seed
layer. And while Sn itself is not electrically active in Si and the inclusions might even be used
for light scattering, the high defect density and higher impurity levels in the seed layer would
supposedly lead to high recombination rates.
In a classical solar cell structure, with the light penetrating the cell from the other side,
i.e. from the top side, the majority of the electron hole pairs would be generated in the space-
charge region at the top of the SSLPE-grown crystallites with their low defect densities, where
there would also be the p-n junction. Recombination of charge carriers in the seed layer would
only play a minor role in this case.
In conclusion, it can therefore be said that the specific challenges of the SSLPE-grown Si
layers on glass make the use of alternative materials such as titanium nitride the most viable
options for the construction of an actual solar cell at the moment, whereby the aspired solution
of the seed layer oxidation issue has the potential to make other options feasible, too.
5.5.2 Electrical Measurements
First attempts of electrical characterization have proven difficult due to the fact that most
characterization methods have been developed for samples with a flat surface and require a
back contact. In case of the samples grown from indium solutions on an ALC seed layer,
characterization is particularly difficult due to the crystallites’ nature of largely being non-
interconnected. For these samples, contactless QSSPC and HS-PCD measurements showed
minority charge carrier lifetimes in the range of τ = 9 to 95 µs. For samples grown from a
tin solution, µ-PCD measurements of an approximately 20 µm thick polycrystalline Si layer
on glass, using λ = 980 nm, showed an average minority carrier lifetime of τ ≈ 50 µs. Using
equation 16 (section 4.2) with an assumed diffusion coefficient of D = 20 cm2/s (e.g. [229]), this
would amount to a minority carrier diffusion length of L ≈ 320 µm.
A comparison of the charge carrier lifetimes of Si, grown for photovoltaic applications by
different methods, shows that these first results are very promising:
• Float-zone (FZ) silicon can reach maximum lifetimes of τ > 1 ms [230][231].
• Czochralski-grown material usually has values in the range of 10 to 1000 µs [230][232][233].
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• The same applies to kerfless wafering and thin-film approaches by defoliation, if they are
based on monocrystalline silicon [234].
• Ingot-casted multicrystalline silicon reaches values between 10 and 100 µs [232].
• Large-grained thin-film Si on glass, crystallized by laser or electron beam, has lifetimes in
the range of 1 to 10 µs [235].
• Solid phase crystallized (SPC) thin-film Si, with grains usually in the sub-micrometer
range, only reaches lifetimes in the nanosecond regime [22][236].
However, these promising first results from the PCD measurements are believed to be partly
influenced by the depletion region modulation (DRM) effect, and by trapping effects [237]. Also,
the high values indicate the presence of some form of surface passivation. It is therefore difficult
to draw unambiguous conclusions regarding the material’s electrical properties at this point. As
was mentioned before, though, the focus of this work was on the solution growth of continuous
silicon layers on glass. With this goal having been largely achieved now, future investigations will
put a significantly higher focus on the electrical characterization of the SSLPE-grown material.
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The presented results show the feasibility of the developed two-step process for growth of poly-
crystalline silicon layers on glass. One of the main results of the conducted research is the
successful growth of continuous silicon layers, in which all crystallites are interconnected. The
crystalline quality of these layers, as well as their low impurity levels make, them a promising
material for the potential use as absorber layers in new low-cost solar cells.
Generally, the results can be summarized in three categories: (i) the growth and characteri-
zation of seed layers on glass, (ii) the evaluation of the seed layers’ oxidation and of approaches
to deal with this issue, and (iii) the steady-state solution growth and characterization of poly-
crystalline silicon on the seed layers.
(i) One investigated method of seed layer formation is the amorphous-liquid-crystalline
(ALC) transition, in which liquid metallic solvent droplets induce crystallization of initially
amorphous silicon films within the context of an in-plane movement at comparatively low sub-
strate temperatures around 250 ◦C. The resulting layer was shown to consist of small, randomly
oriented Si nanocrystallites of up to 10 nm in diameter throughout the entire volume, with the
crystalline traces as large grains measuring several hundred nanometers in width and a crys-
tallization depth down to 200 nm. A thickening layer, deposited on top of the ALC layer to
provide thicker and more crystalline seeds for subsequent solution growth, was shown to be more
homogenous with significantly larger grains.
In view of the possible industrial application of the methods, especially regarding the fact
that float glass production is carried out on tin, it was important to optimize the process for its
duration and to show that it works with Sn. While full crystallization of the whole substrate
area was originally found to take up to 60 min, process optimization resulted in a reduction of
the required process duration down to 6 min. The ALC process was found to work with tin as
well as it does with indium, whereby the applicable parameter range is substantially smaller for
tin. SIMS measurements found comparatively high impurity concentrations in both the ALC
layer and the thickening layer. These seed layers, however, are only a few hundred nanometers
thick, and are not supposed to serve as the active photovoltaic absorber material.
Another investigated method for seed layer growth is the direct deposition of silicon on heated
glass substrates. The advantages of this method lie in the simplicity of the process, and in the
avoidance of any catalyst metals that could be incorporated into the layer. On the negative
side, relatively large layer thicknesses are required for the applied temperature range of up to
400 ◦C, in order to obtain seed crystallites in sufficient number and size. TEM characterization
of these nc-Si seed layers showed that there is no generally nanocrystalline layer, but that the
layer is in fact composed of individual ’root-shaped’ seeds, embedded in a largely amorphous
matrix. Tempering of the layer after Si deposition leads to an increase of both size and number
of seed crystallites. SIMS measurements of the nc-Si seed layer showed impurity concentrations
to be lower than in the ALC seed layers, and most values stay within the required specifications
for solar grade silicon. With electrical characterization getting more into the focus, it is planned
to avoid the indiffusion of impurities from the glass substrate by using diffusion barriers such as
SiN, SiOx or TiN in the future.
(ii) A major obstacle to our current two-step process was found to be the oxidation of the
seed layers during handling and heat-up in the HV cluster tool prior to the solution growth
step. Until now, the most successful and most widely applied method to overcome this issue
is the so-called melt-back step, in which the temperature gradient is briefly reversed, letting
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the slightly undersaturated metallic solution dissolve the surface region of the seed layer and,
thereby, partially remove the silicon oxide. Unfortunately, the occasional dissolution of the thin
seed layers limits the reproducability of growth results in this approach.
Ideally, solution growth would follow the seed layer preparation within a reasonably short
time as part of a continuous process, not allowing a sufficiently thick oxide to form. As the
construction of a continuous float glass and coating facility within the institute for crystal growth
is virtually impossible, however, the oxide’s removal by laser irradiation immediately before the
initiation of the solution growth step was chosen to be a suitable alternative. Based on theoretical
considerations regarding the laser’s penetration depth and energy density, a 266 nm UV laser
system has been implemented with the growth system. First results on monocrystalline silicon
wafers confirm the expected behavior, showing epitaxial growth where the silicon oxide has been
removed by the laser.
(iii) The different types of seed layers have been used as templates for epitaxial enlargement
by steady-state liquid phase epitaxy (SSLPE). Growth on ALC seed layers was found to start
from a few larger seed crystals, and then cover the surrounding areas by lateral overgrowth.
While the border area between the crystallites and the seed layer has a high defect density, most
of the SSLPE-grown crystallites’ volume is almost free of defects. SIMS measurements revealed
a high purity of the SSLPE-grown crystallites, staying within the required specifications for
solar grade silicon. By PL and Raman measurements, the SSLPE-grown crystallites were shown
not to contain an amorphous silicon phase and to be stress-free. A comparison with a reference
c-Si sample confirmed the high quality of the crystallites and very low losses through radiative
recombination. Although crystallites with sizes of up to 50 µm were obtained, it was not
yet possible to achieve full surface coverage on ALC seed layers, in which all crystallites are
interconnected.
By solution growth on nc-Si seed layers, however, it was indeed possible to obtain such
closed layers, on which all silicon crystallites are interlocked. These contiguous, polycrystalline
Si layers can be considered a significant step forward in the investigation of solution growth of
polycrystalline silicon on glass for photovoltaic applications. The layer thickness amounts to
about 10 µm, which is approximately the target size for thin-film Si solar cell absorber layers. A
noticeable fact about the layers’ high surface roughness is their inherent ability for light trapping.
TEM characterization showed, that the large crystallites are of high crystalline quality, with
the defect density decreasing with increasing distance from the seed layer. The seed layer itself,
as was already the case for the ALC seed layers, shows a high defect density and numerous
solvent inclusions. A major difference is the fact that, here, the seed layer’s nanocrystallites
have merged into large grains, covering several micrometers in diameter. It was concluded that
while epitaxial growth on the seeds leads to the formation of large crystallites, the seed layer’s
quasi-amorphous parts and very small nanocrystals slowly dissolve in the solution. Eventually,
the large crystallites interconnect and the formerly amorphous parts of the seed layer recrystallize
in the same orientation as the adjacent crystallites, leaving a continuous polycrystalline Si layer.
According to SIMS measurements, all impurity concentrations stay well within the required
specifications for solar grade silicon. Only tin is incorporated into the grown material in high
amounts, which is not seen as a problem for the intended use in photovoltaics, as Sn is not
electrically active in silicon. One of the factors in achieving such low impurity levels is the use of
a high purity H2 atmosphere in the growth chamber, but with regard to industrial applicability,
an argon/hydrogen forming gas atmosphere would in fact be more desirable and is planned to
be implemented in the medium term.
3D simulations have been conducted to accompany the growth experiments. Different heater
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configurations have been simulated to explore the differences in temperature distribution in the
metallic solution and on the substrate during growth. The top and side heater configuration
hereby produced the most steady warm-to-cold temperature gradients. It also produced the best
experimental growth results so far. The influence of geometric variations in the growth setup
has also been simulated. Thereby, a displacement of the crucible by only 1 mm from its central
position, as it does occur during crucible renewals, was shown to have a strong influence on the
temperature distribution in the metallic solution in the crucible and on the substrate.
A comparison of solvent materials and solvent fill heights found, that the differences between
Sn and In only have a small influence on the actual convective flow in our growth setup, and
the structure of the convection cells is not affected much. At the same time, changes in the
fill height can have a profound impact on both temperature and convection in the crucible. In
simulations involving material transport in the solution, as well as dissolution and crystallization
at the silicon source and the substrate, deviations regarding the deposition rates on the substrate
occurred initially between experiment and simulation. Adaptations of the simulations based on
the actual experimental conditions eventually yielded extrapolated deposition rates in the range
of 2 to 8 µm/h, which is in line with the experimentally determined deposition rates ranging
from 6 to 10 µm/h.
An important question to be answered remains to be the optimum heater configuration to
achieve the minimal horizontal temperature difference in the solution and, at the same time,
the maximal vertical temperature difference. This way, the solution growth speed could be
further increased, which is of importance regarding the compatibility with the float glass process.
Further 3D simulations are considered the best option to approach this issue and are planned
or already under way.
The first results on the electrical properties of the SSLPE-grown silicon layers on glass are
very promising, with lifetimes in the range of several 10 µs. They are only of a preliminary kind,
though, and do not allow for unambiguous conclusions yet. Further electrical characterization
is therefore required, and will be a substantial part of the ongoing investigations on this topic
in the future. With photovoltaics being the motivation for this work, the eventual goal of the
research remains the making of a functioning solar cell.
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B.1 Uncertainty Analysis
In different parts of the thesis, errors of measured and calculated values are given. If not stated
otherwise, they have been calculated by means of the Gaussian error propagation function for
non-correlated measurands:
uF = ±
√(
∂F
∂x
ux
)2
+
(
∂F
∂y
uy
)2
+ . . . (47)
where uF is the error of a function F (x, y,...), and ux, uy, ... refer to the individual errors of
the measurands x, y, ....
B.1.1 Error bars in figure 3.5
The voltage error derives from the systematic device error and reading error of the voltmeter
uU = ±U × 0.05V + 0.1V + 0.1V .
The current error derives from the systematic device error and reading error of the am-
peremeter uI = ±I × 0.02A+ 0.2A+ 0.5A.
The propagation of uncertainty for the calculated power then is:
P = U I ⇒ uP = ±
√
I2 u2U + U
2 u2I (48)
B.1.2 Error bars in figure 5.9
The individual errors are the standard deviations from the Gaussian fits to the c-Si peaks in
case of the crystalline peak height x, and the standard deviations from the linear fits to the a-Si
’peaks’ in case of the mean values for amorphous silicon y. The uncertainty of the c-Si/a-Si
ratios then is:
F =
x
y
⇒ uF = ±
√(
ux
y
)2
+
(
−x uy
y2
)2
(49)
F(Final) is the arithmetic mean of the 2 separate Raman measurements a ± ua and b ± ub
taken on each sample:
F(Final) =
a+ b
2
⇒ uF(Final) = ±
1
2
√
u2a + u
2
b (50)
B.1.3 Propagation of uncertainty in table 5.3
The seed layer areas without the hole (Ax) and with the holes (Ay) have been marked and
measured with the freeware Java-based image processing program ImageJ. Based on testing,
an error of u = 2% per value has been assumed. Following Gaussian error propagation, the
individual gap areas Agap and the total gap area A
Total
gap calculate as follows:
Agap = Ax −Ay ±
√
u2x + u
2
y A
Total
gap = Agap1 +Agap2 + . . .±
√
u2Agap1
+ u2Agap1
+ . . . (51)
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B.2 Additional Figures
B.2.1 Bottom Heater Power Graphs
In addition to the graphs presented in figure 3.5 in section 3.1.2, which show the calculated
powers of the top and side heaters in the SSLPE system, the results are hereby complemented
by presenting the power graphs for the outer and inner bottom heater, cf. Fig. B.1.
Figure B.1: Heater powers for the outer (a) and inner (b) bottom heater, incl. error bars and exponential
fits. The powers have been calculated from the measured currents and voltages. For
calculation of errors, cf. annex B.1.1.
B.2.2 Influence of Bottom Heater Current Supply Connectors
Figure B.2 shows additional 3D simulation results for the influence of the bottom heaters’
current supply connectors on the temperature distribution and melt flow during SSLPE growth,
complementing the results shown in figure 5.34 and mentioned in the text in section 5.4.2.
Figure B.2: Temperature distributions on the substrate surface (a+b), at the bottom of the metallic
solution (c+d), and the flow velocities in the cross-section of the solution (e+f). The top
row (a,c,e) shows the case with the bottom heaters’ current supply connectors, the bottom
row (b,d,f) shows the case without the supply connectors. Obviously, the differences in
both temperature distribution and melt flow are only of a statistical nature.
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B.2.3 Original Temperature Distributions
Supplementing the data in section 5.4.2 in general, and in figure 5.37 in particular, the original
temperature distributions in the metallic solution during growth mode and on the substrate in
the waiting position, before the application of equation 46 on the 3D simulations, are presented
in figure B.3.
Figure B.3: Original temperature distributions on the substrate in the waiting position (a) and in the
metallic solution during growth mode (b).
B.3 List of Chemicals
For all wet chemical treatments, deionized water with a maximum resistance of 4 MΩ was used.
Table i lists all used chemicals with the respective initial concentrations.
Chemical Manu- Conc. Purity
substance facturer [wt.%] (acc. to manufacturer)
Hydrofluoric acid (HF) (1) 40% Suprapur R⃝(semiconductor grade)
Nitric acid (HNO3) (2) 70% FinyteTM(semiconductor grade)
Hydrochloric acid (HCl) (3) 36% VLSI Selectipur R⃝(semiconductor grade)
Hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) (2) 30% FinyteTM(semiconductor grade)
(3) 31% VLSI Selectipur R⃝(semiconductor grade)
Ammonium hydroxide (NH4OH) (1) 25% Guaranteed Reagent (GR) (analytical grade)
(2) 24.5% VLSI grade (semiconductor grade)
Ethanol (C2H6O) (3) ≈ 100% VLSI Selectipur R⃝(semiconductor grade)
Acetone (C3H6O) (3) ≈ 100% VLSI Selectipur R⃝(semiconductor grade)
2-Propanol (C3H8O) (3) ≈ 100% VLSI Selectipur R⃝(semiconductor grade)
Mucasol Fast Alkaline Cleaning Agent (4) 100% No grading
Polyester resin C647.1 (5) 65% in No grading
styrene
Table i: The initial concentrations and purity of the used chemicals’ stock solutions.
Manufacturers as follows:
(1) Merck KGaA, Darmstadt, Germany
(2) J.T.Baker R⃝, Avantor Performance Materials B.V., Deventer, The Netherlands
(3) BASF SE, Ludwigshafen, Germany
(4) Merz Hygiene GmbH, Frankfurt, Germany
(5) Carl Roth GmbH + Co. KG, Karlsruhe, Germany
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B.4 List of Silicon Wafers
Table ii lists the different types of silicon wafers that were used in SSLPE growth experiments,
as well as their properties and manufacturers.
Orientation (+ layers) Doping Resistivity Manufacturer
Si(100) p-type (B) 1–30 Ωcm Crystal GmbH, Berlin, Germany
Si(111) n-type (P) 1–10 Ωcm Crystal GmbH, Berlin, Germany
Si(100) p-type (B) 7–21 Ωcm Wacker Siltronic AG, Munich, Germany
Si(100) p-type (B) 1–10 Ωcm Helitek Co Ltd, Fremont, CA, USA
Si(100)+(150±10)nm SiOx n-type / Silicon Sensor GmbH, Berlin, Germany
Si(100)+(80±5)nm SiOx n-type / Silicon Sensor GmbH, Berlin, Germany
+(80±5)nm nitride
Table ii: Silicon wafers used in the growth experiments.
B.5 List of Elements and their Respective Purity
The tin used as metallic solvent in both SSLPE solution growth and PVD thermal evaporation
was of 99.999% (5N) purity, and was manufactured by American Elements, Merelex Corp., Los
Angeles, CA, USA. The following impurity levels are given by the manufacturer:
Element Mg Cu In Co Ca Ag Al Zn Ni Pb Fe Bi
Concentration[ppm] 0.05 0.05 0.005 <0.1 0.05 <0.5 0.05 0.14 0.001 0.25 0.32 0.74
Table iii: Impurity levels of the 5N Sn used in the growth experiments, as stated by the manufacturer.
The indium used as metallic solvent in both SSLPE solution growth and PVD electron
beam evaporation was of 99.99999% (7N) purity, and was manufactured by VEB Spurenmetalle
Freiberg WIB, Freiberg, East Germany.
The gallium used as metallic solvent in PVD thermal evaporation and as addition to the
tin solution in SSLPE was of 99.9999% (6N) purity, and was manufactured by Rhoˆne Poulenc
S.A., Lyon, France.
The silicon used for PVD electron beam evaporation was of 99.9999% (6N) purity, and was
manufactured by Strem Chemicals Inc., Newburyport, MA, USA.
For reasons of purity and simplicity, the silicon used as source material in SSLPE solution
growth were nominally undoped, 4 mm thick monocrystalline float-zone Si wafers with contam-
ination levels of about 5× 1012cm−3, grown in the Leibniz Institute for Crystal Growth, Berlin,
Germany.
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